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FOREWORD

John Anson Ford was bom In Waukegan, Illinois, Sep-

tember 29, 1883, He grew up in Illinois and Wisconsin,

receiving his B.A, degree from Belolt College in 1907.

After graduation, he worked as a newspaperman in the

Chicago area from 1911 to 1919* and as a news writer for

the Department of Agriculture in Washington, D.C. from

1919 to 1920.

In 1920, Mr. Ford moved to Los Angeles where, with

John Edwin Ho<ig, he established an advertising and public

relations firm. Prom 1927 to 193^* he headed his own firm,

the John Anson Ford Company. He began to be active in

politics and civic affairs during this time, serving on

the 1928 Grand Jury and as chainnan of the Los Angeles

County Democratic Party Central Committee

.

Mr. Ford was elected to the Los Angeles County Board

of Supervisors in 193^* acting as chairman of the board

from 1952-195^ and again in 1957, retiring in 1958. His

service to the community in this position includes his role

in the reform of the county's Purchasing Department, the

establishment of the Human Relations Commission, and sup-

port to the growing park system and cultural life of the

area. He has also served as chairman of the California

State Fair Employment Practices Commission from 1959 to 1963.

The following manuscript describes in Mr. Ford's

words these and the many other aspects jf his career.





INa?RODUCTION

You know, hrs, Dixon, that many people never read a

book through, but often confine themselves to scanning the

first pages, or the introduction. With this in mind I want

you to be patient while I try to suiamarize some of my official

acts which might be called "highlights" of my public service.

I will refer to a memorandum which I have prepared.

1. One of the down-to-earth things that I accomplished

which I regard as outstanding was my taking the initiative

in cleaning up and transforming the County's big txirchasing

Department. This took more than two years before I could

get a majority of the board to join in discharging the pur-

chasing agent.

It's quite a revealing story—acorns to oaks, one

might say. It began with a complaint that came to me while

I was a freshman supervisor. The General Hospital kitchen

and dining room was serving low-grade, and deteriorated,

and even rotten food to the patients, according to reports

that came to me privately, ^uid the doctors were getting

high-grade meats, etc. To ferret this out quietly, I

asked Clifford Clinton, the Clifton Cafeteria owner, to

make a private investigation. He did and his report not

only created a sensation, but also earned the bitter enmity

of a lot of the old gang, including Mayor Frank ohaw who

had recently left the Board of Supervisors to become mayor.

This startling beginning of an exposure rapidly extended
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until we found that not only was the General Hospital

food pretty rotten and the needless waste enormous, but

the agency that bought these food supplies, namely the

County turchasing Agent, was also dispensing the same

miserable provisions to tens of thousands on county

relief (we were dispensing so-called charity "in kind"

instead of in cash). The climax of all this, months later,

led to the overwhelming recall of Mayor ^haw in a bitter

violent campaign which saw Clinton's house badly damaged

by a bomb. The reform of the Purchasing Department was

the beginning of a new era for the county.

2, iinother business reform was my exposure of the "patent

paving" racket. County and city, too, were paying excess

prices for a so-called "patent" formula that shortened the

psr5.od in which paving would harden. The formula was not

a secret and I exposed this costly misrepresentation that

had lined the pockets of politicians.

These and several similar official acts alerted the

public and likewise "warned" politicians so that the pol-

itical atmosphere around the county began to change for the

better.

5. I wonder if it is immodest and unfair to claim that

I shared in awakening the public to greater support for

cultural things? Ida Koverman, my loyal friend and sec-

retary of hGM's Louis B. Hayer, and I went together to Sac-

ramento and got a law passed that made possible this new

cultural era. The new law which we "lobbied" legalized
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coixnty expenditures for music and the other performing

aj?ts. Up to then the ^supervisors had been appropriating

only a few thousand annually, via a "legal subterfuge,

"

namely through the Chamber of Commerce. From then on,

we steadily expanded financial support of the Hollywood

Bowl (its programs and its fine parking lots and other

property), the iilgrimage llay, the Philharmonic orchestra,

and in due time more than twenty neighborhood orchestras.

The County Music Commission, which I initiated with super-

visor omith, has .iarried on this program magnificently.

And long-range contracts in which the coxinty shares have

made possible the beautiful Music Center.

4. Acquiring several county parks, enlarging and improv-

ing several others, and stepping up the county recreation

program all were important, I think. I initiated the pur-

chase of these fine parks: Hummer, in West Hollywood;

Athens lark, 12428 South Broadway; west Hollywood xark,

647 North San Vicente; John Vinson Pord lark, 8000 Scout

Avenue, Bell Gardens. larks enlarged or improved lairgely

on my initiative include iilondra. Belvedere, Hancock, and

City Terrace.

5. As far as the local government was concerned, I was

the initiator of the purchase axid program development of

the State and County xirboretum in ^rcadia, the Descanso

Gardens in La Canada (plus three arboreta branches), and

the State Historical Monument (Clvera Street and adjoining





forty acres).

6. Similarly, I initiated Fort Moore lioneer ^'iemorial

and with the help of hrs. Norman Chandler, hra* Cuzzins

Davis, and other citizens, by our personal appeals we

secured funds from the City Cotincil, the Department of

Water and rower, the Los ^^ngeles Loard of Lducation, and

the head offices of the ohurch of the Latter Day baints

to supplement the county appropriations, making a total

of nearly *700,000. I know of no other case of such local

cooperation.

7« When I became bupervisor in 195^* a modest beginning

had been made by establishing probation camps in the moun-

tains for delinquent boys. I shared actively in greatly

expanding this program. Because of my many visits to these

Cttuips, including one of the oldest, namely Tapia in the

Malibu mountains, one of the largest live oaks in this

county, located in that park, was named the "John Anson

Ford Cak" and marked with a beautiful boulder bearing my

name, etc.

8. In the Depression, earnest ima'.';inative women brought

to the county the idea of collecting used toys, rehabil-

itating them, and loaning them from established "branch

toy libraries" to needy children who had few playthings.

With my help and that of these dedicated women we greatly

expanded the Toy Loan library so that scores of handicapped

people were employed in a rehabilitation workshop which

literally repaired, painted, and restored thousands of toys
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and dolls, while scores of volunteers manned the branch

libraries. Total circulation of these toys has rxin into

more than tm\. million.

9. I am called the "father" of the Cotinty Human Relations

Commission. Its influence inter-racially has been tremendous.

It has been copied widely.

10. Following an effort of the Board of Supervisors (an

effort I opposed) to give away Otis Art Institute, I organ-

ized a board of governors for the school and in due time

helped secure Millar;^. Sheets as director. He lifted the

academic standard so that the school was granted the right

to confer degrees. Concurrently, I was securing one appro-

priation after another for the removal of the old Otis mansion

in which the school had originally been housed; and for the

erection of three new buildings, representing an investnent

of about one million dollars. The time when it was touch-

and-go for the fate of Otis Art Institute is almost for-

gotten, but every day the school is continuing to enrich

the cultural life of California and the Southwest.

11, I took the initiative in the Supervisors appointing

a clean, courageous district attorney, villiam B, KcKesson,

on the death of his predecessor. Three times before we had

been faced with the same heavy responsibility. One of these

selections, which will remain nameless, had, I firmly believe,

gravely betrayed his public trust. So I tried to make up

for past misjudgements by lobbying for "William TicKesson.

Without my effort, another man w?th a strong political and
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and special interest background probably would have been

elected. McKesson knew the law, having been a judge; he

knew social problems, having been on the Youth Authority;

and he knew the hidden influences in tYve county. Personally,

he strongly supported decency and right and aimed to have

the same standards observed by his large staff of deputies.

12. On my initiative the Supervisors set up a committee

which has developed into a Department for the Affairs of

the Aging. This was one of the first governmental efforts

of its kind and it has been widely copied.

13. In »y day the total number of county employees reached

4o,CK)0. I initiated various ways of formally recognising

length of service for these faithful workers.

IJ^. The John Anson Ford Breakfast was started by we

Immediately after roy election in 193^. Thirty to seventy-

five citizens and friends met every Saturday morning to

hear my reports on county business, with occasionally an

outside speaker. Believe it or not, I carried this club

for ten years every Saturday roomii^.

My Phsuccessful Efforts

Any summary of highlights should Include my two unsuc-

cessful political campaigns for the United States Senate,

inspired in part by Hiratn Johnson's arrogant isolation-

ism, and for mayor of Los Angeles, Inspired by the record

of a coz>rupt and murderously vicious adrrtinistration against

which few seemed ready to protest . Senator Johnson was
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so strongly entrenched that I had little chance of success,

but I was gratified at the substantial vote in my own countji

In the fight for mayor, I had no metropolitan newspaper sup-

port; my campaign funds were very limited. My defeat un-

doubtedly saved me from a torturing experience, for evil

was far more strongly entrenched than I knew. Only months

of subsequent courageous exposure by Clifford E. Clinton

(who financed his own barrage of radio programs and who risked

his life for clean government—his home was badly damaged by

a bomb) made possible the ousting of Mayor Frank Shaw and

the election of Judge Fletcher Bowron as mayor.

The results of these two defeats were:

1. My campaign for U.S. Senate Democratic nomination against

Hiram Johnson: Cross-filing was in effect. In Los Angeles

County the vote was Johnson, 172, 3^5 J i^ord, 10^,700. Date

August 27, 19^0. State totals: Johnson 507,389; Ford 175*110.

2. My campaign for Mayor of Los Angeles against incumbent

Frank Shaw: Shaw 171,^15; Ford 1^^,522. Date: May ^, 1937.

One year later Shaw was recalled and Fletcher Bowron was

elected and served twelve years.

3. Fiestas de Las Americas—founded by me to promote an

inter-cultural membership and programs Latin American in

character. After two or three years the Organization

faded out. Several close friendships continued long after.

^. Monument to Democracy—to be erected near or in the

Los Angeles Harbor as a companion statue to the Statue of

Liberty to commemorate the second centennial of the Dec-
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laratlon of Independence (1976), Over ^00 feet high featur-

ing a black man, white man, and brown (or yellow) man,

each with upraised arms supporting a translucent globe

of the world. Lighted from within.

5. A Condominium Church—I proposed that five sma^.l strug-

gling churches in the east Hollywood area of different

denominations sell their properties and Jointly build

a "condominium, cathedral" with dual membership—each member

retaining his denominational membership, plus a condominium

membership. The five pastors (each retaining his denom-

inational status) to serve Jointly, taking turns at preaching,

thereby giving more time to "field" services.

6. The New Outlook , a pocket magazine financed by Hyman

Llshner, M,D,, seeking to Interpret a broad non-denominational

philosophy. I served on the editorial board. The enter-

prise had very limited success and finally folded.

7. United Church Brotherhood, partially successful in

creating an Inter-denomlnational fellov^ship among Protes-

tant men. I served as president for a time. Subsequently

it erred in seeking to promote candidates for local office,

with unhappy results. The Brotherhood no longer exists.

8. All Nations Pair, or Festival—this annual event had

a sporadic history with two or three moderately successful

celebrations, after which the idea petered out. No longer

a Supervisor, I could not give it effective guidance. The

Fair sought to coordinate some 20 or 25 organized groups

of immigrant residents representing their respective native





lands. Each group appeared in native coBtumee and pre-

sented colorful native dances with appropriate music.

Exhibition booths displayed native arts and crafts, and

in separate booths native foods were served. "We "borrowed"

the idea from the International Institute, which found

that it had grown beyond its bounds. But the County effort

finally petered out after I left the board.

9. Year after year, I was a lone vote against hundreds

of thousands voted for the All-Year Club. There was more

politics than sound business in the program. Since my

retirement, budget stringencies have finally forced the

Supervisors to drop this item.

10. While I was the first in the state to initiate a

public housing project, I never felt that the County Housing

Authority really put its heart into this sorely needed under-

taking. The members of the local authority seemed to feel

that they were encroaching on free enterprise. I never

could get a real liberal Authority appointed.

11. Theodore Payne Foundation for propagating California's

fast disappearing wild flowers. This project founded by

an idealistic horticulturalist and nurseryman was given

an encouraging start through my efforts. We secured a

tract of land in Whittier Narrows and dedicated it to

Mr. Payne »s lifetime cause. Then the County Counsel ruled

that the nonprofit selling of seeds was illegal on public

property. Subsequently the whole idea was wonderfully
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revived through the gift of over twenty acres of land from

a iayne friend, and bequests from hre, tayne and others

totalling ii55,000.





CHAPTER I

FAIiILT BACEGkOUHD aNL» LDUCATI&N

We have in the 3?ord family quite an old family Bible

in which was written in a somewhat uncertain hand, on

the inside of the front cover the name "John i'ord, iilder-

man of Coventry;" in fading letters, also on the cover, is

the date 1809. Apparently this John Ford was an immediate

ancestor of my Grandfather i'ord. The latter was born in

Boston, Massachusetts, in 1819.

We have been in England on various occasions in recent

years, and once I went to Coventry and found there once

had been a John Ford in Coventry. Apparently he'd been

in politics like myself. He left a memcrial~an i:<liza-

bethan type of institution called Ford Hospital, The

hospital is today an old people's home, a very picturesque

place, with what we would call a little central patio, or

courtyard, with the rooms of the two-story structure looking

down into the enclosiire, a place for relaxation and rest

for the inmates.

Grandfather Ford was an interesting man who has a

very precious place in the memory of us boys because of

his gentleness and his colorful background as a missionary

in India. I've learned in more recent years that he was

left an orphan boy in Boston at the age of seven or eighty
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his father and mother having died at about the same time.

He lived with a thrifty, prosperous New ^ngland farmer

who was very kind to him in many ways, but who never

adopted him. His name was Sawtelle; they pronounced it

Ga-tell. From some of his brief references I gather that

his boyhood was rather somber and devoid of childhood

pleasures.

After graduating from Harvard College in 1842 and

Andover Seminary, Grandfather went with his bride to India

on a sailing vessal. During our boyhood we treasured

many souvenirs from India and heard many times of the

four-months' stormy voyage to that faraway land, and the

six years that Grandfather I'ord and Grandmother Ford spent

in Madurai, India; a portion of the time they spent in a

village called lassamuli.

Grandmother's health in India yfb.a not good, so they

returned to the United States and Grandfather continued

in the ministry as a Congregational minister. His services

in India were uiider the auspices of the American Board of

Foreign hissions, that being one of the earliest, perhaps

the earliest, of the mission boards of the various denom-

inations. It might be said that he was of the second wave

of missionaries who v-ent from America to foreign lands,

the initial movement having been led by the Judsons and

the Scudders.

Grandmother died before I was born and Grandfather





spent nearly half of his time thereafter in our household,

a very devout, helpful, patient member of the family.

There was a strong attachment between Grandfather and my

mother, as well as an affectionate relationship between

Father and Grandfather. The rest of the time he spent

with my two uncles on the Ford side. One was John J.

Sawtelle Ford of Chicago, publisher of one of the first

trade magazines produced in America, known as the Picture

and Art Trade . He was very successful financially. He

and his wife spent their winters in Florida, the forerunners

of the present floodtide of tourists. Grandfather often

went with them. The rest of the year he spent with my

other uncle, my father's brother, George Ford, who lived

in various places in Indian territory and other parts of

the Southwest as a merchant.

My father was a Presbyterian minister, having grad-

uated from Williams College in Massachusetts and Union

Theological Seminary in New York. He preached in various

rural Presbyterian churches in Illinois and Wisconsin for

forty years. Following his ministry he retired and with

my mother came to live in the house next door to us at

1552 North Mariposa, Hollywood. Our home was at 1556

North Mariposa in 1921.

Cunningham: Do you remember when your father came into the

Northwest area from New England?

Ford: Well, let me see, I was born in I883, September 29.





Father was then pastor of the Presbyterian Church in

Waukegan, Illinois. Previous to that, my older brother

George, now a medical physician in Detroit, was bom on

the same day of the month, September ^9, l879; father

was then a pastor in the rural parish of Oxford, Wiscon-

sin, So to answer your question. Father must have come

west in the early '70*8 after completing his theological

course in Union Seminary in New York City. He often told

of going down in the Bowery in New York City, to preach

to the "poor and forgotten." It was quite an Intriguing

reminiscence.

Father's parishes were not large. From Vaukegan he

moved to Elwood, Illinois, but my memory doesn't run back

that far; and from there we went to a very Interesting

and prosperous country parish in northern Illinois called

the Du Page Presbyterian Church. I have visited it two or

three times since, and it's fine farming country. The

original edifice later was incorporated into a large

structure, built in recent years. The church stood plain

and unadorned in the flat landscape of that prosperous

Scotch-American community. From there come my first recol-

lections connected with farm life. Attached to the manse,

which was next door to the Presbyterian Church, were three

or four acres of fertile ground which Father tilled using

our old horse. Prince. In a part of the acreage we had

pasturage for our Jersey cow.





I remember the birth of that cow's calf, and I also

remember father iindertaking to operate a cultivator with

Prince as the horse pulling the cultivator. Father was

at the cultivator handles and because we didn't have long

enough reins, he put George on Prince to drive, while

Father operated the cultivator. For some reason or other.

Prince became frightened, and started galloping at top

speed with Father hanging onto the cultivator as best

he could and brother George, who was perhaps seven or

eight, frantically dinging to the neck of the horse.

Father was afraid George would fall off and be mutilated

hy the cultivator, rortxinately, that didn't take place

and tra^-edy was averted when Prince halted at the fence.

But the wild ride became quite a legend in the family.

If I were to pick out in retrospect, some of the im-

pressions that life in Du Page contributed, I now realize

that mother was very sensitive to human interests and human

needs, very sympathetic, and much beloved. Father was first

of all dedicated to untrammeled and undiluted dispensation

of the Gospel. However, he had certain interests which are

unusual ir> a minister. For example, he gathered together

the younger women in the parish and organized them into

a painting class—oil painting. They got easels from some-

where and painted still life (fruit and flowers) on canvas

in the churchyard. He loved to paint, although he had

never had any lessons. Most enduring of his works of art,





if they could be called that, is my portrait, 22 x 3^

inches, which now hangs on the wall of our living room.

I was three or four at the time. However, he didn't

undertake to make a front view of the face, but depicted

Just a one-quarter view showing me blowing soap bubbles.

He didn't have canvas at that particular time, so he

took burlap, made a frame, and stretched it on the frame,

and as you see, it gave a rather distinctive texture to

the background; then he took it to town, the nearest

town being Naperville, Illinois, and had it framed. It

has become something of an heirloom.

Father also organized the boys as a sort of pre-

cursor of the Boy Scouts. He took us to the river and

taught us to swim in Du Page River; and he also taught

us how to make and fly kites. I have a vivid recollec-

tion of maybe eight, ten, boys with many colored kites,

flying them in the pasture adjacent to the manse. I

remember ray first Christmastime in that old white church

with its slender white spire. Going into the church,

apparently a day or two before Christmas, all of the

ladies of the parish were busy making wreaths and festoons

of evergreen and cedar boughs that had been brought to

decorate the rather severe interior of the sanctuary.

Cunningham: What about your mother's side of the family?

Ford: My mother's father and mother were, when I first

knew of them, farmers in the central part of Wisconsin, not





far from the city of Portage, while Grandfather and Grand-

mother Holmes were living on the farm, the little commun-

ity of Endeavor was established. Grandfather iilmon Holmes

came from north central New York otate. There must have

been a well-established Holmes family there, because I've

often heard them speak of Holmesville, New York. He

and his young wife settled on this sandy farm near

Fortage, ^/isccnsin. To me it doesn't look like very pros-

perous or fertile soil for farming, but my older cousin,

hrs, Una .vinter, notes in her reminiscences that he "built

the farm up quite successfully and had an adequate com-

petence from it". He was also, in the earlier years,

a schoolteacher for the local school later on. He was a

school trustee.

Grandmother Holmes has written very delightful remin-

iscences v/hich she dictated to one of her granddaughters,

Krs. Una v^inter, and which are a part of our family records.

She was born in Stockbridge, Iiassachusetts, October 11,

1820. At about age four, her parents moved to Lower

Canada (now (Quebec). In her happy girlhood she enjoyed

both rural and city life. There was certainly a rugged

and sharp contrast for her between her childhood culture

and refinement and her married life on the prairies of

Wisconsin in the 1840' s, but she took it all in stride

with a persistent optimism. In one of the poems she wrote,

she tells of the gems she found among the cultured people
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of the community in Wisconsin.

^iy father moved from rural Du lage Ireshyterian

Church to herrill, Wisconsin in the middle 1890' s. He

had t^rfo parishes during my boyhood in that state; the

first one (Herrill) was pretty well up in the northern

part of the state, a Iximbering tovm. Cur house was near

the outskirts of the town on the edige of an over-cut

forest, the second growth being perhaps twenty or thirty

years old.

In that forest of pines and poplare I learned to

en^joy wintergreen berries, a small red berry with a very

delightful flavor, still used to flavor ice cream, gum,

etc. Did you ever taste it? Trailing arbutus grew

among th^ moss and hiimus of the forest. It was always

a very delightful experience, to discover fragrant trailing

arbutus

.

There was a rather steep embankment not far from

our home. In the side of that embankment I dug out a

cave in v/hich v/e created a small fireplace. Ue installed

an old piece of stovepipe, which provided a vent for the

fireplace. We would retire to this secluded retreat

like little cave men and escape all the unpleasantness

of modern civilization!

Let me backtrack a moment. Shortly before we left

Du lage, I recall thit late one night brother George and

I were hastened from our beds and hustled off to the





Emery's neighboring farmhouse. It was all something of

a mystery to me \mtil the next day v/hen 1 was informed

that a baby brother had arrived at the parsonage— oames

Holmes -^'ord, my second and younger brother, jfebruary 15,

1891.

In iierrill, Wisconsin, I was the "baby-sitter";

actually, I suppose, my oldtr brother Geor£,:e and I

together, were. My baby brother was endowed with golden

hair and curls, and part of my duties was to put him in

the large-vmeeled baby carriage, and by means of a rope,

I would ush hiir, down the wooden sidewalk (no cement v/alks

then) for a distance of twenty-five or thirty feet, and

then with the rope, draw him back, thus savins myself

the task of walking back and forth.

iinother feature of life in iierrill, v;isconsin, was

going down to the v«isccnsin river where were logs in great

quantities, iascinated, we would watch the lumbermen

snag the logs into various pools, sorting them out accord-

ing to their markings. Often a lumberman would get on a

log and spin it v;ith great skill. Cn occasion we boys

copied the lumbermen's feat I How it was we didn't drown

I'm not sure, but evidently we didn't.

We boys owe a special debt to our parents for the

amount of time and thought ihey feave that we might be

introduced to pood literature and other things of culture.

Mother spent many hours helping me memorize numerous poeirs.
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such as Whittier's "Snow Bound," Grey's "Llegy," Long-

fellow's "-vangeline," and many Bible verses. Father

undertook to give me pointers in public speaking and ges~

turing. During the long v/inter evenings we heard our

parents and Grandfather Ford read to each other David

Gopperfield and several other Dickens novels. And oc-

casionally, there was some of Shakespeare, father doing

the reading, regular household chores and family prayers

were a part of our daily "boyhood routine.

Whenever we changed parishes in those earlier boy-

hood years, I always dreaded going to the new school,

lierrill, Wisconsin, was no exception. Children are very

conservative about changing friends and changing environ-

ment, and it was a painful process for me. In the course

of getting acquainted with these boys, 1 recall one fist

fight in which I engaged. I was nev'^r much of a fighter,

but this boy, who was about my size (I'd like to say he

was a little larger, but I'm not quite sure), engaged in

something of a quarrel on a subject I don't recall. By

common agreement we retired to the abandoned basement in

a sheltered place. There we settled this big argument

and somehow I don't recall any bloody noses or shrieks

of pain on either side, but I believe that I won the

battle. It was one oi the few fistic encounters in my

entire boyhood career.

In due time, Father moved to a second Wisconsin
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parish in the town of Greenwood. There, as I was growing

older, he introduced me still further to public speaking,

with his guidance, I prepared a so-called oration on

"Dwight L. hoody," one of father's favorites, if he wasn't

mine. Crudely I built this biographical oration up to

a climax so that it ended with something about the name

of Dwight L, hoody in letters of gold, ilather was always

helping us toys to improve our minds.

In 1893 occurred the greatest adventure of my boy-

hood. Cur entire family, together with the family of my

uncle George from the oouthwest, were invited to visit

the World's jFair in Chicago as guests of my uncle, John

Sawtelle i'ord (and wife), who was the publisher of the

Ilcture and Park Irade in Chicago. Ee had a handsome home

at what was then ^616 Washington otreet in the Hyde I ark

section (street numbers and street names have been

changed since). a11 of us gathered in this lovely house.

It must have been quite a burden for my Aunt Karia, who

had no children. vie were required to use the back stairs

as our shoes wculd mar the fine oak front stairs. A' par-

ticular incident that 1 recall was my father's taking my

older brother Geore,e to the .^.o^ld•s i'air and trying to

get him interected in the beautiful statuary, in the

artistic lagoons, etc. But none of these, not even the

imposing architecture, which we now know became a model

for American design for many years, appealed to my brother
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George. Father used to tell with much laughter, years

after, that while he was pointing out the beauties of the

fair's statuary and the architecture he turned to dis-

cover that George was admiring the rcoving sidewalk and

tugging at Father's hand in that direction.

Let us return now to the experiences in Greenwood,

Wisconsin. We learned, as we had in Merrill, to endure

the ruggedness of hard v/inters. lor example, we had no

indoor toilets, we learned, too, that periods of depres-

sion occurred in our parish, and, while my parents never

inticiated it to us boys (there were three of us now),

there must have been a serious financial crisis in the

family. But it never occurred to us that wc were poor.

But it is evident there was a shortage of funds, because

one day a large wooden packing box arrived from the city

of warren, Pennsylvania which was full of clothing suit-

able for three boys of our various ages, as well as for

a grown man and woman. 1 now realize that it was what

was known as a "missionary box" sent by the more prosperous

parish in Warren, iennsylvania, to this parish, which

was, no doubt, listed as a frontier outpost in /Wisconsin.

It must have been considerable financial assistance

to father and mother in that serious situation, for the

entire parish was "hard up." We boys often wished that

we could have another happy surprise like that, but that's

the only occasion where a missionary box ever came to our
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household.

George moved up into high school days in Greenwood.

The high school was a part of the rambling, gaxint two-

story building on the edge of town, in which the grades

as well as the hif:;h school studies were taught. In

eighth grade, my teacher was a riiss Demming, who was

quite charming; I must have been a real cross to her,

because on at least one occasion I recall that her ad-

monitions to mend my ways were followed by her breaking

into tears.

Later on, as principal of the school, a man named

B.C. Dodge, came to Greenwood, and a ycung doctor moved

into the community by the name of .j.R. Kennedy, These

two men were much admired by us three Ford boys. Mr.

Dodge, by a chain of circumstances that I won't stop to

enumerate now, wrote me a very complimentary and kindly

letter about three years ago from his home in the i:>ast;

it was a genuine surprise to hear from him.

Doctor xlennedy married a cousin of mine, Edna reason,

who had come to visit us in Greenwood. I should perhaps

have said that, Just as my father had two brothers, John

Sawtelle and George, so my mother had two sisters, Flor-

ence and Grace. Florence married a minister by the name

of ihillip H. Kason, and i:idna hason, their only daughter^

was the one who married this Doctor Kennedy. Thus our

early years were tied in closely with Greenwood. Later
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the Kennedys moved to Milwaukee, where Doctor Kennedy

engaged in a very lucrative medical practice.

From Greenwood, our family moved to warren, Illinois.

There I took the equivalent of high school training in

warren Academy. This was one of the private schools

scattered through the hiddlewest which sprang up because

of inadequate high school facilities. It was non-denomina-

tional, but it had a Christian background. While wholly

independent, it was a "feeder" to Beloit College.

The Academy occupied a single three-story building

not far from our home. It was a small school but because

of a fine faculty maintained a good academic tradition.

The Academy was an important influence in the life of

brother George and myself. We had debating societies, con-

certs and other student affairs which were quite stimulating

to the seventy-five or a hundred students.

i*lany of the teachers came from Beloit. There was one

notable principal by the name of McClueky who had made a

record as a track athlete at Beloit, and who later became

a missionary in India. Father having been born in India,

a real affinity sprang up between them. Another teacher

was Miss Grace Chamberlain. Miss Chamberlain graduated

in the first coeducational class at Beloit College. From

1847 until 1898, Beloit College had been a men's school.

To me she was a very beautiful and charming woman. 6he

and my mother became very great friends. In recent years
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it's been my privilege at Beloit gatherings to see her

and her husband, Judge Charles r.osi, also a graduate

of Leloit, who became one of Wisconsin's leading Jurists.

So it was in '-arren, Illinois, that I got a taste

of academic life, academic activities, academic stan-

dards. Father had talked a grsat deal about his ovm

alma mater, Williams Collep:e, I'iassachusetts, and its

president, Kark Hopkins, Who had made rn indelible impres-

sion en his life, but there was no possibility of ever

going back to ..illiams College for us boys because of

the fincncial burden involved.

During their period of engagement Mother had spent

a year in Auburndale, Massachusetts, at a girls' finishing

school, AUburndale Seminary. The principal, much admired

by liother, was C.C. Bragden. Ey a strange coincidence,

some fifty years later I came across C.C. Bragden as a

neighbor of a friend of mine in iasadena. Mother was

still living and I brought hother and hr. Bragden together

in a memorable reunion.

In Warren, Illinois, I had an unusual introduction

to civic and political matters. Father interested himself

very little in politics unless there was a moral issue

involved, and the moral issue of that day was getting rid

of the saloons. Father did one thing which we the family

felt vfas quite out of character for him. He engaged in

a series of secret meetings with selected community leaders,
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They secretly orgqnized, and finally publicly announced

the creation of a branch of the Anti-ialoon League.

This clandestine effort eventually emerged in a long-

drawn-out, bitter community fight, with the intensities

and personal antipathies that arise in a sitall community

where sentiment is sharply divided on an issue such as

local option. Illinois was one of the first states to

espouse the anti-saloon cause, and .varren was one of those

towns which fought back and forth to get rid of the liquor

businesses which certainly were not a social asset to the

community.

Interestingly enough, among the various girls I kept

company with was a saloon-keeper's daughter. I never knew

her father and I r-ver patronized his institution, but leo,

as she was called (an odd name for a girl) exerted a real

charm over me, and we were close school friends for several

months, oubseque'tly, my attentions were diverted to

another girl, Josephine, who was in the class ahead of me

in the academy. We had many delightful hours together.

There was only one fly in the ointment: namely, she had

previously given considerable attention to one of her own

classmates, and he was not reconciled to the change of her

attention to me. Eventually she married her classmate.

Years later, I called on Josephine, who was then a widow.

Cf course, she had changed greatly and I'm sorry to say,

her married life had not been very happy.
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Cne of my great adventures of those years was a

trip to Europe. Let me tell you of one incident of this

happy ^-immev, in which we produced advertising copy for

Grape Nuts, the breakfast food.

Yes, it was a novel advertising stunt, conceived

by i'ather, and it had an unanticipated outcome, as I

will narrate presently. But the notable thing vas that

Father and I were having a trip abroad together, with

bicycles as our mode of transportation. I.ngland and

Scotland were our chief objectives but v/e did digress to

Paris, just to get a taste of "the continent."

It all happened in the sximmer of 1901, my last vaca-

tion before college; I graduated from Warren Academy in

1902, then clerked in a store for one year. Thoughtful

financial aid from Father's brother, my Uncle John,

helped to make this happy adventure possible. Ihe long

train ride from Chicago, to Toronto, to I^ontreal was a

novel and stimulating prelude to my first ocean voyage

—

via a Canadian-Pacific "iimpress of Ireland" down the

majestic 3t. Lawrence. On being assigned to a tiny cabin

in the tourist (rear) section of the vessel, my curiosity

soon enabled me to get a general idea of the complex plan

of the largest ship I had ever seen.

A few hours' stop at ...uebec was a revelation to us both.

Here was a foreign land indeed, with street language and

street signs in French, including a quaint cut-off bit of
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thoroughfare where I learned the meaning of the French

phrase cul-de-sac . The battlemented architecture of

the massive Hotel Frcntenac, dominating the surrounding

city from its elevated site, gave us a foretaste of much

imposing architecture we were to see when we xmcrated

our bicycles at Liverpool and started off in a strange

land (carefully keeping to the left side of the road).

A modicum of seasickness was followed by two or three

days of fair and comfortable sailing. Pather did not tell

me whether or not he recalled much about his voyage in

early boyhood from India to iimerica^ but I am sure our

ocean trip was as much a novelty for him as for me.

Just being in a vast ocean out of sight of land for days

was a peculiar and memorable experience.

Later, when at last we reached the top of a pass

we paused to take a well-earned rest, i'ather seating

himself on a boulder wrapped in his waterproof cape.

Reaching into his compact luggage bundle he produced a

package of Grape Kuts, which he beg-an to eat out of hand.

The situation seemed to me so novel that I proceeded

to take a picture, with the well-known breakfast-food

package prominently displayed in the foreground.

When we got home and had my amateur filmshots

developed we all were much pleased with the mist-shrouded

view of jTather seated on a Trossach boulder, eating

Grape Kuts. By this time he was engrossed in raising
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flands for a new iresbyterian church for his /varren,

Illinois, parish. "I'll send that photo to the Grape

Nuts people," said i'ather, "with a letter telling how

their product helped me through the Trossachs end tell

them that whatever they will pay me for the photo will

be turned over to our church building fund."

But many months passed and no reply was received.

We all decided to "forget it." But after another period

of months I found myself in Beloit, and by chance I

opened IlcClure's magazine one day and discovered a full-

page Grape Kuts advertisement, with the upper half of the

display occupied by my kodak snapshot. Greatly excited,

I wrote home to tell of my discovery and ask how big a

contribution it had brought. Father's reply was brief

and it was not difficult to surmise this real disappoint-

ment. The Grape Nuts concern had sent him five dollars 1

We did a little public speaking at v^arren Academy,

and 1 am sure that helped me in later years, ^fter

graduating in 1902, a year intervened before I went to

Beloit College. During that last year in ..arren, I had

a job as a clerk in Justus's general store. It was my

task to open up the store in the itorning and "sweep out."

Gradually I learned sales techniques in all departments

from groceries to lingerie. I acquired at least a super-

ficial familiarity with how to cut plug tobacco, how to

measure oatmeal and sugar and package it, and hew to accept
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and give credit for butter brought in by the fanners,

in their crocks. I even learned how to sell corsets

and stockings to the ladies, and was quite adept at

measuring calico, using the edge of the coxinter with

its markings to count off the yards. I learned some-

thing about inexpensive lace curtains, scrim and oil

cloth.

For this year I had close contact with the rank

and file of villagers and the farmers, who came to trade,

particularly on ...aturdays. Saturday was the big day in

Warren, as it is in most of those small towns in the

Middlewest: farmers coming in with their horse-and-buggies,

tying them to the hitching post in front of the store,

and trading until late at night. Frequently my duties

as clerk extended to eleven o'clock, .sometimes I would

have to help lock up the store. *»e had no clerks* union,

of course} perhaps that's why my wages were twenty-five

per month, with most of my meager wages saved for my

education I went to Beloit ColleiSe (Leloit, Wisconsin),

enrolling in the class of 190?. J'or the first few months

I roomed in a private home. My older brother, George,

had been a freshman (^igma Ghi fraternity) at Beloit

four years before and at the end of his first year decided

to take up the new progession of osteopathy and enrolled

in the osteopathic collec;e at Des I'.oines. Cn receiving

his degree of D.D. , he canvassed several cities and finally
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opened his office in Detroit, hichipan. After his years

of success now it is hard to fully realize the courage

that it took with almost no funds to pioneer among com-

plete strangers in a profession that was quite new to

the public and untried. After a few years he enrolled

in the wayne medical school and won his M.D. degree.

Thereafter, while practicing medicine, he still occasion-

ally employs osteopathic therapy. All of the rord family

was very proud when, a few years ago, the Wayne Cciinty

nedical itssociation presented George with a gold caduceus

(medicine's traditional emblem) in recognition of his fifty

years of medical practice.

hy younger brother, James Holmes Jord—known to many

as Holmes—saw military service during the first vorld war

—

real action in France. Ee also went to Beloit for his

freshman year and then transferred to Cberlin College where

he graduated, and like myself, found his wife (Louise

Arnold, a music student) in the college's student body.

For many years James was a successful teacher and later

served on the staff of the Los -ujageles Co\inty Superintendent

of Schools. Now retired, he and Louise live in ^^anta

Barbara, each contributing much to the community life

—

Louise as a professional cellist end James as a leader

among retired teachers and other retired groups. He still

does some public speaking and is an amateur artist.

While I was a freshman at Beloit Colle£;e, 1 was
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"bid" by the oigma Ghi fraternity. I was somewhat cool

to the proposition, and finally declined. 1 reasoned:

it might distract from my studies. aIso I had an idea

that it wasn't democratic to belong to a fraternity, but

as I will state in a moment I reversed myself a year

later.

I did go in for a few extracurricular activities.

I was a member of the freshman football squad,

briefly, but the record is nothing to boast about, because

we only played one game against the sophomores, and we

probably lost. Debating I took seriously, and after a

series of preliminaries, I won a position on the inter-

collegiate freshman debating team. We debated Ripon

College in the freshman year and won. a year later as

a member of the oophomcre team we debated Carleton

College and won again. That tradition of debating con-

tinued on through my four years in college; each time I

won in the preliminaries and qualified for the final

college team, while we did win in my freshman and soph-

omore years, in my Junior and senior years, we debated

Knox College and lost both years. Both Knox decisions

were one-to-two against Beloit.

In my sophomore year, I v/as again bid to the bigma

Chi fraternity, although I had fully expected that having

once declined a bid 1 would never be invited again. This

time, being older and wiser or perhaps given more to
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expediency, I accepted the bid and becaxDe a full-fledged

Sigma Chi, /i-lpha Zeta Chapter, and have been ever since.

Today we recognize that there are both good and evil in

the college fraternity system that affects both those

who are members and those who are not. Our school was

democratic; and there was little social distinction,

ihere was a minimum of snobbishness in those days, but

I recognized that there are evil conditions that are quite

harmful to the student body that is divided because of

fraternities.

In Beloit College I was a mediocre student, never

failing any courses and never heading any classes. In

my junior year I met an attractive brown-eyed classmate

who had transferred from Northwestern University, Evanston,

Illinois. Her name was Lois Goldsmith, a descendar.t of

the brother of Oliver Goldsmith the poet, and a member

of a fine family, with a Canadian background but long

residents of Chicago. This friendship increased in

intimacy until we were engaged in 1909, and on June 22,

1911, we were married in her parents' church in Wheaton,

Illinois—a beautiful and elaborate affair.

Lois and I graduated in 1907, an event surcharged

by an eager forward look and much youthful sentiment.

I think I won a small prize in some speaking contest and

Lois participated in a dramatic program.

As a junior and senior I had tried out in oratorical
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contests (oxir college has been highly successful in the

intercollegiate oratorical field) but I never got beyond

the preliminaries. Interestingly enough, I finally won

oratorical honors at Leloit, but it took fifty years to

do it. In 1957, I was invited to deliver the comcience-

ment address on which occeiion my alma mater awarded me

the honorary d.ei,ree of LL.D. ("with all the rights and

privileges pertaining thereto"!)





CHAPTER II

THE NEWSPAPEH WOiiLD

As a means of helping pay some college debts I

secured a position as history teacher in Beloit High

School, This position I held for two years, learning more

about European and ancient history than 1 had ever learned

in college.

Luring my second teaching year I became increasingly

concerned about my fixture although I consulted with no one.

(I don't recall that they had counsellors in those days.)

Ky own decision as to a future profession came when I was

reading the autobiography of a distinguished educator and

diplomat, ^indrew D, rthite.

In the course of his autobiography, he said that

if he were to recommend a calling for a yoiing man it

would be the newspaper profession. I accepted that

suggestion, and decided that, rather than accept another

year's contract with Beloit High ochool, I would go down

to the big city of Chicago and get a Job as a reporter.

Someone directed me to the Chicago City Kews Service,

where reporters could start at the very bottom rung in

learning the business of news-gathering. This contact I

remember vividly, because the man to whom I made applica-

tion for a position as a reporter was hardly prepossessing

in appearance. Because of some accident, his face was

badly scarred, and in addition his manner and his voice
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reflected the traditional hard-boiled attitude of a

newspaperman who had seen the dark and seamy side of li^e.

However, this representative of the City news service

gave me a Job, He explained that the City news service

covered various fields of routine reporting, which pro-

duced news memoranda that were made available to all of

the newspapers alike. I was put on the payroll, at eight

dollars a week, and I was to cover Oak lark and other

adjoining suburbs on the west side of Chicago. The police

station in Oak rark was designated as a principal source

for news-gathering, as well as the mortuaries and occasion-

SLlly the homes of prominent individuals, such as the

Reverend doctor Ailliam i. Barton, pastor of the Oak lark

Congregational Church; Dr. Barton had considerable facility

in "making" the Chicago dailies in connection with his

ministerial, spiritual, and literary activities, ihis

contact brought me together with his son, Eruce Barton,

who was about my own age and who was making a far more

brilliant start than 1 in the newspaper field. Bruce

advanced quickly from a reporter's Job for the Oak Leaves

Jrublishing Company of Oak iark to various New York connect-

ions. These included the editing of iCvery Vveek . a syn-

dicated weekly publication, and a position of considerable

importance with Colliers . Cut of this grew contacts which

resulted in the nationally known advertising firm of Batton,

Barton, Durstin and Csborn.
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Bruce Barton died a few days ago, aged 80. His

career presents a contrast to mine—and some siicilarities.

In our early years we were casual, "but not intimate,

friends. Hot until his death had I realized that up to

a certain point there was a most Tinexpected siniilarity

in our lives.

v;e were both sons of ministers.

We both graduated from small colleges in 1907—Bruce

from Amherst and I from Beloit.

About half a century later, he received an LL.D. from

his alma mater and I an LL.D, from mine.

At the beginning of our careers we both worked for

C.^i. Donaldson, of Oak Leaves tublishing Gompany of Oak

iark, Illinois. At Donaldson's death many years later,

together we bought and had installed on Donaldson's j^orest

Lawn grave, a bronze marlcer of special design which included

the Oak Leaves motto: "The Iress No Less Than lublic Office

Is a lublic Trust."

Bruce wrote an eloquent, sentimental tribute for

Forest Lawn's advertising campaign v;hich was widely used.

I repeatedly, through several years, vigorously opposed

I'orest lawn's annual sharp reduction in taxes, which I

regarded as \injust, unethical, and achieved by political

manipulation.

Bruce was elected to Congress for one term in 1957;

I was elected to the Board of Supervisors in 193^$ beginning
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24 years of service.

In 19^0 Bruce was an unsuccessful candidate for the

United States Senate from New York.

In 19^0 I was an unsuccessful candidate for primary

nomination as a candidate against Senator Hiram Johnson.

Beyond this point the contrast between Bruce 's phen-

omenal successes nation-wide and my moderate achievements

in local fields is very marked.

Bruce wrote many books that received national acclaim.

I wrote one book that was good enough hut had only

local appeal.

Bruce started an advertising agency that grew to

national proportions and had several branch offices.

Ky advertising and public relations office never

outgrew two modest rooms and a personnel of three or four.

Bruce was prominently identified with larpe financial

institutions, whereas I twice declined directorship in

new-born savings and loan associations which have since

proven very prosperous.

Bruce 's support of charitable and cultural interests

was on a regional and national scale.

I shared in several local cultural enterprises only

and supported civil rights and political issues on a

state-wide basis.

As an indication of human frailty, but more signifi-

cantly, as proof of integrity and moral courage of the
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highest order, Bruce publicly announced several years

ago, that as an aftermath of a moral lapse he had been

periodically paying blackmail to a demanding woman,

but that henceforth he would no longer bow to such threats.

Of course there were many differences in our careers

which I have passed over (for the diversity of Bruce 's

achievements was great). Yet to find so many similar

aspects of two widely separated lives is quite novel.

But I do not know that any significant observations can

be deduced except perhaps this: both men were ambitious,

but one was bold, daring, impulsive, and self-confident,

thereby gaining fame, fortune, and acclaim for many types

of service. The other man was cautious, sometimes timid,

and sensitive to the welfare of others. His inadequacies

may have been compensated for, in part, by tenacity.

My eight~dollar-a-week connection with the City ITews

SeiMTice lasted only a few weeks because 1 became acquainted

with one of the local papers in Oak Park, a weekly xinder

the editorship of C.h. Pierce. I came to know about

interesting people in Cak Park, including the famous

Frank Lloyd ^iright, then a rising architect; and other

celebrities, including an o^piscopal rector who had some

personal difficulties on one occasion but whose moral

slip I purposely ignored and did not pass on my information.

I learned sorcething about newspaper accuracy by giving

an imperfect caption to a photograph of Grenfell , the
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widely kno'.vn missionary in Labrador, ^s I recall it, I

wrote his name "William T, Grenfell" instead of ..ilfred

T. Grenfell. I was very much humiliated by this inexcusable

error.

After some months with C.fi. Fierce, I had an opportunity

to v.'ork for the Cak Leaves Company, which published a

magazine-type of weekly paper on glossy newsprint with good

halftones. The head of this outfit was Crren h, Donaldson,

an excellent writer, a student of economics and government,

and abcve all a man of the highest professional ethics

and moral standards; the latter he derived from his father

who had been a Kethodist preacher. i)onaldson's motto,

which he carried on Oak Leaves ' masthead, was: "The press

no less than public office is a public trust." His phil-

osophy, his diligence, and the "unique form of his weekly

paper all contributed to his success. Aeek by week, year

by year, the publication grew in popularity and in advertising

volume, so that some weeks it would be sixty-four pages

or more. Donaldson, however, was not a sagacious business-

man, and perhaps one of his weaknesses was an unselfish

emphasis upon service and not enough emphasis on keeping

a proper balance between a mounting income and a mounting

outgo. He got along well with his employees. But a per-

suasive salesman coulc--anci did-- sell him new equipment

and new machinery beyond the earnings of his expanding

printing plant.
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Ad.;joinini;; Oak lark was a large German community

known as Forest lark, socially, politically, and cultur-

ally an almost diairetric opposite to the cultured middle-

class American group "born and bred in Oak tark, I presume

its population may have been fifty thousand, largely German.

While Oak lark in those days had no saloons or liquor

establishments of any kind, Porest Park had many, oome of

these establishments were operated by old-fashioned Germans

who knew nothing of the modern type of cocktail loxinge,

but conducted clean, quiet, wholesome saloons whose prin-

cipal patronage was from whole families who came in and

sat around the tat les and enjcyed a glass of ochlitz beer.

This beverage was often accompanied by sandwiches of rye

bread and cheese, and incidentally it became one of my

frequently patronized places for Itmch as I covered I'orest

lark on foot and by streetcar to get the news.

Donaldson wanted to start a weekly paper in Torest

lark. Taking a cue from the ingenious name he had devised

for his own publication Oak Leaves , he proposed that I should

become the editor, manager, and copy boy for I'orest leaves

in 1' crest x-ark. 'This was a considerably better salary

than the eight dollars a week that the City Iress or Tierce

had paid. I found working for Donaldson was a real delight.

He gave me a free hand and I was in sympathy with his ideas

of journalism, iai^ticularly did he impress me with the

importance of treating news on a factual, unprejudiced
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basis without sensationalism and without favor, partiality,

or prejudice. That standard in writing the news for Forest

Leaves developed in me a habit of objectivity.

The big task of the week in Forest Park was reporting

the City Council's activities for that large village.

The City Council was composed almost entirely of Germans

who had no particular political ideals and who had dipped

profitably into the practical field of politics. The

expanding community needed many improvements, and I had

good reason to believe that many of the improvements that

were instituted, such as the paving of miles of Forest

Park streets with vitrified brick, were brought about by

greasing the palms of some or all of the councllmen.

This, as I say, I could not prove, but it did pose for me

an Interesting moral dilemma : here was a community which

without some special incentive would never have paved

its streets because of its extreme conservatism, but with

the aid of bribes acquired some much-needed improvements.

Cunningham: Who did you suspect?—the brick companies?

Ford: I think it was the brick companies or the contractors,

I remember the mayor was a genial, hard-working tradesman.

I was never able to accuse him of accepting a bribe; I

don't know as I ever charged him with it in my Forest

I,eaves columns,

I also learned something about the mental outlook

—

the temperament of the Germans, because Forest Park was
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overwhelmini^ly German, and a large percentage of them

were Lutherans. The largest church was affiliate'' with

the Missouri oynod, a conservative branch of Lutheranism.

This body of sturdy Teutons^ perhaps including some of the

councilmen, exercised a non-progressive influence in the

community. The pastor was austere and absolutely inflex-

ible, Perhaps the incident that 1 best remember was going

to a Lutheran service and when the hymn was announced (in

German) , the congregation rose as one man and hit the first

word of that hymn with startling power— "Lin* Teste Burg"

("A Mighty fortress is Gur God"). I have never heard the

equal, and I've listened to a lot of congregational singing.

In Forest lark I learned a lesson which is worth

recording since it points up the hazards of loose talking.

Across the street from the Forest Leaves office was a

blacksmith shop manned by a husky smith. The exact cause

of my contact with the smithy's wife is now obscure, but

not the sequel. It was evidently some snide remark I had

addressed to the wife when unsuccessfully undertaking to

collect a small bill due my paper, whatever the remark,

I soon discovered that it was ill advised and probably

ill tempered.

That afternoon I was seated in my swivel editorial

chair, my back to the front door, when I heard footsteps

behind me. I svamg around and there was the blacksmith.

He was road—very mad. And he blurted out, "You can't talk
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to my wife that way!"

Before I knew it, the village smithy's "large and

sinewy hand," as Longfellow would say, was clenched into

a mighty fist which made a piinch at me that would have

done credit to Cessius Clay. Instinctively I jerked

my head sideways and the blow intended for my eyes and

nose just grazed my right temple and cheek "bone.

I haltingly stammered some sort of apology, hj

angry attacker hesitated a moment and then suddenly turned

on his heel and left.

iitill somewhat dazed by the blitz, I instinctively put

my hand to the side of my face and found a substantial

stream of blood running down my cheek I

In due time I got back to newspaper work in Chicago.

One of my early free-lance magazine articles had been

for the Technical world, whose editor, Henry H. Hyde,

later became a Chicago Trib\ine columnist. The i'ribune

was printed in two principal sections, the second section

featuring local news and the first section general, national,

and international news, hr, iiyde was given the responsi-

bility of writing a special left-hand front-page column

in the second section, called "We Will." That is Chicago's

motto, and it appeared at the head of his coltimn every day.

I went to call on Hyde soon after he had assxuned his

duties with the Tribune. He was, perhaps, somewhat over-

whelmed with his reponsibilities; at any rate, I seemed
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to have given him a pretty good sales talk, because he

accepted me as an assistant, I would now call the job that

of "legman." Daj by day he would give me assigmrents to

investigate and gather material for him.

The assignments were of infinite variety, and took

me to all parts of the city of Chicago and Cook Co\inty;

they gave me an inticiate insight into almost evory level

and strata of Chicago's life over a period of two years.

Among the assignments was an interview v/ith some i.'.ussian

exiles v.ho ere living in an abandoned basement on the

v;est side, v/ho had escaped from Czarist --ussia and whose

specialty had been the making of bombs. Their bombs had

been used, or had been intended for use, during the revol-

utionary days. They imparted to me, after I made their

friendly acquaintance, some of their secrets as to how

to make their strange product. I might add I never put

that information into use.

Another story which I thought was quite a scoop but

which never received much recognition in the press: the

first airplane that had ever been seen in Chicago. It

had little resemblance to the airplane as we nov/ know it,

but an ingenious man had secretly built a wood-frame air-

plane, really not much more than a glider, and had concealed

this in a thicket in a Chicago suburb, iviverside. I was

the first reporter to find the contraption. Incidentally

this was one of my City iress stories, not a Tribune story.
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It was the Dally News that kept after me, wanting to know

where this airplane manufacturer was located. I kept it

a secret as long as I could because I wanted to have ex-

clusive benefits of the story.

On one occasion, I interviewed multi-millionaire

Harold McCormick, who was then president of the Chicago

Grand Opera Company, For the purposes of the interview

he called together all of his directors, most of whom

also were millionaires. I was quite impressed, but of

course it was only because I could speak for the Chicago

Tribune that these men all assembled.

Another interesting Interview that I had was with

Charles G. Dawes, Chicago banker and later Vice-President

of the United States. Dawes had built and endowed some

model lodging houses for the hundreds of bums that surged

in and out of Chicago according to the season. It was

(rather strangely) a memorial to his talented son who had

met an untimely death. The devotion of Mr, Dawes to his

son reflected something of the social viewpoint of people

like Jane Addams, who was then exerting a large influence

in Chicago's thinking; I found these lodging houses with

their cubicles for the bums a very revealing experience,

Cunningham: This Charles D£wes was the same man who authored

the War Reparations Plan in the 1920' s?

Ford: Yes, I think it was. A very personable man; a large

man physically, genial and kindly. I think he treated me
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with patience and understanding, realizing I was a young

cub reporter.

On another occasion, I interviewed i?rederick otock,

for many years the popular and famous conductor of the Chicago

Orchestra, which had its own Orchestra Hall on hichigan

iivenue. btock's story of how he stimulated interest in

fine music was most interesting. Mr. Hyde used it for a

whole column. On returning to the Chicago Tribune offices

with my data about I'lr. citock, I remarked that he had given

me two tickets to the forthcoming orchestra concert. For

this Hyde chided me quite severly, saying that I should

never accept a gratuity of any kind in the future, that

it was contrary to the rules of the Tribune. I always

remembered this chiding, and have frequently wished since

that all reporters could follow the same kind of rule.

While that particular courtesy had no evil implications,

there is, I've found in subsequent years, sometimes a

certain dealing on the side between reporters and people

about whom they're reporting, v-,hich is vinwholesome and

absolutely contrary to the best newspaper tradition.

hv, Hyde let me keep the two tickets, and I think I heard

my first symphony concert as a result.

Speaking of music, 1 recall that I also had an oppor-

tunity to hear my first grand opera, 1 took Lois to this

English grand opera playing in Chicago. /,hat the name of

the company was, I dor't recall, but it was the opera in
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which "The Last i<cse of ^ummer" is siing. I little realized

at the time that many years thereafter 1 would be helping

to organize an opera guild in Los ^vngeles which would become

a principal factor in supporting and encouraging annual

presentations by the oan irancisco Opera in the Los ^Jigeles

Shrine i^uditorium. For as County supervisor I gave enthu-

siastic support to the group who v?anted to bring opera

to our city and to that end established happy collaboration

with San Irancisco's opera company, hy contribution

consisted chiefly in helping the supervisors "make up their

minds" to lend substantial financial support.

But back to the Chicago Tribune . Jim Seeley was the

managing editor, but during the time I v;as serving as

hr. Hyde's legman, he was discharged and ^obert hcCormick,

a principal heir to the Tribune property took over per-

sonally. 1 only saw hv, KcCormick once or twice in the

halls. On one occasion, -.oodrow -.ilson, then Iresident

of the United -states, made what has since been recognized

as a bad move in sending the i^^arines to Vera Gruz, hexico.

Evidently this military move was the subject of a Tribune

editorial conference which took place in hr. hcCoraick's

office. (I should interject that Colonel TlcCormick was

very proud of his military title. Jubsequently, through

the years, by national radio programs which he paid for,

he proceeded to critically analyze many military operations,

particularly those of the United States.) .veil, at the
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conclusion of this conference which apparently resulted

in condemning >*oodrow -ilson, I saw hr, KcCormick emerge

from his office door and start down the hall. He was mut-

tering to himself, "i-uddin* head ..ilson, that's all I've

got to say, puddin' head Ailson." Inasmuch as President

.vilson was one of my idols, 1 conceived a secret antipathy

to Colonel iicCormick from then on. [laughter] I should

have said I had a short experience before my two years

with the Tritune . as an editorial assistant on a iresby-

terian weekly called I'he Continent, C.H. Williamson was

the manaeing editor and i^olan i:. Best was the editor-in-

chief. This weekly, like HiOst denominational papers, had

a hard struggle and made a rather pathetic contribution

to ^journalism in general; yet it had had a long history

behind it under the name of The Interior . I'.y contribution

to 'i'he Continent, must have been very minor, ior me it v;as

a colorless interlude.

Cn the other hajid my Tribuae experience was a stimu-

lating and rev/arding one, but I found no chance for advance-

ment there and eventually applied to H.H. /.indsor, publisher

of lopular i Mechanic

3

, for a position on his staff, xopular

Mechanics vas published from offices in the hontgomery

rtard liuilding on Lichigan -vvenue directly opposite the --.rt

Institute; durinc luncheon tiEe, winter or summer, I

frequently visited the i^rt Institute and became acquainted

with some of its fine paintings such as "The oong of the
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Lark" and some of the imaginative paintings by Turner.

Mr. Windsor subsequently came to be, in my mind, typical

of many hard-boiled employers. He had orig:inally worked

exceedingly hard with the idea of a popular journal which

specialized in mechanical matters. ?or seven years Windsor

experimented with his project, and for seven years he lost

money, 'ihe eighth year he agreed with himself he would

try it once more, and in that year the idea caught on.

'/Jhen I Joined the staff as one of three or four assistant

editors, he was making big money. The struggle to succeed

apparently had given him bad digestion and a highly

nervous and apprehensive temperament, so that every time

he caught cold he immediately jumped on a train and hastened

to a warmer climate where he could get rid of it. ^e had

a fear of being striken down with pneumonia. Popular

Mechanics had about a hundred pages of advertising at

that time, and the standard price for advertising was four

hxmdred dollars per month for a full page. That would mean,

if my arithmetic is correct, forty thousand dollars gross

income for advertising per month. The magazine sold for

fifteen cents a copy, and I learned that the fifteen cents

about covered all the cost of producing the magazine—paper

and us eminent ( 1 ) editors who each had a little cubicle

on the 7th or 8th floor of the Montgomery ward Building.

We were constantly under surveillance of a maiden lady

who was Mr. Windsor's private secretary. In her soft shoes,
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she would walk up and down the aisles and see that every-

body was busy and not spending too much tine on social

chatting.

The managing editor also was a hard v;orking woman,

Josephine ieabody. Sh.e was a perfect carbon copy of all

his wishes and desires; she deserved considerable credit

for helping pioneer this particular type of a magazine

which popularized for high-school age and older the

ever-c xpandinp mechanical, technical, and scientific devel-

opments fast taking place in those days.

The benefit to me was, I've always felt, very real.

iiS a reporter and as a college student I had known little

about technical matters. But from time to time hiss iea-

body would bring me a jile of technical magazines or

descriptions, tell me to reduce the essence of these

articles to two hundred and fifty or five hundred words

that a layman could understand, rmch of it represented

an entirely new field to me, and I had to dig hard to

comprehend some of the source mat.rial. Then I had to

discipline my vocabulary to convert it into accurate but

simple language. If I have developed any facility in

writing, I would say it's probably due first, to my

experience with hr. Hyde, who continually stressed the per-

sonalized aspect of a story to make it human and vibrant

(when I filled his colximn while he was on vacation I tried

to practice this) and second, to write simply and briefly
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without extra words. So, to the "we 'will" column in the

Chicago 'i'ribune and to I- ocular iiechanics magazine I owe

a considerable debt: not that the result is astonishing

in any respect, but for me it was worthwhile.

For four years I struggled along in i opular ^^echanics,

never particularly happy, but it was a living, .-s I have

said, we were married Jiine 22, 1911 1 and set up housekeeping

in the suburb of Glen Lllyn, twenty-five miles west of

Chicago, a charming little suburb set partly in a forest

and partly on a series of hills, ior that first little

house, which we called "Hilltop," we saved our money very

assiduously and were able to buy a nice set of dining room

furniture (you're sitting on one of the two chairs left),

a six-foot oriental rug v/hich I think I bought for seven

dollars and a half and which is now all worn out (I still

save it under the piano as a matter of sentiment), and

a four-poster bed. we disposed of it and now Mrs. irord

greatly regrets that we haven't got it.

Biiying the furniture was partly possible because of

the modest income we got from I-opular Mechanics . Windsor

should have given us better hours ; we worked six full days

except for a short period in the summer when we had a

half of £,aturday off. That experience gave me some appre-

ciation of the wide gap between employer and employee.

It was unsafe and unwise for an individual employee to

complain. All the power and all the control as to working

conditions, wages, rested with l';r. windsor and his gximshoe
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secretary.

ITiat reminds me of one of my assignments with hr.

Hyde on the Chicago Tribune, which 1 think properly deserves

mention here: it was one of my most illuminating experiences

in the labor field. Mr. Hyde told roe to go to Hart,

Schaffner and harx, the famous clothiers, and find out how

it was that they had finally settled a long and bitter

strike cf the clothing workers. 1 went over to the Hart,

Schaffner and Karx factory and was told to see hr. ochaffner,

member of the firm. Mr. Schaffner was a tall, courtly, and

co\irteous man of, 1 suppose, Jewish ancestry, who received

me most graciously. He was exceedingly interested in having

a proper story told about how they had settled their strike.

It was a famous labor episode in those days; it marked

a new chapter, 1 think, in labor relations in Chicago, and

was of national significance. Through that contact, I

met, besides Kr. Schaffner, the foreman of the clothing

workers, a young, vigorous, modest-spoken man v/ho had real

vision and none of the rabid intolerance that is sometimes

associated with labor leaders. His name was Sidney Hillman.

Cf course, .-idney Hillman eventually became a national

figure in the labor field, not only in the garment making

industry, but in the whole field of labor. He became

a confidant of rranklin D. xioosevelt, and he's perhaps

most easily identified because of the phrase which -.oose-

velt's critics often used against him, "Check it with Sidney."
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Wasn't that the phrase, "Check it with Sidney'.'?

Hillman impressed me as a sincere, intelligent

young student of labor problems and economics in general.

A third personality I met in this connection was a

hr» Taylor from otreeter, Illinois. Taylor had been a

coal iriner in the coal mines of southern Illinois; having

come over from »vales as a boy, he knew the coal-mining

business, with great diligence he had studied nights

and become a i^rell-educated man, particularly in the field

of economics and labor relations. He had emerged from one

of the bitter and murderous strikes in the southern Illinois

coal fields as a successful and mutually accepted conciliator

for the miners. He became widely and favorably known as

an arbitrator, when the Hart, ochaffner and inarx strike

reached the point where arbitration was possible, they

called in this hr. Taylor. 1 spent considerable tiite with

him. He took an interest in enlightening me on some of the

fundamentals of the whole labor iLOvement, at its best

and at its worst, and I recall that, at my request, he

gave me his photograph which I've kept for many years;

all through subsequent years, and particularly since my

days as a supervisor, I've had a better \inderstanding

01 the labor man's point oi view, his shortcomings and

his aspirations and his achievements.

well, Mr. Windsor knew nothing of the field of labor

relations, and we saw little of him. I remember when he
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hired me he gave me one shock. He asked me how old I was,

and I told him I was thirty-two. He said, "Isn't that

pretty old?" It hadn't occurred to me that I was getting

old at that time, but he took me on. ior about four

years, 1 labored those long weeks through, r\inning

through the heart of Chicago's downtown district each

day's end to catch the train at the Northwestern station,

which after nearly an hour's tedious ride got into Glen

Ellyn and my little bride. I experienced the drudgery

and the monotony and the impoverishment of social contact

whict came to this suburbanite who tried to earn a living

for his family and to take some part in the community.

War came on while I waa working for lopular rlechanics,

bringing me two concerns. One was whether or not I was

to be drafted, but having a wife and an infant child,

I was not called to active service. However, my younger

brother, James Holmes, went to the front in France, where

he served as an ambulance driver. Ky interest in the war

continued, although I can't claim I ever had aniy anxiety

to enlist or to make a name for myself as a soldier.

But I was determined to find a government wartime job in

Washington. Several names were suggested as being those

with whom I might correspond to secure a position, and I

diligently wrote many letters without success. One of

those to ;vhom I wrote was Roger Babson. ftoger Babson

had been drafted to set up a special division in the
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Labor Department, the purpose of v/hich was to devise

training courses for all the principal crafts and trades,

so that manpower at home might become more efficient in

war production.

Finally, I went to Mr. Windsor. I told him of my

increasing desire to get wartime employccnt, and asked

if I might take a couple of days off. l^'^r. Windsor reluct-

antly gave me permission to go to Washington. The train

trip was a serious adventure for me. hy arrival in Wash-

ington made a vivid impression—a sunny, balmy day;

and as i walked past the White House and other imposing

buildings, with hxindreds and thousands of government

clerks going casually and rather happily to work on the

broad sidewalks under the spreading elms, I received a

thrilling impression I have never forgotten.

I went directly to the office of Roger Sabson in

the Labor Department. Eventually I was ushered into his

private office. He was staiiding in front of a fireplace

with his back toward me as I entered; he turned as I

approached and gave him my name, and I said I had come

from Chicago to follow up my written application for a

job. He laughed quite heartily, and his astonishment was

quite apparent. Perhaps my persistence in coming to

Washington impressed him. The interview ended with my

securing a job as a writer in connection with the prepar-

ation of these wartime courses, to be printed in a pamphlet
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form, and dealing with how workers could be trained in

efficiency to increase manpower effectiveness. vhat I

accomplished, or the particular trades that I dealt with,

is gone from my memory, but I have always felt that the

idea was an excellent one.

However, the war was making progress. On one or

two occasions we saw President Ivilson. In one instance

I saw him head a parade along lennsylvania Avenue, on

foot as I recall, something which iresidents wouldn't

engage in nowadays.

Because the Labor Department decided to discontinue

this particular service [the efficiency pamphlets] and

because the war was approaching an end, I sought employ-

ment in the Department of Agriculture , which had a well-

organized information news biireau. [My little adventxire

in taking photos on the White Houf?e lawn I tell elsewhere.]

The office was organized very much like a newpaper office,

and the reportorial staff was assigned to different bureaus

of the Department of Agriculture bringing in their daily

reports. These were in turn edited and issued as press

releases for the American press. Here again I was adding

to my background of knowledge, and getting additional

beneficial training.

Among the bureaus in the Department of Agriculture

which were assigned to me were the Weather Bureau, the

B\ireau of Chemistry'', and the Bureau of Animal Husbandry.
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The latter was headed "by a veterinarian of distinction,

Cair stories emanating from that bureau stressed pure-

blood stock, the purebred idea being reiterated aj ain and

again in various forms with many types of examples. Kuch

of what the head of that department initiated in those

v/artime days has since been widely accepted. The general

level of stock breeding throughout itmerica has greatly

improved because of that campaign which we stressed.

In the Lureau of Chemistry, one particular story I

covered comes to mind: namely, the great increase in the

per capita consumption of sugar. I may be wrong in my

figures, but as I recall the story, in Colonial days the

average consumption of granulated sugar per capita was

somewhere between one and two povinds a year, whereas

the average wartime consumption had increased to some

nineteen pounds per capita. Perhaps by now the per capita

consumption of sut^ar is far greater than that. The

result is that we have a lot of diabetics, malnutrition,

and other diseases which conspire to keep the doctors busy.

Another bureau v.hich I covered was the /.eather Bureau.

The Aeather Bureau was then a branch of the iorestry

Department; 1 had the -forestry Department also. One story

which I wrote with the help of the weather Bureau I called

"the biography of a hurricane," which I described step-

by-step as it came up out of the Caribbean. That was used

extensively in i>\inday supplements across the country.
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The iorestry Department gave me an insight into

conservation and the development oi' the west, I did a

story on Christinas trees and how proper selection of small

Christinas trees was beneficial to crowded forests rather

than harmful as many people believed. I did a story on

the first navel oranges, which were transplanted to

California by the Department of ii-griculture from Jouth

iimerica. A far-sighted and imaginative federal official,

living in oouth America, had shipped to the Department

a number of slips, for planting in the United otates.

Only one or two of the specimens lived. One of them did

survive in r.iverside, California, and ever since has been

regarded as the grandfather of all the navel oranges in

the state.

To have irritated President Woodrow Wilson while he

was hard at work in the /.hite House is a very doubtful

distinction, but I must plead guilty on the grounds that

in my small way I was trying to help v;in the war, Just

as the i resident was.

It came about in this fashion, i^a a member of the

news reporting staff of the Department of agriculture

during the latter part of the -t'irst ivorld War, 1 conceived

and arranged a publicity stunt on the south lawn of the

White House.

Wartime shortages ;were making', wool pretty scarce

and as a symbol to inspire iunericans to raise more sheep.
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several lambs v;ere put out to pasture on the /.hite House

lawn. This was a picturesque patriotic gestvire which no

doubt accomplished its purjose.

hy contribution was simple and logical enough, namely

have some "Grow I'lore Wool" signs made and make photographs

of the sheep and lambs, with the wMte House in the close

background. And to give the whole a human touch, have

a small boy standing beside the sign, presumably acting

as a yoimg shepherd. It so happened that I had a small

boy in my family who met the requirements perfectly

—

strange coincidence, wasn't it? Our son John was then

emerging from babyhood. We had the signs made and got

permission from some less-than-top authority to invade

the white House grounds, assemble the sheep, and produce

photographs "according to script."

The whole project started off well. The sun was

shinint bright. The photographer appeared at the white

House grounds promptly, as did 1 with small son John. A

lesser White House functionary, whom we can call euphem-

istically a "gardener shepherd," was on duty as arranged.

The first duty, once inside the well-guarded grounds,

was to prepare the set-up for the Department of ivgri culture

photographer. This was not difficult. John and the signs

were carefully arranged on the lawn so that the windows of

the Iresident's office and other easily identifiable por-

tions of the .-.hite House would serve as a middle-distance
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background.

The next and climactic task was to round up the sheep

and lambs close to but not obstructing the view of "Grow

liore .vool" signs—and of course continue young John in

a shepherd-like posture.

We actually got off to a good start. Several pre-

liminary, and one or two "final" shots were made. £ut

to mix up a fsimiliar phrase, "the lambs almost led us to

the slaughter." One thing we had not counted on, des-

pite painstaking calculations—the bleating of the sheep

and lambs. It was loud and long, vvith rising and falling

cadences such as were very foreign to my frightened ears.

The bucolic cacophony continued for several minutes while

the photographer and the "rounder-upper" (gardener)

worked nervously. Cur nervousness seemed to intensify

the bleating.

In the midst of all this, there suddenly emerged

from the ^vhite House a man v/hose agitation was well indicated

by the frantic waving of both arms. "For heaven's sake,

STOP! What's this all about? The President is greatly

disturbed I" In tone, if not in words, he also added,

"GET GUT!"

'we will never Imow if, during- those fleeting bleating

moments some distinguished foreign diplomat was given an

irritated brush-off because of the President's anger and

annoyance; we will never know if the i resident's pen
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faltered while composing an immortal wilEonian phrase

because of those sheep. But the photos came out well.





CILUPT^H III

LOii ANGLLdS

The months were passing, and presently peace was

in sight, ior me, it meant that probably the personnel

in all Federal departments would be seriously decreased,

and, although I had obtained civil service statue through

a series of examinations, I came to two conclusions:

first, that permanent security in .vashington was unlikely

and second, that I didn't v/&nt to spend the rest of my life

as a civil service employee even though I might be able

to retain the Job, I began to think of California, which

Mrs. iord and I had visited in 1915* as a part of an excur-

sion under the touring auspices of a very competent tour

conductor, Mrs. Yrex Guthbert. Incidently, ?lrs. Cuthbert

had conducted our r^uropean tour in 1914, which Lrs, i'ord

and 1 had enjoyed as a sort of belated honejnuoon. That's

another story—how we saw the start of ^orld V.ar I in six

different countries.

But I'd always had California in mind ever since the

Cuthbert tour in 1915 1 when we visited the ^.orld's Fair

in 3aji Diego and the World's Fair in San Francisco. Also,

I'd had my interest intensified in California by the

unceasing praise that flowed from the lips of John Edwin

Hogg, who was a Californian v/orking at my side in lopular

f2echanics. At about the time I had left lopular Mechanics .
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he had returned to his beloved California. Having visited

California in '15t and having had intriguing letters from

John Hogg in 1919, I finally decided that it was time for

me to make a move if I were ev r goine^ to make a move and

"be anything but a civil service employee or a mediocre

reporter.

So in the summer of 1920, I bought my first automobile,

a second-hand Chevrolet v;ith flapping side-curtains and

folding top, and learned to drive, uesigninf^ from my

Department of Agriculture job ',vith its Civil i:;ervice rating,

I set out for California by vay of Chicago, stopping there

for a week to visit my father and mother and Firs, i^ord's

father and mother. Two or three things might be mentioned

about that trip: first, there were no paved roads except

in the cities; second, there were no street signs to

adequately direct you, and no special accomodations like

motels or lodging houses along the way; and third, the farther

west we got, the greater was the increase in the number of

migratory people headed for the coast.

iifter leaving Chicago, we went by way of Kansas City,

where I bought a tent and some cooking equipment, and part

of the time from there to California we would stop at night

and make camp. V^e got into a bad snowstorm in Trinidad,

Colorado, where we were marooned for three days, finally

getting over r.atoh lass beyond Trinidad and down into New

Mexico, we followed the Santa ?e Trail beyond Kansas City,
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and that was qiiite helpful. Yes, we averaged about a

hundred and twenty-five miles a day! oomewhere after

crossing the Colorado Kiver into California we had

difficulties with our timer, and we stopped out in the

desert to try to fix it; being inexperienced we took the

whole thing apart and then didn't know hov: to put it

together again. It oust v;ould not work properly. The

explosions were not synchronized and we struggled at the

thing all day under the desert sun. *:e were about ready

to give up, when along came some more migrant travelers

—

one of them was a mechanic. He stopped and took hold of

the thing, and in half an hour he had it all put together

and working I I sure would like to see that guy and thank

him again for that life-saving service.

We finally reached the top of Cajon Pass, having

slithered through miles and miles of sand and dust, but

we got to the summit and there was a large sign. I would

say it was at least eight feet square. The sign read

something like this: "Cheer up, your troubles are all behind

youl laved road from here to Los Angelesl" It was sure

a cheering sign for us. ^i-t this same high rate of speed,

125 miles a day, we finally arrived in Los Angeles and

the home of a former college mate of hrs. i'ord's, hiss

Suzanne Thayer. It v;as Halloween night, October 51 » 1920.

We were grimy and dirty from our long experience in the

desert, unwashed, covered with grease, 1 guess, and pretty
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disreputable in our clothes, but .iuzarme Thayer took us

into her home on Toberman ^.treet and greeted us like

brother and sister, •^e apologized for ovoc appearance.

She said that was entirely unnecessary; that they were

having a Hard-Times Halloween party, and that we were

just dressed for the occasion. That was our introduction

to Los iingeles.

The beginnings of our business career in Los .^ngeles

were simple and humble, riy friend, John i-dwin Hogg, had

succeeded in renting a small office in a building on the

southwest corner of ciecond and Broadway, a building sub-

sequently purchased by the water and lower Department.

This small office, I recall, cost us fifteen dollars a

month. We began our publicity and public relations enter-

prise very modestly. Indeed, we only acquired furniture,

other than a table and a couple of chairs and two type-

writers, very slowly, apportioning our expenditures in

accord with our income. One reason for this was that

neither of us had much capital reserve. Hy recollection

is that mine was less than a thousand dollars in the form

of United States government bonds.

In those early efforts, I made the acquaintance of

many v^ry interesting people. Among them I recall Judge

James H. Pope v/ho, soon after I made his acquaintance,

transferred from the position of a reporter for the Hearst

daily papers to the position of municipal judge. Judge
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lope recently retired, in 1961, from that same position.

He was an active churchman and. a leading member of St.

Thomas Episcopal Church in Hollywood, ^--nother friend was

Judge Ouy [F.J Bush, who was one of twins; his brother,

Eli Bush, like himself being a lawyer. Both became good

supporters of mine; they retained me to handle publicity

in connection v/ith the campaign of Guy Bush for municipal

judge, otill another lawyer friend of mine was Judge

Eobert [H,] Scott, who was, like the other men, identified

with a layman's city-wide organization which came into

considerable prominence in the 1920' s: the United Church

Brotherhood of Los -".ngeles.

It had an extensive membership among a large number

of the iT?otestant churches, and represented a well-

intentioned effort on the part of trotestant Church men

to introduce high moral principles into practical civil

matters, and civic service. The movement acquired consid-

erable strength and momentum for a time, -i-'or one or two

years I served as its president and, as such, appeared

in many parts of the city at public meetings.

Independent of this connection with the Protestant

movement, both my partner and I were gradually building

up cojutactswith eastern firms who retained us at modest

feoa to produce articles and photographs shov/ing the use

of their products. Our special field was in the motor and

transportation lines. Bvinrude Outboard ilotors retained
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us to engage in spectacular or picturesque boating trips

on various bodies of v/ater, and Hupmcbile retained us

to produce pictures and travel tours in Hawaii. I travelled

to Hawaii in cooperation v ith the Hupmobile people, and

made soine picturesque trips around Cahu ?.nd Hawaii, or

"the big island" as it's called. Concurrently v.ith the

preparation of the Hupmobile copy I did siir.ilar v;ork for

Evinrude Outboard i^otors.

I recall that, returning Irom Hawaii, I decided to

save money on transportation and "went steerage." -i-here

were four other steerage passengers, all Chinese. We

occupied one bay of the lov:est qu rters in the ship and

got along fine. 1 think some of the Caucasian passengers

looked with surprise at my steera? e classification.

Several very interesting assignments were xindertaken

by us while servicing the Harley-uavidson Totorcycle

Company of hilwaukee. Ae contracted with them to make

picturesque expeditions o- various sorts. (Ky partner

John Hogg v,as even more active in this field that I, and

often engaged in rather spectacular excursions which

produced some very beautiful photographs. Indeed, John

Hogg vas more advanced in those early years in photography

than I was, and I learned a good deal from him.) This

connection with Harley-I/avidson gave me a memorably rough

trip to Boulder Canyon on the Colorado r.iver in the days

before the Boulder Kam (later, Hoover Lam) was constructed.
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wlien v;e learned that the Federal Government was making

exploratory soundings and borings on the Colorado iiiver

in Boulder Canyon, we got a commission from Harley-

Davidson to ride one of their motorcycles and sidecars

to that remote site, Iliis was in January in the early

twenties. I invited my father-in-law, Alfred Goldsmith,

then in his early sixties, to accompany me on this adven-

turous trip. Looking back on my journey one realizes

what advances have been made in road construction. Beyond

Cajon iass there was only a rugh undulating gravel road.

We spent our first night camping out in Barstow, It got

so cold that we finally abandoned camp and retreated to

the station's passenger waiting room, where we found

steam-radiator warmth and a little better rest.

Continuing the second day, v;e went as far as Goffs,

There we were delayed by a hitch hike trip to Needles to

purchase some additional spark plugs, needed as replace-

ments on the motorcycle, iirom Goffs we Journeyed across

very rough country via a seldom-used rocky road to oearch-

light, Nevada, where we spent a night in a typical western

mining town, v/ith saloons and brothels operating quite

openly,

from oearchlipht we continued on the rocky, hilly

road to bt. I'homas, vjhere I had my first close-up of hormons

and a I-iormon community. I'hese folks were very cordial and

hospitable to us; and we spent e^ evening with one of the
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families, the elder, bearded father of the clan occupying

the time by reminiscing on his pioneer days. To my

surprise, the Fiormons had neither horns nor evil char-

acteristics. My chief conception of hormons had been

derived from much earlier days when there had been wide-

spread national agitation against them because of their

polygamy. This family was thrifty and industrious, with

a group of fine, well-bred sens and daughters. 1 enlarged

my education by getting a new appreciation of what fine

citizens these hormon people were. Cne characteristic

of the village inspired me to make a few photographs:

down the side of each street w-- s a ditch through which

mountain water ran for domes .ic use and irrigation, ^^.t

the back of each home, branch ditches led to cisterns,

where the water was filtered giving them a supply of

drinking water.

The following day. Father Goldsmith and I mounted

our motorcycle and sidecar, and drove do'^.'n the wash of

the Virgin i-.iver, finally coming into Boulder Canyon and

to the shore of the Colorado Kiver. The river at that

point runs throuj^h high, precipitous cliffs. The U.S.

engineers were at work on a float a short distance from

shore, making bores into the bed of the river to determine

the character of the bedrock, its depth and its strength.

Their astonishment at seeing a motorcycle come down that

wash was almost laughablu . ^hey could hardly believe
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that this was possible, and gave us credit for being their

first visitors since establishing camp a relatively short

time before. aC could get no inforir.ation from them as to

the character of their borings, but we did get material

enough for a good story on picturesque i:oulder Canyon.

I'he work of those exploring engineers, as it developed,

demonstrated that Boulder Canyon wes not geologically

suitable for the construction of the dam, which was actually

built at another nearby canyon site. Although the name

Boulder Canyon Dam was attached to the gigantic structure

built years after, it was finally changed to Hoover Dam

in honor of Herbert Hoover ivho had been responsible for

furthering the legislation.

On another occasion, I made two trips in successive

summers 1927 and 1928 to Europe, combining assignments

from various advertising clients. At the same time Mrs.

Ford and I gave limited service tc the Cuthbert European

tours. Krs. iord vras exceedingly helpful in assisting

Mrs. E. Y. Cuthbert who took her parties annually on the

grand tour of ^^urope. In some eases, 1 too, assisted in

explaining about historic spots to our travelers.

On one of those two trips Mrs. Cuthbert was assisted,

in addition to myself, by a famous movie star. Gene Lockhart.

1 say famous, but at that time Gene had not yet achieved

fame and was, like myself, looking for opportunities to

pick up a few shekels wherever he could, ^^.n amusing thing
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happened to Gene, as we were taking our respective divisions

of the touring party through Oxford. Latiner's and iiidley's

martyrdom at the stake v/as then memorialized in one of the

central streets of the town by a large round tablet set

in the pavement giving*:; their names and the date, and

stating that on this spot they were burned for their adher-

ence to religious freedom. This particular day. Gene

Lockhart was in charge of the combined groups , and led

them down the street imtil he cajne to a large circular

metal marker, where he paused, reverently took off his hat,

and said that on this spot Latimer cjad xvidley were burned

at the stake. I approached the spot, looked down, and

saw that he was standing not near the marker, which was

about fifty or a hundred feet away, but on top of a sewer

capl we sure had fun with Gene and the tourists because

of this mistake. Incidentally, and parenthetically,

I was in Cxiord in 19!i^9j and tried to discover the marker

without success. It apparently had been removed, and

a momument in honor of the martyrs had been rected at

a short distance from theoriginal site.

On one of these trips when hrs. lord accompanied me,

I also took a young photographer, rewarding him by giving

him a free trip without any expense on his part. Planning

for this adventurous undertaking in business and ileasure

was a bit complicated. After we arrived at Glasgow, I

had a letter from i aul [G.J Hoffman, then president of the
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Studebaker Conpany, authorizing me to pick up an Zrskine

car in Glasgow for the purpose of making a tour of western

Europe, returninr it to London. The -Scottish .studebaker

dealer was a bit skeptical as to my qualifications, and

required me in his presence to telephone London at my

expense to ^.et verification that I K'as an authorized

representative of the -i-merican studebaker Company. After

th^t verification, he -..as very cordial and cooperative.

I recall, in the early morning, fitting our car up with

all our lugj^age; we planned to parallel the itinerary

of the Cuthbert party, so that from day to nay we would

meet them at their respective hotel stops and spend the

morning traveling or sight-seeing with them; then in the

afternoon, while they were resting or shopping, we would

get into our iirskine and proceed to the next sight-seeing

stop on the itinerary, eventually joining them at their

hotel. It v;as a strenuous procedure, but it seemed to

work out very v;ell.

Just as I was leaving Glasgow, I had a glimpse of

Scottish thrift, when v.e had all loaded our luggare and

were just about to depart, the btudebaker dealer rushed

out from his office and said in a rich .^cottish brogue,

"There is just one item I forgot. You have three gallons

of petrol in ycur tank that you haven't paid for," and I

had to give him a fev/ shillings so that he was fully

reimbursed.
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It was a delightful experience, althcuGli some of the

days were hard work. ;.ith my photographer, ve drove dovm

froir ocotland to Londcn, crossed the Channel into Holland,

went through Belgium, i ranee, and Switzerland, and down

to >:tOme. i'hen we turned back and arrived at i-ondon. Before

C' ncluding my reference to liuropean trips, I should say

that on one trip, we had one real adventure on our east-

bound journey from hcntreal down the ot. Lawrence ^viver

and out into the Atlantic, which happily did not have any

serious results. .^e were going half-speed out beyond the

Newfoxindland Banks, in a very dense fog. I was on the

foreward upper deck when suddenly within a few yards I saw

straight ahead an iceberg which was probably a hxindred feet

high, ihe ship struck the iceberg a severe, glancing blow,

and the bow rose as it partially mounted what was evidently

a hidden extension of the iceberg below the surface of the

water; amid the grinding and crunching of ice, the ship

began to list to the right (1 probably should say "to

the starboard") to the point where chairs and dishes on the

tables began to slide. Then, fortianately , the bov: o! the

ship slid off the hidden shelf of ice and slowly righted

itself, but not xintil considerable damage had been done,

including the breaking off of one of the propeller blades.

After thorough examination, we proceeded on our way without

further incident and arrived in .u-ngland one day late, ^s

on several other trips to i-ngland and the continent, we
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found every day interesting and exciting.

It was Lois's privilege and nine to cotint Carrie

Jacobs Bond, beloved composer and songwriter, a good

friend. The author of "Lnd of a Perfect Lay," "Just

a'Wearyin' for You," "I Love You Truly," and many other

beloved songs of her generation, lived not too far from

us in a rambling hillside houie north of Franklin Just west

of Highland Avenue, ijuring our several visits in her

quaintly furnished home, we met rrany of her friends, oome-

times she would play her own compositions for us. The

popularity of her songs v;as so great, she told me, that

her royalties topped that of all the members of ASCAJE-

(iimerican ^ociety of Composers Authors and Publishers).

On one occasion in the '20's, she loaned us the use

of her home in Grossmont, California for a weekend. It

was a delightful cottage in a secluded location overlooking

the town east of San Diego. Cddly enough, my chief remem-

brance of this pleasant outing is the melody of "liy Blue

Heaven" (not composed by Mrs. Bond), which was played over

and over ap;ain on a neighbor's phonograph.

On another occasion Lois and I were staying at River-

side's Mission Inn, a hotel unsurpassed in all southern

California in those days for its sumptuous hospitality,

its fabulous collection of antiques from all over the

world, particularly Japan and China; for its chapel dom-

inated by a gold-leal-encrusted carved altar that reached
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to the sanctuary's high ceiling; by the remarkable collection

of insignia "wings" donated by eev>-ral hiindred fliers

of our .vorld ..ars; and many other unique features provided

by the Inn's master, frank I-iiller. Cur suite was on the

top floor of the inn and looked down into the Spanish-

type patio where many of the ceals were served. This lovely

suite which we were privileged to occup;;, was named the "Carrie

Jacobs Bond ouite" because it was in those rooms that hrs.

Bond v;rote her most famous song, "Lnd of a lerfect I'ay,"

Both the harsh poverty of her days of widowhood, ajid

the fame and itonetary fortune of her later years were res-

ponsible » no doubt, for the taut nerves and quick anger

which her adoring audiences never suspected. Cne illus-

tration of this side of her character was her frequent

change of maids, bhe seemed to have great difficulty in

keeping a maid more than a few weeks or months. Like

many famous artists she was demanding when it came to

recognition in public appearances. The untimely death of

her son only added to an irritability that seemed to increase

with the yoars. Ihe publishing of her biography, jxoads of

Helod£, in 1927, by a leading book publisher did much to

lift her spirits.

Over a period of two or three years in the '?0's, I

collaborated with i'^rs. Bond in producing a syndicated

weekly newpaper column entitled "Friendly Ireachments,

"

which carried her name. I originated the idea one evening
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while looking over some of her letters and pceirs. The

undertaking was only moderately successful, with about

half a dozen dailies in various parts of the country using

the feature. The money returns v/hich I divided with Irs.

Bond were small. The Los Angeles Lveninp; ::.xpres3 and a

paper in hochestor, New York, were cur lart_,cst subscribers,

with the assistance of and some ^ruidance by hrs. Bond,

I wrote the first few "preachments." Thereafter the weekly

installments were abcut a hxmdred percent mine. Through-

out this experience—and always—our relations with hrs.

Bond were not only friendly but cordial, bhe had a super-

sensitiveness and creativity that was near to genius and

her haunting melodies brought cheer and comfort to millions,

The United Church Brotherhood movement in Los ^ngeles

to which I have referred finally took a turn which proved

in the end to be not too profitable or worthwhile. One of

our active members was John Clinton Sorter, who had been

appointed to the 1928 Grand Jury, just as I also was.

This year of public service proved to be epochal in local

civic history: under the foremanship of Colonel Thomas

Cook this jury proceeded to examine the record of the

District attorney nsa Keyes. Ordinarily the district

attorney himself has supervision of the activities of the

Grand Jury, but xinder the law, the Grand Jury can operate

independently of the district attorney. It was that

alternative which we followed in investigating the record
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of this veteran public official. He was finally indicted

by us for acceptinfr a bribe and attempting to bribe. I'm

speaking now Trom memory and the exact accusation may not

be correct, but -^sa xveyes, because of our indictment, was

tried and found guilty; after months of delays and frantic

appeals he was finally sent to the penitentiary. This

experience v.'as disillusioning but also probably beneficial

to the coTmunity in that it caused a good many wrong-doers

to correct their ways.

Another by-product of the 1928 Grand Jury's history

was the election of John C. lorter as mayor of Los ^ingeles.

t^T, Porter was a very distinguished-looking man, large of

frame and with a fine noble countenance, and although he

was a very poor public speaker, his appearance together

with his identification with the Grand Jury resulted in

his being elected to the highest office in the City of

Los Angeles. He did not prove, in my Jud ment, to be a

successful or a competent mayor, ne had neither the exper-

ience nor the judgment to meet the coi.-plicated rroblems

that arose, particularly as the City Council was difficult

to work with and naturally viewed with some jealousy the

added prestige and power the mayor's office possessed.

An exeunple of Mr. iorter's poor judgment, as I see it,

occurred vvhen iranklin D. Roosevelt was running for election

as President and visited Los ^-Jigeles. i-^r. iorter as mayor

refused, because of differences in politics, to welcome
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him. But at the eleventh hour he regretted his decision,

and the story is that he hurried from his office as the

Roosevelt caravan was passing the City Hall, without success

attempting to overtake it to express his welcome to the

candidate. On another occasion, Mr. Porter was touring

in France. Being a staunch Prchibitionist, he refused to

drink a toast in the presence of many foreign diplomats

and other officials, thereby getting nationwide unfavorable

publicity,

Cunningham: He was, however, a Reform candidate, wasn't he?

Ford: Porter was a Reform candidate, and with very sincere

intentions, he attempted to give Los Angeles a Refoiro ad-

ministration. Undoubtedly an examination of the record

will show that he undertook many worthwhile things . There

were rumors irom time to time that people close to him were

not activated by the same high motives that he was, and

that in fact he was more or less betrayed by those around

him. That is something which would require a good deal

of research to verify,

Cunningham: Was there a general movement to clean up City

Hall politics at this time? There was a scandal over the

building of a hospital, too, in 1928, wasn't there?

Ford: The hospital had long been under construction at that

time, and the long delay in its completion did cause an in-

vestigation in 1929 or thereabouts. I don't know that any-

one was ever convicted of any corrupt practices, although several

I
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Cv^unty officials were called before the Grand Jury. It's

my private opinion that there was corruption in connection

with it, but I have no evidence to j,;rove it.

During nr. jrorter's ca)T;paisn I had one experience

which was quite enlightening to me, ihere was a very

energetic yoxxng lad who was raising money for sorter's cam-

paign, and word came to me that he was putting fifty percent

of all the money he raised into his own pocket, only turning

over the other fifty percent for campaign purposes. This,

it seemed to me, was anything but honorable. 1 went to

the young man and told him of the ruraor, asking him if

it cculd possibly be true. His reply was, "Why, certainly,

and what the hell are you going to do about it?" Tc my

surprise, I found that there was nothing dishonest in it

as far as the statutes were ccncorned, and that probably

it was not an uncommon practice for certain types of cam-

paign promoters to take a largo percentage of the money

they raise as a part oi their own cotEpensation. 'Through

the years 1 have come to know that there are so many evils

connected ',vith campaign financing that basic and drastic

reforms must be instituted, I have called our present

methods of campaign financing the "cancer" in --^merican

politics. It's insidious and very 'nard to eliminate;

it has a tendency to go undercover and assume various

disguises, whether a candidate is activated by the highest

motives or selfish motives.
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May I turn aside from the ve3?y serlouB aspects of

political campaigning to give you an Interesting glimpse

of Jim Parley?

In the early '30's, when I was chairman of the Los

Angeles County Democratic Central Committee, I went to

Bakersfleld to meet Jim Farley, who was then chalnnan of

the National Democratic Committee, and undoubtedly one

of the most Influential political figures in the country.

His visit to Bakersfleld was political in nature and I

went there to invite him to Los Angeles.

One might say that Jim was a politician "pure and

simple," The phrase is apt. Parley had a keen sense of

honor and integrity that often surprised politicians of

lesser caliber. And there was a certain simplicity about

his thinking that definitely removed him from the category

of statesmanship. A kind of sLxth sense enabled him to

appraise trends of thought and the voting preferences of

the voting public, but constructive-thought leadership

was lacking.

He was a tremendous asset to the Democratic party

and to FDI^ under whom he served as Postmaster General.

But Jim had another quality which somehow seemed to mul-

tiply his political effectiveness greatly. It was his

uncanny capacity to remember names and faces.

My visit to Bakersfleld provided a striking exam-

ple of that ability. As I was entering the Bakersfleld
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hotel lobby to meet Parley—we were already casual ac-

quaintances—I was greeted by a Bakersfleld friend, Tom

McManus, one of the region's leading Republicans.

"John, " he called to me from the fringe of the crowd

that Jammed the hotel lobby, manifestly to shak-^ Parley's

hand, "John, would you Introduce me to Jim?"

I was glad to assent. Together we wormed our way with

some difficulty through the milling citizenry until we

were within arm's length of the master politician, who

was shaking hands and greeting strangers and friends at

the rate of several a minute.

"Jim," I called out, "I want you to meet one of Bak-

ersfleld 's leading Republicans, Torn McManus."

With a friendly smile Parley reached out and shook

Tom's hand and almost Immediately turned to repeat the

process with scores that were crowding around him.

This episode took place in the morning . It was late

that evening that I was again in the hotel lobby. Again

it was filled with as many men—mostly Democrats—as

the room would hold. Jim had had a busy day conferring

with Democratic committees from up and down the San Joa-

quin Valley. After that he had gone to a night football

game in the stadium. There the presence of the famous

politician ''rom Washington, D.C., had been publicly an-

nounced. And at the close of the game, Jim had held an

Informal reception, shaking hands with literally hundreds

and hundreds of admirers.
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Despite the morning and afternoon crowded with com-

mittee meetings and the Informal reception for all the

football fans, Jim's strength and cordiality did not seem

to have diminished as I watched him put on a continuing

performance of handshaking.

Presently at the far side of the room I noticed Tom

McManus. Just about the same moment I saw Jim look up

and recognize Tom, who certainly was Just one of several

thousand that Jim had met for the first time that day,

Jim waved his hand and shouted across the crowd,

"HI, Mad"

If Jlra could have probed and comprehended the great

social and International Issues of that day as skillfully

as he remembered names and faces, he might well have even-

tually realized his ambition to be President.

I think that Is an Interesting digression from the

subject we were discussing—campaign financing. In my

book. Thirty Explosive Years In Los Angeles County ,!

have a chapter entitled "The Cancer In Politics." I

didn't put a lot of figures In this chapter on the evil

but I am seriously and soberly convinced that until we

find a better way to finance campaigns. It's going to con-

tinue to undermine American democracy. What did I say at

the end?

The average voter doesn't realize all [these Influ-
ences from bribery and so on.] He's unaware of the
conditions that motivate giving to candidates except
In a very vague way. He himself rarely thinks of
helping to pay campaign bills. Some Individuals
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with concerns In special Interests are more sophis-
ticated, they go along with the concept that "after
all, ours Isn't a pure democracy, and some of us
have to assume the responsibility of seeing that
public affairs are run right." In some sections of
the country, not southern California, businesses and
labor groups alike have gone further and yielded to
the giving of bribes on the premise that this Is
the only way that we can stay in business." In
times of political stress involving either candi-
dates or issues, it was difficult for Los Angeles
County to distinguish intense selfish interest in
giving from out-and-out bribery. Such a condition
produces nothing short of a civic cancer in the
body politic. In the period covered by this nar-
rative, the evil had Increased, (p. 219)

I never felt that I was actually being offered a

bribe. There were perhaps three occasions which might

be considered an approach to bribery. One time when I

was proposed for the Board of Supervisors and did not run

(that was four years before I became a candidate), I

remember a committee asked me if I had a mortgage on my

house, and they Implied that they might take cai^e of the

mortagage. Fortunately, I didn't pursue that offer at

all. On another occasion, we had the question of col-

lecting garbage in the unincorporated territory of the

county, and one of the big garbage operators was in my

office. I thought that he wanted to suggest something,

so that he could get the contract, but I wouldn't let

him get to the point. The third occasion was when the

county was looking to expanding its ownership in the Civic

Center, and there was one man who had property abutting

on the Civic Center that would be quite properly consid-

ered for purchase by the county. This man, without my
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knowing what he had In mind. Invited me out to his house

for lunch, and he had the most delicious lunch that you

ever saw, one of the finest steaks I ever ate. After

that, he began to talk In kind of circumlocution, and he

even mentioned something about a fund or somethlng-or-

other that he wanted to—well, I never did get what his

Idea was. But, he talked about money.

Dixon J What do you think of this Idea of being able to

allocate one dollar of your Income tax toward campaign

funds?

Ford: I think It's a good Idea.

Of course, I go farther than that. I think that

everybody ought to pay to vote. That Is, I—let me ex-

plain. I don't think there Is a single citizen who couldn't

afford a dollar an election for the privilege to vote, or

a dollar a year, perhaps. Now here's my scheme—I outline

It In Thirty Explosive Years . We go to great pains and

public expense to elect a Democratic County Central Committee,

and a Republican County Central Committee, or any other

county central committee. If there Is any other party.

Now, they don't have much authority and they certainly

don't have any money, except what they can scrape by gifts

and pleading and browbeating. But here. If every Democrat

paid, once a year, a dollar, and then this would be a

fund that this committee would be responsible for under

very carefully enumerated conditions. They could use
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It for spending for literature, for employing television

and so on, all In accord with a schedule and all In accord

with equal opportunity for the different candidates.

Now, it* 8 not a perfect system, but I think It's greatly

improved

.

Then another thing:, I wouldn't prohibit private con-

tributions, but I would make some prohibition as to the

amount. And second, and this I think Is very Important,

all gifts must be reported publicly before election, not

after. I would begin, say, two months before a campaign

starts, and every candidate would have to file how much

money he'd received so far, or how much pledges he'd re-

ceived, and then one month later he'd file it again. And

then three days before election, he'd make his final fil-

ing.

Dixon: What do you think about a shorter campaign period?

Ford: It should be much shorter. It's much too long.

Dixon: I know In England, what Is it, three weeks that

they have?

Ford: They rush It up—much more satisfactory.

Dixon: 'P^ere's not nearly as much money Involved.

Ford: I don'h know what their system of control Is, but

I understand It's much moi*e effective.

Dixon: Yes, It's a controlled financial situation.

Ford: Yes. Definitely. Well, we're in a bad way on that.

As I suggested before, the United Church Brotherhood
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was probably one of the important factors in the election

of Porter as mayor. Out of that experience the Brother-

hood men learned a definite lesson: namely, that good

intentions are not sufficient in politics if you are lack-

ing in experience. Wiose of us who shared in the election

of Mr, Porter with a good deal of faith and hope began

to think more deeply on the matter as his term progressed,

and we realized that the promotion of reform ie a vast

and complicated problem which certainly entails a lot of

practical, technical familiarity with politics, as well

as an awareness of the pitfalls confronting anyone who

attempts to change the political course of a municipal-

ity or any unit of government. The Brotherhood leaders

finally decided that without in any sense repudiating Mr.

Porter, and with full recognition of his noble purposes,

the Brotherhood as an organization would not thereafter

engage in political campaigns. Members were urged to in-

form themselves about civic matters and individually to

make their contributions toward civic decency, but to

refrain as a group of religious laymen from formally enter-

ing into political campaigns. That formula became gener-

ally accepted; however, in the years that followed, the

Brotherhood movement gradually lost its momentum and fin-

ally passed into oblivion.

Well, what of the life, the outstanding aspects of

Los Angeles in those 1920' s? Here is one fact: Hollywood
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had been thrust Into a worldwide fame which almost turned

Its head, or at least turned the heads of the property

owners along Hollywood Boulevard, who began to conceive

of their property as so valuable that they raised rents

very rapidly, driving many a shopkeeper from the famous

Boulevard where he had been making a good living. On the

other hand, a few of the downtown business firms moved

westward, such as the Broadway store which built a branch

store at Hollyvjood and Vine. The Taft brothers built

a helght-llmlt office building across the street from

the Broadway, but overextended their credit to the point

where they finally lost control of It. Barker Brothers

established a fine furniture store In a new building at

Hollywood Boulevard and Highland. Charles E. Toberman,

one of the most enthusiastic supporters of Hollywood,

engaged in several building enterprises, all of which

were profitable, although in the Depression, which was

to come in the early 'SO's, he lost a fortune; with

characteristic persistence, however, he won it back later,

Hollywood was more in the limelight than Los Angeles it-

self, as we found when we were traveling in Europe: the

mention of Los Angeles meant very little to the people

we contacted in hotels and on the streets, but mention

Holljrwood and they responded with a glow and a curiosity

that was very marked.

While Hollywood was growing, Los Angeles was also
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growing very rapidly. The suburbs were beginning to en-

large. The San Fernando Valley was swiftly being trans-

formed from an irrigated desert land into an expanding

subdivision, with Van Nuys, North Hollywood, and other

community centers each developing their own retail stores

and outlets. The Los Angeles Harbor, which in the pre-

vious decade had been established after a long and bitter

fight led by Senator Stephen [D.] White, was beginning

to lay claim to recognition as one of the major ports of

the world through dredging and the building of docks and

terminal facilities. The City of Los Angelas, which owned

the Harbor, was beginning to realize one of its great

dreams, and more and more shipping lines were making Los

Angeles a port-of-call. All this was a part of the ex-

pansion which was still centered in downtown Los Angeles.

The decentralization which in subsequent decades was to

mark the expansion of Los Angeles had scarcely begun.

For example, one of the best-patronized theaters was

"Million Dollar Theater," build by Sid Grauman at the

comer of Third and Broadway, a beautifully ornate build-

ing which showed the finest of silent motion pictures.

In subsequent decades, it gradually became less popular

(because Broadway changed), and finally resorted to the

display of movies from Mexico in the Spanish language.

Mention should be made, concerning this period of

the twenties, of the spectacular development in the enter-
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talnment field, by Sid Qrauman and others. Grauman's

first great adventure in Hollywood was the building of the

Egyptian Theater, where he put on spectacular previews

which often cost fabulous amounts and became as great an

attraction for the theater-goers as the films themselves.

Following his success at the Egyptian Theater with its

beautiful forecourt, he built Grauman's Chinese Theater,

whose forecourt has retained its fame down through the

years as film, radio, and television celebrities ai»e in-

vited to put their footprints in the soft concrete laid

for that purpose.

So, as the population [of Los Angeles] was growing

rapidly, transportation and the increase in motor travel

was bringing a severe problem. No one seemed to know what

the answer was until finally the first section of what

is now a vast freeway system was constructed from Pasa-

dena to downtown Los Angeles, following in the main the

Arroyo Seco route. This was a non-stop route from the

edge of Pasadena into Los Angeles Civic Center, repre-

senting a real innovation in highway construction in Cal-

ifornia. Motorists were captivated by it. However, it

was not really an innovation in principle as far as Eur-

ope was concerned; in 1927 I had had the thrill of riding

on an autobahn in Northern Italy where you could travel

at unlimited speed for long distances.





CHAPTER IV

THE COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

In the late 1920' s, my name apparently was becoming

somewhat better known throughout the city. I was approached

by a representative of a politically influential group

headed by Mrs. Helen Werner, who subsequently became known

as "Queen Helen," boss of Los Angeles and perhaps the

boss of the local underworld. This group wanted to laiow

if I would be interested in running for the [Los Angeles

County] Board of Supervisors, I met with the committee

on one or two occasions, feeling very much like a babe

in the woods. They asked me if I owed any money on my

house, and they im.plied that they would be glad to take

care of the mortgage if there was one. Fortunately, some

cautious instinct prompted me to proceed very slowly with

these offers, and I declined to become a candidate. Sub-

sequent developments proved this to be a very wise decis-

ion, because the Werner political regime became exceed-

ingly unsavory, and the things that were attached to Hel^n

Werner's name were anything but the kinds of events and

policies I would want to be identified with.

Three or four years later, sometime in the summer of

193^, my name was again proposed as a candidate for the

Board of Supervisors. The proposal came from a neighbor

of mine, George N. Wedge, who operated a grocery store
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on North Edgemont near Melrose Avenue. Mr. Wedge was a

very Interesting and a very admirable citizen: self-

effacing, thoughtful, and Industrious In all matters per-

taining to civic advancement. He'd been raised In north-

em New York, had had some experience as a school teacher

and had attended Colambla University. He loved Abra-

ham Lincoln and biographies of Llncolnj his other special

Interest was a collection of stamps for which he spent a

good many hundreds, perhaps thousands, of dollars. He

never made a speech. He always stayed very modestly In

the background, but I learned to trust his Judgment—he

had a sort of political Instinct that was very valuable.

Supporting his suggestion that I run for Supervisor was

another friend, Proiessor Lewis lOiott Koontz, a professor

of history at UCLA, The University was then in Its early

stages, and was still located on Vermont Avenue In build-

ings which have subsequently been occupied by Los Angeles

City College.

The Campaign

The suggestion of these two men caused me to give

careful thought to the Idea. I had no funds to spare at

the time. My advertising business had been reduced to a

very Intermittent trickle by the Depression, and anything

that offered a steady Income, such as five thousand dol-

lars for serving on the Board of Supervisors, was quite

attractive. Without campaign funds, and without any organ-
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ized body of support, it waa a difficult decision to make.

But I finally decided to try It, and we organized ae best

we could a citizens' committee composed largely of friends

In and around Hollywood. The late Doctor Alfred Weltkamp,

who was a fellow church member of the Mount Hollywood

Church, volunteered the first contribution of five dollars;

the pastor of the church. Rev. Allan A. Hunter, volun-

teered the use of his telephone, while property on Sunset

Boulevard owned by James 0. Warren was given to me rent

free as headquarters. Telephone messages were carried by

volunteer runners between the pastor's house and our Sun-

set headquarters, the distance between the two being three

ac four blocks. Mrs. Ford entered Into this campaign ven-

ture with a great deal of zest. The upstairs bedroom In

our house at 1556 North Mariposa was converted Into a

workshop, and by a simplified use of the silk-screen

method of duplication, she set about to produce hundreds

of bumper signs for automobiles. These were attached to

the bumpers of friendly automobile owners, and we began

to get a considerable amount of publicity, at least In

the Hollyvood area. The Hollywood Citizen appeared friendly

but did not give us an endo-^pement until the campaign had

been In progress a considerable time.

My volunteer campaign manager finally was chosen In

the person of H. Morgan Harris, who had been Identified

with the student body of UCLA down on Vermont Avenue,
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and whose acquaintance with a number of liberal-minded

people such as Doctor Kllboume, Dr. Elmer Belt, and others

brought Into our camp an element of dedication and strength.

In due time the Third Supervisorial District Association,

headed by Herbert Scholfleld of 1717 North Stanley, brought

us additional support. Mr. Scholfleld had been Iden-

tified with a previous supervisorial campaign and was

desirous of defeating the Incumbent, Colonel Harry BalneJ

[Mr. Scholfleld ' s friend, Don Mahaffey, had been the sup-

ervisor, died In office.] The Incumbent supervisor,

Harry Balne, had very substantial resources behind him,

but he lacked popular appeal and was subject to a great

deal of criticism. In the supervisorial primaries in

which there were thirteen candidates, Balne came out first

and I was second.

However, I think that I would not have won second

position out of those thirteen contenders in the primary

if it had not been that the city and the county were still

in a depression. The people were disturbed. T^ey wanted

a change. They were unemployed in great numbers, and

the 193^ campaign of Upton Sinclair for governor aroused

a great deal of activity. The EPIC slogan ["End poverty

in California"] stirred the imagination of a multitude

of people, and the EPIC movement gave me opportunities

to attend many meetings where I could address the voters,

even though I was never formally endorsed by it.
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Cunningham: Did you ever publicly support their candidates?

Ford: I did not conceal my support but I do not recall

making any public endorsement of Mr. Sinclair.

Dixon: Reuben Borough has stated that, I think I told

you before. In the recall election of Frank Shaw your name

was put forward as a possible candidate, but that you were

a little too liberal, and suspect because of the EPIC

connection.

Ford: Yes. Well, I'm satisfied that that's true. Clif-

ford Clinton was the driving force who exposed the Prank

Shaw regime with his privately financed radio pi*ograns—

financed entirely by him.self, I think. And I'm sure that

Clifford Clinton was afraid that I was soclalistically

inclined, and he wasn't enthusiastic about my being a can-

didate in the recall against Frank Shaw. But I didn't

blame him for that—he was entitled to It, and in a sense

I was somev/hat unknown to him, anyway. He didn't know

how dangerous I was

.

Dixon: Yes. [laughter] Well, he certainly didn't want

an unknown element at that time. [laughter]

Foi*d: Well, later on, you know, Clifford really wanted

to run for mayor himself, and I wasn't for that, either,

[laughter] He was a good businessman, but I don't think. . .

early in 193^* I changed my registration from Republican

to Democrat; and m.ade an announcement at a meeting of the

then-existing Municipal League. It was after I became a
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candidate. The office of the Supervisor was non-partisan,

as were all the local offices, but I received a great deal

of friendly support as a result of my action. My name was

added to the various "tickets" which were circulated by

the Democrats on behalf of assemblymen and Sinclair. The

friendly reception that I had at all meetings held under

Democratic auspices was a definite help In my campaign.

Nor was I rejected at Republican gatherings. Our cash

resources were pitifully small but I never have ceased

to be grateful for my first campaign contribution, wholly

unsolicited, that came from Dr. Alfred Weltkamp^ It was

only five dollars but at that moment It was like a hundred.

As I say there v;ere thirteen supervisorial candidates.

Including Supervisor Harry Balne. When the votes were

counted he headed the list and I was second, thus giving

me a fighting chance to win In the finals, which I did

by a vote of 83,598 to Balne 's 76,875.

A day very close to election day I will remember as

long as I live. Despite busy campaigning I made It a

point to drop In briefly practically every day to see my

parents who lived next door. At this time Mother was 111,

but I had not realized the serlousnees of her condition.

Standing In the doorway of her becroom I told her of the

election then close at hand and how much It meant to me.

Her only reply as she lay there quietly was, "May the

angels' white wings be over you." I said goodbye and
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returned home. In a few moments an old family friend who

had been with mother came to our door to say that Mother

had passed on. On how many occasions since I have re-

called her last words'.

Depression Measures

When I was elected to the Board of Supervisors In

December, 193^* I found myself In a completely new world,

although various aspects of the county's situation were

already familiar to me through my 1928 experience on the

County Grand Jury. The Supervisors were conscious of the

national emergency which had arisen with the Great De-

pression; the Welfare Department was all but overcome by

the magnitude of Its burden. Something like 375,000

people were on one form of relief or another during the

peak of the Depression. Frequently we heard reports of

prominent citizens who ended their lives because they saw

no way out of the tragedy which had overcome them Indus-

trially and financially. At times, the meetings of the

Board of Supervisors were crowded with distraught people

who demanded that we do more than was being done for the

benefit of hundreds of thousands of unemployed.

As national history shows, very soon dependence upon

and cooperation with the Federal Government was recog-

nized as essential, as was also the cooperation of the

state through the SRA [State Relief Administration] and

WPA [Works Progress Administration]. One of the WPA
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projects In which I became Interested was the support of

unemployed artists in the community. We found there was

a large number of very capable painters who were quite

desperate. Accordingly, I proposed as a WPA project a

series of murals for the walls of the Boai»d of Super-

visors' hearing room in the Hall of Recordsj built about

1900. At my instigation, a committee of historians and

literary experts was formed, headed by Miss Althea Warren,

Librarian of the Los Angeles City Library. The charge

which we gave this committee was to formulate a series

of topics relating to California's history, and to suggest

a series of paintings picturing foreign countries which

had had an impact on the Territory or State of California;

the subject was, if possible, to have something to do with

written records, since the murals were for the Hall of

Records. Miss Warren and her committee associates pro-

duced a fine study which was eventually reduced to a very

beautiful brochui*€ by the WPA project, and artists set

about during a series of months to fulfill the commission.

The first painting depicts Felipe de Neve standing in what

is now the Los Angeles Plaza proclaiming the founding of

the City of Los Angeles in 178I. A second mural is a

very colorful representation of the signinp: of the Magna

Carta in the presence of the lords and nolle : of England;

another one of the series is the signing of the Declaration

of Independence. Still another shows that early explorer
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of the West, Jededlah Smith writing In his diary as he

paused In his transcontinental journey in the l820*6.

His diary is one of the first written accounts of an over-

land journey across the Great Plains and on to the Par

West.

Cunningham: Yes, he was one of the first to travel over-

land to California.

Ford: Another of the murals depicts the Butterfield

Stage; also on the east wall there was unveiled a painting

showing the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe in 18^8,

as well as one pertaining to the retirement of the Russians

from California. These paintings, I've been assured, will

be preserved and transferred from the walls of what we

now call the old Hall of Records to the new Hall of Rec-

ords at Temple and Broadway, or some other suitable place.

The grave unemployment problem in the Depression

stimulated me to originate, or sponsor, several other

WPA projects, which, I am proud to say, are still a bene-

fit to our community. (By referring to the undertakings

in which I had a special personal interest, I would not

In any way disparage the other hundreds of projects that

enabled our city and county to withstand the shock of the

Great Depression.) Here are other items on ray list;

Hollywood Bowl: The headquarters building with offices

and a complete kitchen, together with the garden dining

area surrounded by an artistic stone wall of sandstone.
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(Day by day It was a delight to see the skill with which

long-unemployed masons fashioned these garden walls and

the office building, using fine craftsmanship vjhlch they

had learned in the Old Country.)

Statue and Fountain to Music: This monument of quite

heroic proportions stands at the main entrance to the Bowl,

George Stanley, a one-time Otis Art Institute student,

was the sculptor responsible for the design and most of

the work on this landmark. It gave him and many others

months of emplojmient. Aside from the modernistic lines

of the dominant figure and the terraced sheets of falling

water that surrounded the base of the statue, I was im-

pressed by the massiveness of the huge cube of solid con-

crete that was poured into the ground to serve as an earth-

quake-proof foundation for the central superstructure.

This hidden concrete mass is seventeen feet deep, seven-

teen feet long and seventeen feet wide!

Two much-needed restrooms v/ere also constructed under

WPA auspices on Bowl premises at that time.

What is known as the Long Hall was constructed as

the first facility in Plummer Park, whose purchase I had

initiated In 1935. This building, constructed around an

attractive patio, housed all of the park's Indoor activ-

ities for a few years. Eventually I secured a county

appropriation to build the larger auditorium known as

Fiesta Hall.
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Qovemmental Reform

A big change which wae to take place In County govern-

ment had to do with the Purchasing Department. Soon after

I was elected Supervisor, complaints came to me that the

operations of the County Purchasing Agent were not In

the lntei*este of the general public. Specifically, the

complaint was that the some 2,000 patients In the General

Hospital were being given both meat and vegetables of a

very Inferior quality: It became so persistent that I

finally decided to quietly appoint a committee of res-

taurant people to make an Investigation of the food sit-

uation there. Of the three restaurant operators whom I

privately asked to assist, Mr. Clifford Clinton of Clif-

ton's Cafeteria proved to be the most active and most

effective. He personally made a quiet, unpubllclzed In-

vestigation of the dining room, kitchen, and menus of the

Los Angeles County General Hospital, and provided me with

a written report which was very caustic In Its content.

In fact. It was so critical that I hesitated to make It

public without his consent, but on asking him for his

permission he said there was no question at all, he'd be

very glad to have It published.

The report created a real furor In the Board of

Supein^lsors and In the dally press; It reflected partic-

ularly on the Purchasing Agent and the policies which

had grown up In his office. I became convinced that this
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poor service to the Gen al Hospital was but one example

of the bad and possibly corrupt purchasing being directed

by the Purchasing Agent and his staff. As a result, the

Superintendent of the hospital was removed from office,

and I began a campaign to remove the Purchasing Agent

himself. However, he was In strong with the Board of Sup-

ervisors and, as I recall. It was something more than two

years before I was able to get a majority vote to remove

him.

The clrcumstanceB leading to his discharge were as

follows: I am sorry to eay the metropolitan press gave

little attention to my attacks on the Purchasing Agent's

policies, but the Hollywood Citizen , of which Judge

Harlan [Q,] Palmer was the editor and publisher, ran

articles from time to time supporting my campaign, which

had been up to that time unsuccessful. Finally, Judge

Palmer published a caustic editorial in which he so strongly

criticized the Purchasing Agent, so that the latter de-

cided to sue the paper for libel. This suit attracted

much attention. Judge Palmer, having been a lawyer,

conducted his own case, and plaintiff lost his suit; the

Judge, In returning his verdict, so caustically criticized

the Purchasing Agent that I was able to secure votes for

his diEchai»ge from not only Herbert [C.] Legg, who had

been my sole supporter, but also now from Gordon McDonough,

then Supervisor and subsequently Congressman in Washington.
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The discharge of the Purchasing Agent was the begin-

ning of a real reform In the Purchasing Department, an

office which spends mllllors of dollars every year, that

this fight has resulted In far-reaching savings to the

people of the county from that day to this.

The Supervisors v;ere pretty unanimous that It was

necessary to get a new Purchasing Agent, and that we should

get a man of excellent reputation. We finally selected

one who eventually was confirmed by Civil Service, Colonel

(later Major General) Wayne Allen, who had been with the

Key System of San Francisco and Oakland. Allen took

cognizance of public indignation at the practices that had

obtained In the Purchasing Department, and proceeded to

drastically reform that office, setting up policies which

down through the years have, I believe, been carefully

observed to the great benefit of the tax-paying public.

Eventually, Mr. Allen was selected as the first Chief Ad-

ministrative Officer of the county, and his assistant,

J. W. Hughes, became Acting Purchasing Agent, with Mr.

Allen retaining the title for a considerable period of

time. Mr. Allen eventually devoted his full time to the

Chief Administrative Office, and Mr. Hughes became in fact

as well as in name the purchasing agent for the county,

until his untimely death from a malignant malady.

In county government, during the past three decades,

I would say that there was in general an increasing trend

toward efficiency, with the realization that cheap politics
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is mighty expensive and contributes to Inefficiency and

worse. The best Instance of this awakening on the part of

the Board of Supervisors was the creation of the above-

mentioned office of Chief Administrative Officer. The

Chief Administrative Officer was not primarily a civil

service position, nor was It a position endowed with

supreme powers. All of the decisions of the Chief Admin-

istrative Officer were subject to approval by the Board

of Supervisors, in whom the final authority rested.

However, a tremendous mass of administrative appraisal

and executive recommendations were really decisive and

constituted a part of the duties of our first Chief Ad-

ministrative Officer, Colonel Allen. He brought both

efficiency and a non-political approach to the business

affairs of the county, with the result that department

heads gave increasing attention to their services, and

hiring the beet available material.

This tendency toward greater governmental efficiency

had an excellent forerunner in the person of Harry Sco-

vllle, who headed a county bureau for a number of years in

which he undertook, at the request of the Supervisors, to

examine the projects and activities of the many-sided

county service, and to use these studies to promote econ-

omy of operation, and a better orientation to the special

needs of the county. Eventually, Harry Scovllle's Bureau

of Efficiency was superseded by Colonel Allen's own Chief
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Administrative Office, which steadily grew In size and

operation until It had forty or fifty experts In various

fields analyzing county government, helping In the prepar-

ation of the budget, and promoting a businesslike atmosphere

throughout all the county's departments, of which there

now were more than fifty.

The Smog Problem

Perhaps the most aggravated Issue during the period,

beginning In the late forties and extending on Into the

fifties, was the growing awareness of air pollution.

During the Second World War, everybody was so concerned

with stepping up production to a maximum that the question

of air pollution and the regulation of Industry had at-

tracted little attention; but with the war out of the way

and Industry readjusting Itself to peacetime conditions,

there were times when the smog was so thick that the

Board of Supervisors was swamped with protests. This

continued over a period of years before the county fin-

ally yielded to public demand, and passed ordinances

setting up certain standards on air pollution, with pen-

alties for their violation. There were practically no

precedents to go by. Months and years wei»e consumed

in air analyses and in devising apparatus to determine the

real nature of air pollutants. There was no other city

systematically doing such research. Others, particularly

Pittsburgh and Chicago and perhaps Cleveland, had exper-
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ienced air pollution ohlefly from large quantities of

soft-coal smoke or hard-coal fumes, but that was a con-

dition from v;hlch Los Angeles did not suffer as coal is

not used in our industries. Here, the burning of oil,

the existence of a large number of refineries, the growing

multitude of automobiles, and the practice of burning

refuse in backyard incinerators all contributed to the

aggravated condition.

One of the first lines of attack was against the use

of incinerators, after air pollution standards had been

set up and enforcement officers employed by the Super-

visors: it was finally rather reluctantly proposed to the

Supervisors to outlaw incinerators in all Los Angeles

County territory, both incorporated and unincorporated.

This, of course, angered some city administrations, al-

though incinerators already had been unlawful in some

other sections of the county. Looking back, it is dif-

ficult to realize what a tremendous etoiro of protest was

whipped up by housewives who were determined not to give

up their incinerators, and by commercial interests which

manufactured them and had built up a very prosperous

business. These two elements, together with a press that

always seemed eager to seize upon anything making good

headlines, confronted the Supervisors with a very dif-

ficult situation. Finally, a series of hearings was held

in the middle fifties, where it was shown that the prac-

tice of maintaining backyard Incinerators, as well as
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those In apartment houses or commercial concerns, was

archaic, unsanitary, and hazardous from a fire standpoint.

We succeeded, in 1955* in getting an order passed banning

them, but, as I recall, when the deadline for their actual

elimination approached, the Board of Supervisors wavered

and granted two years of grace, until about 1957.

However, incinerators were finally banished: then it

developed that we still had eye irritation and air pol-

lution, and that the smog problem had not been solved after

all. Actually, it never had been claimed that banishing

the incinerators would solve the whole problem, but the

public was rather quick to make that assumption. Accord-

ingly the Supervisors were again subject to a drumfire

of criticism, particularly in the fall and spring. Again

and again, committees and delegations would fill the Board

Room demanding that further drastic action be taken.

The scientists who were a part of the staff of the Air

Pollution Control District which we had set up were like-

wise more desperate than they were willing to admit. None

was sure how this evil could be remedied. One of their

proposals had to do with the elimination of sulfur from

fumes generated in refining crude oil; accordingly, the

county demanded that sulfur should be eliminated in the

refining process. In one instance three refineries Joined

hands and built special equipment for the purpose of re-

covering it. This was a fortunate move both for the oil
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companies and for the county, because It developed that

many companies were unaware that there was a possible

by-product In refining j the now sulfur-recovery plant

produced many tons of pure sulfur for which there devel-

oped a very excellent market. I visited one plant and

saw the hot amber-colored liquid sulfur flowing out of

the pipes into a big container where it was cooled, be-

coming a beautiful saffron block which in turn was mar-

keted very profitably.

But again the elimination of sulfur from the fumes

of tha refineries did not solve the smog problem.

The greatest volume of protests came from Pasadena

and vicinity. Each afternoon the shift in the wind from

seaward to landward caused accumulated smog from the Los

Angeles Industrial districts and the city in general

gradually to settle against the Sierra Madre Mountains

adjoining Pasadena on the east; real estate values were

actually affected, and many people with respiratory dif-

ficulties actually suffered seriously.

Even at the present time, in 196l , the smog problem

hasn't been solved. To bridge over briefly a gap of some

years, the pioneer work of the Los Angeles County Air

Pollution Control District has persisted, with further

research, convincing the general public as well as the

scientists that, while the refineries and the backyard

incinerators were undoubtedly serious offenders, a still
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greater offense ie committed dally by the three million

automobiles travelling the streets of Loe Angeles County.

Three million automobiles, of course, consume still many

more millions of gallons of gasoline; and continued tests

(often made with new types of apparatus which the Air

Pollution District had to originate and build) show that

there must be installed on the automobiles of this region

some kind of device which will eliminate the powerful

noxious fumes coning from automobile mufflers. Public

consciousness of air pollution has increased so that there

has been in recent years state- and natlon-v/lde agitation

on the subject. Governor [Edmund G.] Brown has evidenced

real Interest in the problem, and at his instigation, a

law was passed setting up a California State Air Pollution

Commission with authority to establish standards and de-

vise means to correct pollution with regard to rroving

vehicles; the County Air Pollution District thereupon was

assigned the task of supervising within its territory

air pollution arising from stationary sources.

Cunningham: Is it generally agreed now, as far as you

know, that automobiles seem to be the primary offenders?

Ford: The automobiles are now considered to be the chief

offenders, and people look forward quite optimistically

to the day when an acceptable muffler or control device

on each car will cut down the pollution to such a degree

that we'll really have purer air. My own view Is that
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this will be a big help, but I have also come to the

conclusion that any population center of several millions

of people living In a seml-arld, semi-tropical region In

which there Is only six to twelve Inches cf rain a year

can never expect to escape periods of accumulated pollu-

tion. The very existence of people, with their normal

activities, is bound to put in the air various kinds of

pollution which can only be eliminated by strong winds

or rain; I doubt if we will ever have completely clean

air since we have such long rainless seasons.

The Toy-Loan Library

One of the minor developments following the war and

the Depression periods was the creation of the Los Angeles

County Toy-Loan Library. The idea originated sometime

In the forties, when the people who were still suffer-

ing from the Depression found that they did not have play-

things for small children in their families. Someone

proposed—I think the Idea originated in San Diego--

that used toys should be collected, rehabilitated, and

loaned to needy children. This was originally begun as

a sort of WPA project, and it immediately attracted my

interest. I was able to secure a small appropriation of

a few hundred dollars from the Supervisors to help the

volunteer beginnings of the program. The rapid growth

of the idea is really astounding, because out of that

small beginning there grew an organized system with even-
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tually more than forty distribution centers manned by

women volunteers, !nie county rented a small factory and

warehouse to which toys were brought in by the truck-

load, tons of toys, Mrs, Margaret Fling was early retained

to take charge of the project; she remains with it up to

the present time, and tells me that there are now over

forty toy-loan libraries run by PTA women or women's clubs.

On certain days each week, toys can be borrowed not only

by needy children but by children of any family. Borrow-

ers can return for additional borrowing if they keep

their toys in good shape. Thus small children are taught

care for property. More than 300,000 little girls have

been given the privilege of adopting dolls, and each

little foster mother is given a colorful certificate

if she has demonstrated proper care in handling them.

She then becomes the permanent owner of one doll. The

number of toys loaned from the project to date (1961)

now exceeds eight million, Mrs, Fling developed an im-

portant feature in the rehabilitation of the toys by

bringing in crippled and handicapped people who are on

relief, and under her patient guidance, training them

to do simple operations in the repairing, painting, and

reassembling of toys. Several hundred people, in the

course of the toy-loan history, have actually found a

great deal of satisfaction in this work, and a large

proportion of them have been trained to go into private
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Industry and become self-supporting,

Trfnsportat Ion Problems

The transit problem was another of the problems con-

fronting the community which necessarily enlisted the

attention of the Supervisors, although transportation

is not actually one of the Supervisors' responsibilities.

The Metropolitan Transit Authority was finally created

by actlc^ of the legislature as a preliminary to the

eventual acquisition of the two existing transportation

lines, the so-called "yellow car" line and the "red car"

line. These two systems served different portions of the

city and overlapped In some Instances, but the merging

of the two was difficult, since they each had tracks of

different gauge. The Supervisors opposed the purchase

of the car lines by the newly-created Metropolitan Transit

Authority, but their opposition was not successful, and

legislation in Sacramento permitted the purchase. A

price was paid which many people felt was far too high,

and from that time on. It has been one of the barriers

to a full, modem solution to the transportation problem.

The Metropolitan Transit Authority was given tax exemption

and complete freedom In the setting of Its rates without

review by the Public Utilities Commission; as a conse-

quence, has raised the fares far higher than they ever

were before

.

Various proposals for a modem transportation system
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In Los Angeles have been examined; It vfould seem that

one of the barriers to the fulfillment of any of them

is the excessive financial bui^en that must be assumed

by any new system, since the Metropolitan Transit Author-

ity has pre-empted the franchise rights. However, this

isn't the only thing that has made solution of the trans-

portation problem difficult: an equally large obstacle

is the wide dispersal of the population. Los Angeles

has been characterized as seven suburbs looking for a

city, and this sparse population, relatively speaking,

makes extended lines and rights-of-way necessary, involv-

ing higher operational costs than would obtain in a city

where more people were living on multiple levels, like

New York or Chicago.

City Politics

Cunningham: Would you discuss your campaign for mayor

in 1937"how it happened to come about, its development?

What was the status of city politics at that time?

Ford: The city administration in the latter 1930' s was

headed by Mayor Frank L.Shaw, who had been a city Coun-

cilman earlier and who'd also been a County Supervisor

from the southern portion of the county, thereby contin-

uing his political climb to the mayoralty of Los Angeles.

He had the support of the metropolitan papers, particularly

the Time

s

. A strong influence in his administration was

his brother, Joe Shaw, who had served some time in the
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Navy. When Shaw's term for re-election approached In

1937> I was askecl to be a candidate agalnet him. There

were considerable rumblings and much discontent because

prostitution and gambling were prevalent. Various police

scandals had aroused the public to the point of bringing

Shaw's regime Into serious question. In one Instance,

a prominent witness who had testified against the admin-

istration was badly wrecked by a bomb placed In his

automobile. When he started his car. It created a great

explosion. The biggest explosion from the Harry Raymond

Incident, however, was the political repercussions.

The Shaw brothers manifestly believed In building

a strong political machine on the basis of patronage and

many felt on Intimidation; and as I got into the campaign

as a candidate with limited campaign fujids, I discovered

at various meetings I addressed that frequently there

were hoodlums In the audience evidently planted there

whose purpose was to break up the meetings. On one occas-

ion, at a rather large meeting being addressed by Mr.

Shaw, a persistent heckler was knocked into the aisle by

a man seated a row behind him. Witnesses stated that

the assailant had gotten within arm's reach when the heck-

ler continued his questioning. They stated that the

assailant was equipped with brass knuckles, and that there

were apparently other hoodlums at the rear prepared to

support the attacker violently against anyone who under-
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took to criticize Shaw ae a candidate. Thie Bort of thing

happened a good many times. The implication of Communism

was brought in as a means of discrediting my candidacy.

On one occasion, Just before election, an airplane flew

over the city and scattered streamers which were printed

in red, reading "Vote for John Anson Ford for Mayor,"

signed Young Communist League of America. There was no

Young Communist League of America, but the effect upon

the voters was as desired. I did not have support from

any of the metropolitan papers. The manifest corruption

and inefficiency of the government attracted little crit-

icism in the press.

The result of the election was that Mr. Shaw was

returned to office by a vote of about 125,000. As time

has passed, I've been very grateful that I did not win

that office. I don't know that I could have made a suc-

cessful mayor under those evil conditions and certainly

I would have had a most difficult, and perhaps a tortur-

ing time, because the evil forces of the city were tre-

mendously strongly entrenched.

However, only a short time after ray defeat, the

agitation began for Mr. Shaw's recall. This was in con-

siderable measure initiated by Clifford Clinton, who had

earlier manifested an interest in civic affairs by pre-

paring the report for me on the terrible food at General

Hospital and probable corruption in the Purchasing Depart-
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merit of the county. For some reason which has never been

officially ex- lained but of which the Implications are

rather obvious, the city administration Immediately began

to harass Clinton and his restaurants, undoubtedly at the

Instigation of the Mayor's office. One i*ecalls that the

Mayor, not too long before, had been himself a Supervisor

and perhaps closely Identified with some of the county's

bad practices. At any rate, the Health Department of

the city began making Inspections of Clinton's restaurants

and demanding drastic changes In his kitchen equipment,

requiring him to expend large sums of money to Install

new vents and new apparatus. Police officers began appear-

ing, and then colored people began coming to the cafeteria,

something that was not common In those days. The assump-

tion was Negroes would drive away the white patrons, but

Clinton being a missionary's son, greeted the colored

people cordially and experienced no loss of patronage:

in fact. It probably helped.

All of this opened Clifford Clinton's eyes to the

fact that there was a very corrupt city administration.

At his own expense he hired radio time night after night,

and began broadcasting throughout the region news of the

corrupt conditions which he had found. For all this

Clinton's house was badly wrecked by a bomb. Fortunately

no one was Injured.

The recall committee asked me If I wished to run
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again against Shaw, although they did not strongly urge

me to do so. Two considerations, chiefly, led me to

decline as a candidate. One was the fact that I felt

Clinton did not wish me to run. He was a conservative

and I was a liberal and I had a feeling he was apprehen-

sive either as to my ability or my liberalism. The other

consideration was the fact that deadline for entering

the campaign for supervisor in the third district was

close at hand. Without assurance of strong support from

all recall interests I did not feel Justified in aban-

doning my excellent chances of being re-elected county

supeirvisor. They finally secured the consent of a fine

superior court Judge, Fletcher Bowron, to be the candi-

date.

Hence one year after Shaw's defeat of myself, he in

turn was defeated by Bowron, who began a period of city

reform which lasted, I believe, for twelve years. The

report around the city hall was that when they turned

over the mayor's handsome Bulck to Mr. Bowron as his

official car, someone, in lifting up the floor rug in

front of the back seat, discovered a square metal plate

screwed to the floor, under which was a shallow compart-

ment perhaps two or three Inches deep and twelve or six-

teen Inches square. The grapevine story was that this

was where the money from the prostitutes and gamblers

was assembled before being driven down across the border
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to be cached Bomewhere in Mexico. That, of course, 1b

something that has never been proved. After Shaw's defeat

he engaged In a real estate business for several years.

After his death there ensued a law suit concerning his

estate which Involved, according to press reports, half

a million dollars.

Bowron did a wonderful Job In reorienting the whole

city administration, and he gave the city the cleanest

and best government It had had for a long time.

Flood Control

The rapid emanslon of the city resulted In the need

for many physical improvements which necessarily cost

money, and In the early fifties a storm drain bond Issue

of some $628,000 was proposed. Eventually bonds were

voted, and the operation of the storm drains was trans-

ferred to the Flood Control District which is administered

by the supervisors. Up to that time it had been operated

as a separate phase of municipal service.

The Hollywood Bowl

The Hollywood Bowl also met a crisis in the fifties;

having overextended itself in the presentation of some

operatic performances, it was in the red and suddenly

closed its doors in the middle of the season. This awak-

ened the community to the significance of the Bowl's pro-

grams in the cultural life of the community, and a cit-

izens' committee was formed which included many downtown
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leaders. These interested citizens supplemented and in

some cases supplanted the Hollywood leaders who hereto-

fore had dominated the Bowl management . Among new sup-

porters was Mrs. Norman Chandler, whom I nominated for

chairman of special I^ergency Committee. She assumed

the task, and proceeded to raise a special fund of $100,000

to reopen the Bowl, with the initial concert featuring

prominent artists in the musical world who donated their

services in response to Mrs. Chandler's plea. The Bowl

had not only overreached itself in some of its expensive

programing, but its physical plant had been seriously

depleted J electrical wiring was unsafe and out of date;

the stage was in rotting condition; the seats were in

need of repair. And so an extensive program of rehabil-

itation was inaugurated which took several seasons to

complete

.

In the meantime, a proposal was made, which I supported

strongly, that the Bowl property should be deeded to the

county. Formerly it had been private property held in

the name of the Bowl Association. With the deeding of

the property to the county, the county leased it bacK

to the Association for a period of years, so that in

management and operation there was actually no change,

except that the property was not subject to taxation.

Eventually, although not immediately, the county at my

instigation assigned the Bowl to the Park Department for
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maintenance as a park, eo that the watering and care of

the grounds the year around was In expert hands, and the

Bowl Association was relieved of that financial burden.

At the same time, the Bowl made a careful study of

all Its problems. One conclusion was that parking facil-

ities would have to be greatly enlarged, as the habits of

the theater-going public had been motorized, one might

say, and the long walks necessitated by remote parking

and steep slopes were not acceptable to the new generation

of Bowl patrons. Likewise, there was some change In the

programing. It was agreed under the new board of direc-

tors, of which I was one and In which Mrs. Chandler was

a dominant factor, that the Saturday night concerts each

week should be more popular in character, including Jazz

and other light musical productions, where'^s the Symphon-

ies under the Stars should be featured on Tuesday and

Thursday nights. Many new programs were Introduced, such

as a Walt Disney nifht, a Gershwin night, and Rodgers and

Hammerstein night. These drew large audiences, sometimes

nearly filling all the 20,000 seats and producing revenue

which helped to carry the Tuesday and Thursday night

programs. The attendance for the latter was seldom suf-

ficient to cover their cost.

The parking problem was r difficult one, and it was

only by reason of the generous cooperation of the Board

of Supervisors that we were able to really solve it.
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In a relatively short time, we acquired two parking lots,

two large parcels of property, one on the east and the

other on the west side of Highland Avenue, each of which

was encumbered with more than twenty houses. These res-

idences were not new, but many of them were In excel-

lent shape, and only the eminent domain authority of the

county made It possible to move In and condemn them out

of public necessity. The cost for both of these lots

was something In the neighborhood of a million dollars

apiece, or a total of two million dollars together, but

they were a great factor In bringing the Bowl back to

popular support, so that it became more nearly self-sus-

taining. Even so, it has always had an annual subsidy

ever since I was on the Board of Supervisors. When I

was elected, the subsidy was ten thousand dollars; when

I left, it had been increased to about sixty-four thousand

dollars. The expenditures for maintenance of the grounds,

and the two million dollars for the parking lots, were

in addition to the county's regular subsidy.

The other improvements, to which I was very proud

to have contributed, were made earlier than the period

I've been discussing and were Introduced as WPA projects.

The statue of "Music" surmounting a fountain at the en-

trance, the office and tea garden on Pepper Tree Lane,

and the substantial rest room facilities weiTe all WPA

projects which I proposed to the Board and which they
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endorsed. So much for a glimpse of the changing aspect

of the Hollywood Bowl

.

The Art Institute

Another cultural advance had to do with the Art

Institute. T^e Art Institute was a gift to the county

by General Harrison Gray Otis back somewhere In the teens

of the century, about 1916, as I recall. He donated his

handsome residence and property on Wllshlre and Lakevlew

Just west of MacArthur Park, and the gift was accepted

by the Supervisors. Roscoe Shrader for many years was

the dean, and art students enjoyed the benefit of an excel-

lent art school, although Its program was never charac-

terized by great Innovations or sensational developments.

In fact, during my early years on the Board of Supervisors,

some of the Supervisors criticized the Art Institute sev-

erely because it was not entirely self-supporting, draw-

ing upon county funds for its maintenance. Over my pro-

test Raymond Darby, then a Supervisor, got a motion passed

which offered the Art Institute as a gift to either the

Uhiversity of California in Los Angeles or to the [Los

Angeles] School system, whichever would take it over.

Neither of these institutions, however, was interested in

accepting an art school because, as they explained to the

Supervisors, their interest in art did not go so far as

to undertake the training of professional artists: rather,

their aim was at most to train teachers to the point
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where they could Instruct elementary or high school stu-

dents in the early elemente of art, drawing, painting,

and 60 on.

This close call prcmpted me to Initiate certain changes

in the Art Institute management. The first was to get

the Supervisors to separate the Inst Itute from the County

Museum, and to set it up as a separate department with a

separate board of governors. (Earlier we had succeeded in

having the board of governors at the Museum set up on a

basis of term appointments rather than with indefinite

terms.) We now created, with the Supervisors' approval,

separate board of governors for the Art Institute, with

staggered terms of four years each. I was largely re-

sponsible for the personnel of the first board, which my

colleagues approved, and which included several distin-

guished citizens, including Mr. Paul [H.l Helms, the

millionaire baker; Edward [A.] Dickson, a member of the

Board of Regents of the University of Califoin la; Mrs.

Florence Irish, Mrs. Norman Chandler, and others, to a

total of fifteen. With this backing for the Institute,

the Supervisors took a new interest, giving it more def-

erence, and I was able to get into the budget from year

to year various appropriations which, over a period of

years, resulted in complete reconstruction and the build-

ing of a new modem physical plant.

One of the early steps in which Mr. Dickson, Mr.
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Harry Chandler, and others shared wae the acquleltlon of

the Earl property iminedlately west of the Otis Art In-

stitute property. The Earl property had been the res-

idence of the late E [dwin] T. Earl, a rival of Harrison

Gray Otis. There was a bit of irony in the fact that the

properties of these two men who had been such great rivals

had now been Joined as a memorial to Cfeneral Otis. In

due time, we tore down first the Earl and then the Otis

residences, and step-by-step we erected three beautiful,

appropriately designed units which gave the school a

physical plant worth well in excess of a million dollars,

not counting the value of the land itself, which was in-

creasing very rapidly. The Supervisors shared with a

committee of two members of the board of governors (one

being Mrs. Florence Irish) in getting a new director for

thf Institute in the person of Millard Sheets, who had

spent twenty years as head of the Art Department of Scripps

College in Claremont. Mr. Sheets brought dynamic leader-

ship to the Lob Angeles County Art Institute (its name

was later restored to the original name, the Otis Art

Institute) and after a year or two he succeeded in getting

it accredited with the Western College Association, which,

after a very csreful inspection, granted it authority to

confer the degree of Master of Fine Arts. It was the only

institution west of Chicago to have that privilege.

Mr. Sheets' changes in administration placed increas-
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Ing emphasis on postgraduate art work, and admission stand-

ards were set up that Included two years of liberal arts

training as a prerequisite to becoming a student at the

Institute, unless one was enrolled In certain secondary

courses. The new buildings not only provided beautiful

classrcoms with north-light studios -^nd two attractive

galleries for the exhibition of student work, but In-

cluded a fourth structure, a ceramics building, equipped

with two fine large kilns. In which the ceramics students

could produce their works of art. By such steps the Art

Institute became a great factor in the cultural life of

the West, particularly because of the initiative Mr.

SheetP brought to it.

Hancock Park

At about this time, I was happy to share in the

rehabilitation of Hancock Park. Soon after the turn of

the century, the site which is now Hancock Park had been

discovered to possess oil pools in which a fabulous quan-

tity of fossil remains were found, preserved and embedded

in great pools of crude oil that welled up through the

earth. This, in its early days, had created great excite-

ment and attracted world-vide attention and, as a insult,

excavations in these pools had produced tens of thousands

of skeletons, sometimes broken and with separated bones.

But they were 2:*eassembled and a famous division of the

County Museum was thus enriched archeologically. Through
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exchanges, many other gifts were brrught to the museum

from other museum centers far and near.

Following this, the tract of twenty-two acres of

land which [George] Allan Hancock, the owner, had deeded

to the county because of its scientific worth, was all

but completely neglected. In the early days, the Super-

visors had commis>«ioned an artist to make cement figures

of several of the prehistoric animals. These had been

set up on the twenty-tv;o acres beside the pools^ but for

years they were surrounded only by weeds and refuse.

One of my objectives as Supervisor was to correct this

condition. Over a period of four years, we spent nearly

a million dollars landscaping the property, putting in

winding walks, planting appropriate trees and shrubs

native to the region, and building an observation pit which,

with some reconstruction, graphically Illustrated the

manner In which fossils through prehistoric times had been

accumulated and preserved in the pools of tar. Thus

Hancock Park became an added asset to the people of the

county and almost Immediately was visited by large numbers.

The Civic Center

Another significant feature of this period was the

awakening of both the Supervisors and the public to the

value of a comprehensive Civic Center. For many years,

the city and the county had been without a plan for the

location of new buildings. The site of the City Hall,
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built about 1925, had rather vaguely suggested that other

buildings should be clustered around it, but earlier the

Hall of Justice had been erected by the county without

reference to any well-organized plan. At various times,

different arrangements of public buildings had been put

on paper, but no effective publicly accepted plan had

guided either the City Council or the Board of Supervisors,

The lack of a plan was well illustrated by an episode

in the Board of Supervisors soon after I was elected, in

193^ or 1935* when Herbert Payne, the then powerful con-

troller of the county's financial affairs, brought to the

Board of Supervisors an elaborate set of blueprints for

a new courthouse. These had been prepared largely at the

instigation of Mr. Payne and without explicit author-

ization by the Board of Supervisors. The question of a

new courthouse had been a subject of frequent discussion

since the old brownstone courthouse at Broadway and Temple

Street had been damaged by an earthquake and later demol-

ished in 1935. But when Mr. Payne brought his set of

blueprints to the Board of Supervisors, the new members

on the Board , including Herbert Legg and mysolf , immed-

iately raised questions as to who had authorized their

preparation. It developed that there had been no explicit

authorization and that the county was not financially

responsible to Mr. Underwood, the architect, for their

preparation. The plans contemplated the erection of a
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rather ornate two-towered structure facing on Broadway

immediately opposite the old Hall of Records, which Is

located at 220 North Broadway. This Incident helps to

emphasize the point that neither the public, the Boai?d

of Supervisors, nor city nor county planners had at that

time formally or clearly adopted any Civic Center plan;

at any rate, we rejected Mr. Underwood's blueprints and

declined to pay his fee, which I think he had set at some

fifty or sixty thousand dollars.

The Supervisors began to talk more and more about

the need for a well-organized, well-balanced civic plan.

My own oft-repeated plea, frequently shared by others,

was that a county with the population, wealth, and In-

fluence of Los Angeles County should locate and construct

all new facilities In conformity with a plan which would

express materially and artistically the great strength

and potential of the community. One or two Inadequate

plans were given consideration. Finally, through contin-

ual agitation and after much discussion, there did emerge

a large, comprehensive concept of a civic center In which

the city, county, state, and federal government all had

a part. One agency which lent Its support to the pro-

posed building program was the Civic Center Authority,

a body with limited powers, ci*eated by concurrent resol-

utions of the City Council and the Board of Supervisors.

For a time, I served as chairman. Its function was to
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bring to the attention of Its respective eponBors any type

of development that either conformed or failed to conform

to the broad concept of a civic center.

Eventually, this concept was reduced to drawings

and received the official approval of the Board of Super-

visors and the City Council. Great credit for perfect-

ing the Civic Center Plan and finally securing Its official

approval goes to Arthur J. Will, Sr., then the Chief Ad-

ministrative Officer, who brought Into play all his great

powers of persuasion before finally succeeding. The

Arthur J. Will fountain In the Mall Is a memorial to him.

My recollection is that it comprised an area bounded by

Grand Avenue on the west. First Street on the south, San

Pedro Street on the east, and what are now the Hollywood

and Santa Ana freeways on the north. The plan showed

the tentative locations of projected futui^ buildings of

the county and city, and had an Important psychological

effect on the community as the years passed. I mean

by that people began to anticipate with pride an imposing

complex of public buildings, each of which was a symbol

of the strength and the greatness and the varied activities

of the community. The plan anticipated local city govern-

ment needs, the widely diversified county government, the

increasing activity of state government, and overall

federal expansion. The state government's need for more

intimate relationship with southern California and the
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local community was emphasized by the demolition of the

old Times building at First and Broadway, and the erection

of a handsome eight- or nine-story State Building on the

north side of First Street between Broadway and Spring.

This fit into the general civic center plan, boundaries

of which I've already described.

It was not paradoxical that while we were awakening

to the need of a civic center (and incidentally, many

other cities began to adopt civic center plans too) another

outstanding new era was under way: the decentralization

of authority. Because of the exploding population, the

magnitude of county government had grown to the point

where many county functions centralized in the Civic Center

had to be decentralized by establishing branches in dif-

ferent parts of the county. One of the first to do this

was the Superior Court, which established a branch in

Pomona, and later in Long Beach, Santa Monica, Burbank,

Glendale, and Beverly Hills. The Probation Department

established offices in several of the larger population

centers, and was thus able to carry on its affairs with

more efficiency. The District Attorney opened several

outlying offices, as did the Regional Planning Commis-

sion and other branches of county government. Decentral-

ization had become a recognized necessity, with the pop-

ulation rapidly expanding towards six million, making

Los Angeles County the largest in the United States, and
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and giving it a population greater than that of any in

the then forty-eight states of the union except seven.

Further Support to the Arts

Another marked trend was the increased support which

the Board of Supervisors gave to cultural activities.

Judge [William M.] Bowen and Howard Robertson had, back

about 1913* made a notable step in this direction when

they induced the county to establish a well-housed museum

In Exposition Park. Thereafter, this phase of the cul-

tural life of the county seemed to come more or less to

a stalemate. As I've mentioned before, Harrison Gray Otis

of the Times had, before his death, deeded to the county

his mansion to be used as an art institute; that cultural

undertaking likewise had received some support from the

Board of Supervisors, but thei»e was no expansion, and

little growing interest in its work. Both of these in-

stitutions were subjects of real concern to me. Early

in my service as Supervisor, I succeeded in getting ray

colleagues to pass an ordinance creating a board of

governors for each of these institutions. (The latter

board of governors had been composed of excellent men

serving indeterminate terms.) Under my plan, the ap-

pointees, of the Board of Supervisors served staggered

tenns of four years each. This brought into active sup-

port a large number of civic-minded people and accelerated

popular interest of both the Museum and the Art Institute,
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indirectly resulting in growing support from the Super-

visors themselves, as they made up their annual budgets.

Millard Sheets, formerly of Scripps College, as new direc-

tor gave the Institute a great thrust forward.

The relationship of the Board of Supervisors to the

field of music was greatly intensified when we succeeded,

by a visit to the legislature in Sacramento, in securing

a law which made financial contributions to non-profit

musical and dramatic enterprises a legitimate county

expenditure. In securing this important law I worked in

collaboration with Mrs. Ida Koverman of MOM. The county

had been making very modest annual contributions of about

ten thousand dollars to the Hollywood Bowl, under the guise

of contributing to advertising, via the Chamber of Com-

merce. With the passage of the new law, we were able to

make direct contributions, and these appropriations steadily

Increased through the years so that, as I recall, the

maximum contribution in the latter part of my service

was between ninety and a hundred thousand dollars for

the Hollywood Bowl alone. That was separate from the

special sppropriations, amounting to some two million dol-

lars, which had been made for the acquisition of land for

the parking lots on either side of Highland Avenue, adjac-

ent to the Hollywood Bowl

.

While the Bowl was the principal recipient of county

subsidies in the fi'»ld of music, the Philharmonic Orchestra
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also received, as the result of an appeal by Harvey [S,]

Mudd, an annualapproprlation which for several years was

approximately sixty-four thousanc? dollars. The Opera

Guild, which gave performances in Shrine Auditorium for

high school youngsters at low cost on Saturday afternoons,

was given an annual subsidy of some twenty-five thousand

dollars. The Educational Opera Association, another

non-profit enterprise which presented costumed operas in

English before high school students in their auditoriums,

received a subsidy of some twenty-five hundred dollars

a year. Various communities were encouraged to organize

or expand neighborhood orchestras composed of non-pro-

fessionals, who met at stated periods and developed con-

siderable skill and facility in the preparation of orches-

tral music. The number of orchestras that became elig-

ible for county subsidy totaled twelve and, I think, in

more recent years became nearly twenty.

With the expansion of the county's support of music,

it became obvious that some sort of a special body repre-

senting the Supervisors was needed as an appropriate ve-

hicle for administering these funds. I therefore Induced

the Board of Supervisors to establish a Music Commis-

sion, whose services through the years have become a very

valuable county adjunct. While it does not have author-

ity independent of the Supervisors to allocate any funds,

their recommendations have come to be relied on more and
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more, so that it Is now almost an unwritten law that all

these diverse musical activities must receive the approval

of the Music Commission. The commission consists of

fifteen non-salaried citizens, representing the five dif-

ferent supervisorial districts. They have a secretary,

paid by the Supervisors, and vere given free office facil-

ities In the Civic Center and eventually were housed In

the Dorothy Chandler Music Center.

Recreational Facilities

In the early thljrtles, the county had given relatively

little attention to the matter of recitation. What was

done was in effect a sort of auxiliary Interest of the

county forester. Before I came on the Board, the county

had designated a former employee of the County Forestry

Department to take charge of the county parks. In the

early thirties, therefore, there began a mo2?e conscious

effort on the part of the Supervisors to provide recrea-

tional facilities for the expanding population. Among

those who advocated such an expansion was Supervisor

William A. Smith, who himself had been a forester In his

earlier years. In his district In the eastern part of

the county, on one occasion, he headed up a purchasing

program which Involved the acquisition of some twelve

or fifteen park sites of ten acres or more each. Some-

what earlier. In my own district, I Instituted the purchase

of sites which became known as Plummer Park and West Hoi-
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lywood Park. On the east side, I headed up the move to

convert a neglected swale into a park on Brooklyn Avenue,

making It also a regional civic center in which we located

the Branch Office of the Sheriff's Department, the Branch

Courts Building, and, eventually, a branch for the Pro-

bation Department and other county departments. A swim-

ming pool was also built in this East Los Angeles Park,

and other facilities, such as ball diamonds, were added.

On Whittler Boulevard, Just east of Indiana Avenue, the

county had owned a small park which had formerly been a

hospital under Jewish auspices. In the course of the years,

we greatly expanded this property on my initiative condemn-

ing the street on the southern boundary and acquiring

several houses to the south of this, Laguna Park, as it

was named.

Another evidence of the expanding interest in i*ecre-

ation was the better organization of the department Itself,

and the eventual hiring of Norman [S.] Johnson as its

director: he brought business efficiency and long-range

planning into the activities of the entire department.

Eventually more than fifty parks with organized and super-

vised play became a part of the county's recreational

activity, with the encouragement of Independent non-

profit civic bodiesj the utilization of the buildings

and grounds of these areas was a very significant expan-

sion of public recreation in all its aspects. At Plummer
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Park alone, no less than forty-two cultural, civic and

pstrlotic used the facilities regularly each month.

Shortly before retiring from the Board of Supervisors,

I was instrumental in helping the Board acquire some

fifty-four acres lying between Bell Gardens and Downey

on the north bank of the Rio Hondo. Partly under my

successor. Supervisor Debs, this has been developed vei^y

extensively, with an Olympic-size swimming pool, three

baseball diamonds, picnic grounds, a full-size indoor

gymnasium, an auditorium with stage and dressing rooms,

a kitchen, and several other facilities. As a compliment

to me and as a complete surprise, the Board named this

facility John Anson Ford Park one day when I was not

participating in the session. Actually much credit for

acquiring this park goes to my deputy, Ray Nortvedt, who

first suggested the purchase and sped up its acquisition.

A larger project is the Whittier Narrows project,

the result of a lease from the federal government of about

a thousand acres of flood control land which the county

had acquired and deeded to the federal government for

flood control purposes. A large dam had been erected at

the lower end of this area, but because of the infrequency

of floods from the Sierra Madre Mountains to the north,

the county consummated the lease with the federal govern-

ment, and has been in the process for several years of

converting a portion of this potential flood area into

a great recreation park. It includes a lake stocked by
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the state with thousands of fish, named Herbert Legg

Pishing Lake in honor of the late Herbert [C] Legg, who

had done much to develop the land for recreational pur-

poses, A golf course is contemplated in1he future, as well

as many other recreational features.

The county's development of golf courses is another

phase of its awakening to the need of greatly expanded

recreational facilities for the growing population. Under

the leadership of Supervisor Kenneth Hahn, the county

acquired what is known as the Western Avenue Golf Course,

immediately south of the boundary of the City of Los An-

geles, making golfing facilities available to the people

of modest means, including Negroes and those of other

minority races. These golf courses, four or five of

which have been established by the county ir iifferent

parts of the territory, without exception have proven to

be sources of revenue, which is naturally turned back into

expanding and maintaining the best possible recreational

facilities. Lakewood acquired a golf course by lease;

this is the least favorable of all arrangements for golf-

ing facilities, but even here the county is offering a

large population an opportunity to play at low cost.

Another golf course was developed as a part of Arcadia

[County] ?ark. Arcadia Park was acquired by the county

in the early thirties, when the federal government closed

down its balloon school there, and deeded the entire
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area to the county for park purposes

.

In the eastern part of the county near Covlna Is the

Puddlngstone Reservoir, a flood control project in the

foothills which was necessary for the protection of resid-

ential land lying below the location of Puddlngstone

Dam, With the growing interest in recreation, the county

acquired additional land above the Puddlngstone area and,

through a series of administrative acts, expanded its

facilities, planted hundreds of trees, and made a con-

tract with the Metropolitan Water District to maintain

the water level in the reservoir, making possible fishing

and boating and general recreatinnal activities. This has

become one of the finest park centers in the eastern por-

tion of the county.

The Relationship of County and City Governments

The explosive growth of the county's population in-

sulted during the thirties and forties and fifties in the

development of a great number of new communities, many of

which eventually incorporated as independent cities.

Unfortunately, the state law did not have adequate restric-

tions on the incorporation of cities: any small group of

people who signed a petition could set up a city govern-

ment, even though there might be only a few hundred people

in the area affected. Several things have grown out of

this situation, some of which have been definitely bene-

ficial and some of which have had bad social and govern-
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mental penalties.

One of the good things was the development of the

Lakewood Plan, which was established simultaneously with

the creation of the city of Lakewood. The people of this

new far-flung subdivision of several thousand population

wanted local independent government, but were fearful

of the expensive overhead in such a government. Accord-

ingly, a plan was evolved whereby the city of Lakewood

would have a minimum of salaried employees; at the outset

there was only one full-time employee, a clerk, and a city

council whose members received compensation, only for the

time they were in session. The plan consists of a series

of contracts entered into between the City of Lakewood

and the county government of Los Angeles, by means of which

all the municipal services the people of the City of Lake-

wood desired were to be perfoimied by the county, at cost.

There was a total of something like eighteen different

contracts, including police service provided by the

Sheriff's Department, planning and zoning service sup-

plied by the Regional Planning Department, public health

service through the county Health Department, recreational

supervision through the county Park Department, and so on.

As I say, all this service was rendered at cost, computed

very carefully and with due allowance for a reasonable

amount of county overhead

.

The Lakewood Plan was an innovation in this area and
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attracted such wide attention, that many other emaller

cities In the county subsequently negotiated contracts

with the county government. Business Increased to such

an extent that the county finally established under the

Chief Administrative Officer a special office which gives

all of Its time to contacting these nearby communities

and negotiating contracts with them,. The number of con-

tracts varies from city to city. Som.e want only police

service; some want their own police officers. Some want

the county to conduct Its civil service examinations.

Others want zoning problems to be handled by the county's

own zoning experts. Some want sanitation and health

matters to be handled by the county. The number of con-

tracts with any one given city varies a great deal with

the decisions and desires of the Individual community.

All told, I believe there are many hundred contracts which

have been negotiated. In my Judgment, this has been an

Important step toward solving the problems arising from

the multiplicity of small cities. These little commun-

ities, some of which have less than a thousand Inhabitants,

cannot afford to have expert, experienced services, and

this way, they do derive the benefits of expert govern-

mental services In any desired department, at a cost which

Is regarded as a definite saving In local government.

What Is, perhaps, the most Important step Is that It pro-

vides local control of local affairs, while making avail-
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able the experience of experts ordinarily found only In

large unite of government.

Cunningham: Do you foresee a time in Los Angeles when we

might have an operation similar to that in San Francisco,

where county and city government are combined?

Ford: The combination of county and city government, such

as they have in San Francisco, has been discussed a good

many times; but the more one gets into the Intricacies

of local problems, the less possibility of such a com-

bination there seems to be. First of all, while the city

has two or more million people, the county has six mil-

lion, and a large part of the county would be unwilling

to mei^e its government with the city's, inasmuch as the

city has special needs and requirements which might be

viewed with some Jealousy. A further question is could

any real economy be achieved by merging two organizations,

both of which are so large as to more or less need a per-

sonnel set-up of its own. We at one time took a prelim-

inary step towards such a merger when Dr. [George] Par-

rish, the City Health Officer, and Dr. Hugh Pomeroy both

died within a period of a few weeks; the possibility of

merging the two health departments then received a care-

ful study. Actually, the city was more reluctant to engage

in a merger effort than was the county, but nevertheless

an expert analysis and survey was made, and it was found

that, for example, we would not be able to reduce the
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number of employees, because all who were employed by the

city presumably were all well employed, and the services

that they performed would have to be continued. The same

was true of the county. There might have been some saving

at the very top of the administration; obviously, we could

get along with one health officer instead of two; but the

responsibility of administering the city's public health

needs was so great that, if the county took it over, it

would immediately have to create a special deputy health

officer to give effective supervision to the city activ-

ity. Some years after my retirement, the County took

over the City Health Department but the extent of result-

ing economies have not been determined by 1966.

That one concrete illustration helped to lessen my

Interest in merging services, although an election seldom

takes place without somebody's proposing consolidation,

apparently without having full knowledge of all its im-

plications.

The same thing could be said of the city and county

libraries. Here is the largest county library in the

United States, and here is one of the great city libraries

In the United States, but when you begin to think of merging

the two, you don't find any substantial benefits in econ-

ony, and, indeed, you eliminate to some extent a certain

competitive situation which often results in one library's

setting up standards which the other library strives to
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meet.

You could expand that same principle In many other

ways. Perhaps the best way to summarize the argument

against consolidation is to say that consolidation of two

very large units is apt to create an unwieldy organization,

the operation and supervision of which from the top be-

comes certainly as expensive and perhaps more expensive

than it is at the present time. I think it's somewhat

comparable tc sone of the huge corporations like Standard

Oil or United States Steel, whose overhead and top offic-

ers constitute a very heavy burden upon the organization.

However, we should add that in many matters there is cor-

dial co-operation between departments in various cities.

The police officers and the sheriff's departments meet

together in a manner mutually beneficial to many functions

of both city and county government.





CHAPTER V

OTHER POLITICAL CONNECTIONS

In the early 1930'b, after my election as Supervisor,

I was elected chairman of the Democratic County Central

Committee. This position brought me in touch with a body

of eager citizens who wanted to participate in public

life and who were, under California state law, elected

from their respective areas to serve on the County Central

Committee, which is the official voice of county Democracy

Just as the Republi:;an Committee is the official voice

of county Republicanism. The functions of the committee,

however, are limited, and, other than serving as a sound-

ing board for public opinion or providing an occasional

opportunity to become acquainted with candidates, it is

not as significant as one might suppose. We had regular

monthly meetings which were often marked by both enthus-

iasm and hectic controversy, so that as chairman I looked

forward to presiding over them. For over seventeen years

one of my deputies, Arthur Miley, was an invaluable personal

adviser to me in political matters. His great contribu-

tion as a county official was the infinite pains with

which he served welfare cases.

As a member of the County Committee I was likewise

a member of the State Central Committee which, as the

late Ray Piles, one of our Democratic leaders, used to
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say, had two functions: one was to be bom and the other

was to die at the end of its term. However, the State

Central Committee, like the County Committee, Is a clear-

ing house for Ideas, and Is, in some degree, an effective

spokesman for public sentiment on political Issues. It

does not have either the means or the authority to run

a campaign or to determine the direction of county or

state Democratic policies. There has grown up In recent

years a more- effective organization which has not sup-

planted either the County or the State Central Committee,

known as the Council of Democratic Clubs, of which there

have been several hundred organized In the State. These

clubs hold conventions comparable In some respects to the

old political conventions, but are distinct from them

in spirit and In the Independence of the Individual dele-

gates. They do engage In pre-election and pre-prlmary

endorsement of candidates, which Is not permitted to the

County or the State Central Committee. Up to now these

delegates have not been boss controlled. The State and

County committees are supposed to get Into the campaigns

following the primaries, and give organized support to

the candidates; they do a certain amount of Important work

in that connection, but the Council of Democratic Clubs

really gets Into the act before the primaries, and In

many cases their endorsement determines who the candidate

shall be.
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With the, you might say, unauthorized developnent of

these clubs (unauthorized as far as the law is concerned),

there came into the Democratic Party even more than into

the Republican Party a potent force for practical pol-

itical action. In the main, these clabs represent grass-

roots sentiment, and they bring together workers in large

numbers, who are activated by unselfish interest in pol-

itics rather than by a desire to secure patronage or posi-

tions. Actually, there is no organization or individual

in the state which has sufficient patronage to stLmulate

membership in these clubs or to develop a political organ-

ization such as we find in Tammany or other eastern pol-

itical organizations. With the exception of the govemoi's

office, we don't have the patronage. Civil service is too

prevalent, and limitations on public officials, while not

complete, are so extensive that most workers who take

part in these clubs do so because of a deep personal

interest in politics; they desire to express themselves

democratically and to make a contribution to what they think

is the welfare of their state or county. I'm an enthus-

iastic supporter of the club idea. It is possible that

in the years to come it might evolve to the point where

somebody could develop into "boss" and thus create a sort

of duplication of Tammany, but that does not seem likely

at the present time. The wholesomeness of these conven-

tions, the intensity of their arguments and the devotion
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of all the delegates to the Democratic cause is heartening.

I want to make my endorsement of the club idea quite

plain, even though one of ray efforts to secure their endorse-

ment failed. At the suggestion of Governor Brown, I became

a candidate in 1958 in the election for the office of

Secretary of State of the State of California, snd al-

though I did not put on a campaign among these club mem-

bers, I suppose I relied on their good will, that of the

governor, an-T the fact that I had a wide acquaintance to

gain their support. A capable lawyer of Spanish-Amer-

ican background. Hank Lopez, however, also desired to get

their endorsement for the position of Secretary of State,

and put on a very intensive campaign up and down the State

of California, with the result that the convention dele-

gates voted him their endorsement. I kept my promise and

withdrew my name. This was one step in building an en-

dorsement of the complete ticket for all the state offices.

I should add, without glorying In the fact, that all the

other candidates for state offices, headed by Governor

Pat Brown, were finally elected except Lopez. He didn't

make it for Secretary of State. However, one of the

reasons for his losing was that he was pitted against

Frank Jordan, who had been (both he and his father of the

same name) from time immemorial Secretary of State of

California, so that Mr. Lopez had a very difficult com-

petitor.
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Coincident with the development of these clubs was

a growing interest on the part of California Democrats

in national politics. Mr. Roosevelt's record had been a

great stimulus to the Democratic Pai*ty in this state, fol-

lowed by Mr. Truman who frequently visited California

and gave the organization a shot in the arm. In the early

fifties. Senator Estes Kefauver began to engage in nation-

wide political activity, looking toward securing the

nomination for the presidency in 1952. He visited all

parts of the country, making several trips to California,

at which time he contacted me to ask if I would head his

California committee. At first I declined, but some

weeks later, following a long-distance call from the

Senator in Connecticut, I agreed to head up his activities

here , We proceeded to enlist supporters and to engage in

a series of meetings up and down the state. The Attorney

General, then Edmund Q. Brown, did not come out in sup-

port of Kefauver but contended, as did many of his friends

and followers, that the nomination should be left to the

convention. Eventually, however, for the purposes of

heading up a movement to elect independent delegates, Mr.

Brown allowed himself to be the favorite son candidate

for the presidency. Our respective campaigns grew in

intensity and, at least on one occasion, Mr. Brown and I

appeared on the same platform, he advocating his own

independent delegation to the convention and I advocating
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a delegation committed to Mr. Kefauver.

The Kefauver delegation was overwhelmingly elected

at the primary, and therefore became the official repre-

sentative to the Democratic National Committee. Follow-

ing the state law, the State Central Committee nominated

me as National Committeeman, and we went to the 1952

convention in Chicago as the delegation solidly committed

to Senator Kefauver. The developments of that convention

are well-known political history. Our California dele-

gation, with George Miller of Richmond, California, as its

"field marshal," stayed with Kefauver to the very last,

when finally Adlai Stevenson was overwhelmingly elected

and Kefauver shunted to one side; there was real resent-

ment at the time of the arbitrariness of Speaker [Sara]

Raybum in refusing to give adequate recognition to Sen-

ator Kefauver.

As National Committeeman, I only had the opportunity

to attend one or two of the meetings of the National

Committee subsequent to the nomination of Mr. Stevenson.

Inasmuch as I had shared in giving a lot of emphasis to

Kefauver as a suitable candidate, I had had my misgivings

regarding Mr.Stevenson, who I feared might be more or less

a puppet for Jake Arvey, the boss of Chicago and a well-

known politician of the Tammany type. For the purpose of

clarifying my own mind in the matter, I made a trip to

Springfield to visit Ctovemor Stevenson at my own expense.
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However, I went with an already favorable attitude toward

Mr. Stevenson, becauee of his remarkable acceptance ad-

dress before the Democratic National Convention. This

eloquent plea for the Democratic cause and the Democratic

victory was on such a high level and was done with such

a statesmanlike attitude that I went to see him convinced

that he was not the puppet of Jake Arvey, who In the Chic-

ago sector of the convention had been one of his strongest

supporters

.

My visit to Springfield confirmed my realization

that Stevenson was a man of extraordinary character and

ability, and that he was completely Independent of Jake

Arvey, although not taking an attitude that would alien-

ate Arvey in the political campaigning. Mr. Stevenson

received me courteously, while making no effort to curry

my favor, going about his many governmental duties as

usual. The day I was there, he had an engagement to

speak before the Farm Editors of Illinois at the State

Fairgrounds, and he invited me to accompany him on that

trip to the luncheon in which the Farm Editors partici-

pated. That trip afforded the principal opportunity I

had to talk privately withhLra that day. One bit of con-

versation i»emains in my memory. He explained that he

was very proud of his administration's record on the State

Fair. He said that when he became governor the indebted-

ness which burdened the State Pair was some eight or nine
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hundred thousand dollars, and that by careful husbanding

they had reduced this indebtedness to some two hundred

thousand dollars, as I recall. Of this demonstration of

economy and efficiency he was very proud. I remarked that

he certainly was to be congratulated, and that he should

have little trouble in liquidating the balance of the two

hundred thousand dollars with all of the income that I

was sure he would have from parimutuel betting returns.

He turned to me and said rather emphatically, "We don't

have parimutuel betting on the State Fairgrounds and I

don't think that's a proper activity to be carried on

there, because among the principal patrons and benefic-

iaries of the Fairgrounds are young people from the farms

and cities of Illinois, so we don't have parimutuel."

To me, coming from California where parimutuel was riding

high, and producing rather fabulous revenues for the state,

this was an utterance that seemed bold and courageous:

it indicated a certain moral sensitivity that you don't

find in many candidates for public office

.

Following that day's visit came many other contacts

with Governor Stevenson as his campaign progressed in '52

and subsequently in '56. I was with him frequently,

heard him speak, saw him labor long and meticulously over

his speeches—often handwritten—interlining the manu-

script with corrections often up to the last minute be-

fore going on the platform. At the outset, the experience
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of meeting these crowds seemed a relatively new experience

for him, and at times he siemed rather to shrink from

mingling with them, perhaps wishing to withdraw and con-

template the issues and speech that he was going to make.

However, he always was a good sport, and if I saw a re-

luctance on his part as we drove from meeting to meeting

to appear before big crowds or small audiences, there was

no outward evidence of any reluctance to play his part

as a candidate.

Another incident I recall took place In Los Angeles

one Sunday. Considerable thought was given to what was

the proper thing for a candidate to do on Sunday. It

was decided that he would, if he so desired, attend some

service of worship. I suggested that he might like to

go to the Immanuel Presbyterian Church on Wilshire Boule-

vard, where my son was bass soloist in the church quartet

j

I thought he would enjoy hearing him sing. This was ar-

ranged, and Mr. Stevenson and I attended Lmmanuel Church

that particular Sunday. The Governor's presence was ac-

knowledged by the pastor in his preliminary comments,

and when, later in the service, communion was served, Mr.

Stevenson participated, even though he is a member of

the Unitarian denomination, which is quite different in

its theology from the Presbyterian.

You will recall that Stevenson, following his first

defeat for the presidency, showed his wonderful sense of
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humor as well as a resilience of spirit. He said he was

reminded of Lincoln's story after suffering defeat. He

was like the big boy, he said, who stubbed his toe and

found that it hurt too much to laugh and that he was too

big to cry.

All of Stevenson's supporters were equally depressed

by his second defeat. How well I remember his television

remarks on the night of that keen disappointment. Quoting

Pra Angelico, if I remember right, he said, "There is a

radiance and a glory in the darkness, could we but see;

and to see we have only to look."

This moved me deeply and I find in my Intermittent

diary that I wrote him a letter on December 19, I960, in

which I said, in part;

Dear Governor: Permit me to quote you from
memory: "There is a radiance and a glory in
the darlcness could we but see; and to see we
have only to look."

This United Nations task to which you have
set your hand, thinking more of service than
of self, may prove to carry responsibilities
as great as any in the Administration.

Am I too unearthly v;hen I say far too much
of our "peace" talk is predicated on "dealing
with strength;" not enough has been said about
"Justice," "whether you or we are the stronger."

I have often thought of the Sunday in Imman-
uel Church in Los Angeles when we both took
the communion. Our theology, I am sure, was
very different from many around us. But I
feel that we shared in recognizing that ser-
vice, and at times sacrifice, give something
of a divinity to life. That is part of the
radiance and glory that we always do not see

.

John Anson
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In a few days a reply came back, dated January 6, 196O;

Dear John: Thank you for your letter. I
have no illusions about the difficulties I face
and your thought of me Is comforting and en-
couraging. With warmest good wishes.

Sincei»ely yours, Adlal





CHAPTER VI

SOME INTERESTINO ENCOUNTERS

I suppose every boy has certain heroes he worships.

I learned that one of my heroes, Teddy Roosevelt, was

coming to Galena, Illinois. We were living In Warren,

Illinois, not far down the railroad tracks, so to speak,

from Galena, and so I saved money to see this famous man.

It cost me three or four dollars to get there . I went

down because he was going to make a speech In recognition

and honor of General Grant's birthday. Galena was very

proud of the fact that Grant lived In their town.

I suppose Teddy Roosevelt was doing some political

planning. He must have been Governor of New York then.

Anyhow, I went down, and I remember that first of all,

I looked over his private railroad car very carefully,

and peered In the windows, but I couldn't see anybody.

Then I went to the hall where he made his speech. I don't

remember anything about his speech, but I do remember that

after the speech everybody lined up to shake hands with

him. Of course, that, I now x*ecognlze, was a good pol-

itical gimmick. So I decided I'd get in line and shake

hands wlthhira, too. I was then about sixteen, I think.

Having shaken hands with him once, then I went back and

got in the slow-moving line and shook hands with him

agalnl [laughter] If my pride was hurt at all, it was that
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he didn't remember that he'd shaken hands with me on my

first time around I

Well, I do remember this remark. Somebody congrat-

ulated him on his wonderful record at San Juan Hill.

"Aw," he says, "that's Just a little war; that didn't

amount to anything at all .
" I remember that

.

It was years later, when I was a reporter, a manager,

an editor for Forest Leaves , Roosevelt was coming to Chic-

ago, and I saw him a second time. That must have been

after he had been an unsuccessful candidate for the pres-

idency in the Bull Moose Party. I heard that he was going

to be at the Northwestern Station and I went down with

a bunch of newspapermen there. When I had wonned my way

in I told him that I was representing a little suburban

paper, and that we'd been having some editorials in the

same line of talk that he had been discussing about the

press, namely, condemning the corruption in prize fight-

ing, especially in New York State. He listened very

kindly, and finally he said, "Well, I'm glad you're fight-

ing them." That was all I wanted. I Just had the one

sentence, one quote, but from that I went home and wrote

a column in my paper about it, saying that Roosevelt en-

dorsed my campaign and my editorials.

The other thing I remember about him (this didn't

seem to apply the first time) was that, on this second

meeting, when I shook hands with him I was almost shocked
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at the softness of his hand. Here he was, the embodiment

of the strenuous life, yet the palm of his hand was as

soft as a baby's. It made a great Impression on me. Of

course, I don't suppose he'd done any manual work for years

and years. Well, that's my little story about Teddy

Roosevelt

.

Speaking about presidents, Mrs. Ford and I had an

interesting contact with John F. Kennedy while he was

still Senator. Again, like Teddy Roosevelt, I think he

had the presidency in mind, and so we were invited to a

rather large party at Peter Lawford's home down on Santa

Monica beach. I was then interested in another candidate

for the presidency—it was either Kefauver or Stevenson,

but I think it may have been Kefauver at that time. Yes,

we were pleased and honored to see this young senator, but

we didn't think he had any chance for the presidency.

He was very gracious and very informal and very handsome.

The incident that was then in the public mind was that

he had Just been out on the beach a day or two before in

his swimming trunks, and had been surrounded by all these

admiring young girls and so on. You remember that in

the press?

Dixon: I remember.

Foi^: Of course, that was good presidential publicity

too. On another occasion I came in close contact with

Kennedy but I didn't actually speak with him. They have
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a big Btadlum at East Lob Angeles Junior College, and

during the close of Kennedy's campaign, he made one of his

important speeches to an enormous crowd. By the time I

was able to get there, the crowd was so great that the

gates were closed and they wouldn't let anybody in, but

I was then one of the County Supervisors and a deputy

sheriff saw me and recognized me. Ke waved to me and he

said, "Come on through." When I finally forced my way

through the "outside" crowd, he opened the gate and let

me in. By then the "inside" crowd was so great that I

couldn't get in the entrance to the stadium, so he took

me around to the wall and boosted me over the wall that

enclosed the athletic field and kept the "inside" crowd

from the large speaker's platform. All those seats

were occupied, but I wormed my way down to the front of

the section and finally got a seat while he made a very

stirring speech. Of course, the crowd was fabulously

enthusiastic,

Dixon: Was that one of his foreign policy speeches?

I think he made one out here.

Ford: I can't tell you what his subject was, but the

thing that makes me especially remember this is that a

friend of mine, one of the newspaper repoi'ters, subsequently

sent me a photograph which he took Just as the crowd was

breaking up and Kennedy v/as leaving the platform. That is

one of my most prize photographs, because here in the
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center cf the picture is Kennedy with his Bister beside

him, and next to him is Stevenson, and then Clare Engle,

those three all having passed away since. On the other

side of him is [Pat] Brown, and I'm a little bit In the

background. It*s nice to have such a photo. Pure acci-

dent that I was in it.

There are so many people I find in reviewing ray

intermittent diary, all kinds of people, some of them

identified with Hollywood's famous history, and many of

them Identified with public life, and a few of them inter-

national figures. One time, at my suggestion, the Board

of Governors of the County Museum of History, Science

and Art named a gallery after Mr. [William Randolph]

Hearst. As a result of that, Mr. Hearst began sending

gifts to the museum. ALmost every week he would call

up end say, "Send over a truck to San Simeon" or someplace,

and back would come all kinds of precious art objects.

Some years later I asked the director of the museum how

much this amounted to. Well, he said he thought Hearst

had sent in about two million dollars worth of material.

I would say the county directors' resolution paid off.

Dixon : Good heavens

!

Ford: And all because I got the directors to name this

gallery after him. But the only time I ever met Mr.

Hearst was when, after some period of time had elapsed,

the Supervisors wanted to thank him for hie generosity.
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We went down as a body to Marion Davles' reeidence in

Santa Monica and presented him with a scroll thanking him

for his gifts to the County Museum.

I had one other Interesting connection, not with

Hearst, but with Hearst's castle.

Dixon: Up at San Simeon?

Ford: Yes. After Hearst died, there was a good deal In

the papers about what they would do with that castle.

I had been there once through the Invitation of a son,

David Hearst, and I was tremendously Intrigued with the

beauty of It; most of It is gorgeous, and fine art, really.

While the public was debating what the state should do,

I Induced my Board of Supervisors to pass a resolution

urging the State Park Commission to accept this gift.

They had been hesitating because they didn't know how

much expense would be involved to maintain the property.

So we passed the resolution and. Interestingly enough,

the Hearst paper copied the resolution, made a photograph

of it, and it occupied half a page. This argument as to

whether the state should accept this gift or not contin-

ued for some months. Finally I had occasion to plan a

trip to Oakland, and I was so concerned about this that

I wrote Joe [Joseph R.] Knowland, who was then the chair-

man of the State Park and Beaches Commission, that I wanted

to talk to him about that gift and why they should accept

it. He wrote back and said he'd be very glad to see me.
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and I did call on him in Oakland. He had Mr. Drury of

the staff there in the office to meet me at the same

appointed hour. Well, I knew that Joe was interested in

all kinds of park expansion, and so on. But he said,

"Ford, we've had made a survey of this problem, and it's

not a one-sided thing by any manner. I'm going to ask Mr,

Drury to tell you the result of his survey."

So Drury took over. "Well," he said, "we've made

a very careful survey and it's unfavorable. We don't

think that the Park Commission should accept this gift."

I was astonished. "Well," he said, "for two or three

reasons. In the first place, because it's located far

off the highway. Also, it's not a main-traveled road;

it's out of normal travel. Another consideration is that

it's in a region that is afflicted with great many days

of fog, and we don't believe that the attendance would

be enough to make it worthwhile to accept this,"

Isrft that amazing?

And do you know that, after they accepted it, the

applications for admission to the Hearst castle pile up

so that sometimes it's weeks and weeks before you can get

in, and this in spite of the fact they're now charging

two or three dollars for admission!

Dixon: A friend of mine spoke to one of the guards who

said that if they were allowed to keep the gate receipts

instead of turning them over to the General Fund, they
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could more than support the cost of operating San Simeon,

Just from the gate receipts. It's amazing how shortsighted

they were.

Ford: Well, I thought that was an Interesting experience

li contacting Hearst.

Now, In going back to the different presidents that

I have seen or contacted, I only saw Franklin D. Roosevelt

once, and that was in one of his early campaigns. He

was In California, I think I must have been a County

Committeeman, or maybe I was chairman of the Los Angeles

County Democratic Central Committee. Roosevelt was in

his private car on one of the railroad sidings, and a lot

of us lined up to say hello to him and shake his hand.

When I finally got to him in the long line that was greet-

ing him, I said, "Mr, President, there is a Republican

in New York who is very ambitious, I think, to become

president. I've known him from boyhood, or early manhood,

and he's now a congressman. I think you ought to watch

out for him. His name is Bruce Barton." And he looked

up to me as we shook hands and he sort of laughed, and in

his eastern accent said, "Ford, he'll never make it'."

[Imitated accent—laughter] That was my only contact

with Franklin D. Roosevelt. Before long. Barton dropped

out of politics.

I did have a very pleasant contact with Mrs. Roose-

velt at the White House. She received me graciously and
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perhaps spent ten or fifteen minutes with me. One thing

I remember about that call was that she said something

about "Franklin" being so busy. They were concerned with

getting some word to him. She said, "We finally talked

it over and decided who would be the best one to get in

to him, and get a favorable response, and we finally

appointed Cissy," one of the grandchildren. Cissy was

to be given the message to take in to the President,

The other thing she told me at the time was the prob-

lem that she had had with trying to get the roof of a

hospital in Washington, B.C., which was primarily a Negro

hospital in those days, mended and put in good condition.

She said the hospital had so run down that even the roof

over the operating room leaked, and while the surgeons

were operating on patients sometimes the water would

drip through.

Dixon: Oh, good heavens!

Ford: And she said, "I made up my mind that we're Just

going to make Congress do something about it." The diffi-

culty was that the District of Columbia committee who had

charge of improvements of that sort was dominated by

Southerners and a Southern chairman. She said, "I called

up this chairman and he promised to do something. Weeks

went by and nothing was done. Finally," she said, "I

went in to Franklin, and I said, 'Franklin, you must do

something about this.' He wearily said, 'All right, I'll
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call him up.' And he called him up and still they didn't

do anything. And," she said, "I had to go in to Franklin

again before they would make an appropriation for this

hospital. I went in to him a second time, and he then

called in the chairman to the White House and told him

that if he wanted to do any more business with the Pres-

ident, he'd better do something about that hospital repair

job. That is the only way he finally did succeed in

getting the repairs made." And Mrs. Roosevelt added,

"You know, this Southern chairman was so afraid that some

of his opponents would find out the fact that he had

proposed an appropriation for a Negro hospital, he was

sure that they'd use that against him."

It shows that we've traveled a long ways, because

that was not too long ago. Well, that's a little gligtpse

of Mrs. Roosevelt.

I had an Interesting interview with Harry Truman in

his White House office on another occasion. For many

years, I had interested myself in a type of monument which

I called a "Monument to Democracy," on the theory that

since we have a monument to liberty (the Statue of Liberty)

on the east coast, now, in the evolution of the nation's

westward trend, we should have a corresponding companion

statue—to Democracy—on the west coast. I had interested

Millard Sheets, who drew some very good sketches, and

finally produced a handsome brochure. So I went down to
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Washington to sell my idea.

I guess I went down on County business of some kind,

and got an appointment with the President. Or rather,

first I got an appointment with Oscar Chapman, who was

then Secretary of the Interior, and he said, "If you ever

get that thing started, I think I can make the area a

national monument."

I had envisioned this monument as something as follows

I'd worked out the major elements of the design. It was

to be a statue with three heroic male figures with arms

upraised, s banding sort of back to back, and all together

upholding a translucent globe of the world. One figure

would be a black man, one figure would be a white man,

and one a brown or a yellow man, symbolical of the differ-

ent races of mankind. This is democracy upholding the

world. Within, the translucent globe would be a light

which would be visible at night out to sea or to the

8irport--we wanted to place it on the top of Palos Verdes

Hills. Mrs. Vanderllp, the survivor of the owner of

Palos Verdes, was very much interested In the idea, but

those things take a long time.

I took the idea to Truman, and he said. Informally,

that he would be honorary chairman of a committee, with

the understanding that Mr. [Herbert] Hoover would also be

honorary chainnan.

Then all I had to do was to go out and raise two
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million dollars, [laughter] But many things came along.

Wartime intervened, Korea, and the top of Palos Verde

s

where I wanted the monument was occupied by the govern-

ment with radio buildings and so on. But actually, I've

never given up the idea.

Dixon: I think it's a wonderful idea.

Ford: My present hope is to interest the Harbor Commis-

sion at Long Beach, perhaps Jointly with the Harbor Com-

mission in Los Angeles. They're now talking about build-

ing islands out in the harbor, as you know. And now

the project has dragged on so many years that this would

be the right time to erect a monument in commemoration

of the Second Centennial of the Declaration of Indepen-

dence .

Dixon: That's true. Another ten years. , ,

Ford: You see, the first Statue of Liberty was really in

honor of the First Centennial, and this would be Just a

hundred years later, and this would be looking west

instead of east and would emphasize democracy, which

is so important in these days with the Orient. The idea

is all right, if I could Just get somebody to back it up.

I've talked to many people about it in the course of the

years. Once I thought I had Conrad Hilton interested,

because he has hotels all over the world. And once Ed

Pauley said he would help me if I'd put it downtown,

[laughter] And so I've never really quite gotten it over.
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but I Btlll have two or three copies of the beautiful

deckle-edge brochure* Some day when I feel that I've got

enough courage and pep and vinegar, maybe I may go down

and talk to the Harbor CoramlSBion in Long Beach, or per-

haps President Johnson.





CHAPTER VII

THE PORT MOORE MEMORIAL

My interest in the monument to democracy derives in

part from experience I had with the Port Moore Pioneer

Memorial, next to the Board of Education building where

the waterfall is. That was my idea. Did you know that?

Dixon: No, I didn't know that.

Pord: Well, briefly the stor-y is this: and it took ten

struggling years to get that thing built. Two lovely

elderly women, Mrs. Moses Davis and Mrs. McAllister,

came to me back in the '^O's and said, "Mr. Pord, do you

realize that the first American flag in Southern Calif-

ornia was raised on the site of Port Moore July ^, 18^7?"

I think that was the year. And she said, "We think that

there should be some kind of a memorial there to commem-

orate that. That was quite an event, as the territory

changed over from the Mexican to American."

I was immediately intrigued with the idea, and finally

I took it to my Board of Supervisors. To make a long

story short, the idea evolved from a rather small memorial

into a big memorial. The main elements of the project

were something like this: I first got a small appropria-

tion with which we could hold a design contest under the

auspices of the American Institute of Architects and have

it well organized. They had a set of rules and so on that
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we would follow. So we got an additional appropriation

and then we advertised a prize of $20,000 for the best

design for a memorial to fit this site to commemorate the

firet raising of the American flag in Southern California.

We had something like seventy-two responses. With the

approval of the Supervisors, we selected an award Jury.

We got a distinguished artist from Chicago and an art

authority from San Francisco and one local businessman

and s historian—we had quite a fine Jury. We put all

these competing designs on display and the Jury spent two

days studying them, and finally picked out this design

that we now have on the hillside east of the Board of

Education. A lot of credit goes to Mrs. Chandler, because

I got her to serve on the committee; she "stsyed with it"

in spite of many, many delays and difficulties as to mater-

ial and adequate appropriations. I asked for and obtained

so many appropriations that one Supervisor said that

this wasn't Fort Moore Memorial, this was "Fort More and

More Memorial." [laughter]

Of the more than seventy architectural competitors,

the winner was a young Japanese American, Kagumi Adachi,

aided by his engineer, Alke Nugano. A few years before,

both of them had been interned in a U.S. concentration

camp

.

Dixon: Oh, how appropriate!

Ford: Yes, I thought so. Well, we had to get help
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beside that from the County, bo next, with Mrs, Chandler's

help, we went over and got an audience with the City Councl],

and after weeks' delay, got them, reluctantly, to give us

$80,000. Then we said, "Well, now, who's next?" I think

the next one we tackled was the Bureau of Water and Power,

and they finally gave us $80,000. One great difficulty

there was whether it was legal for them to spend money

for this purpose. We had endless conferences with the

lawyers (you know how they can string things out), but

we finally got an okay, and we secured the $80,000 from

that Department. Then we went to the Board of Education,

and there we secured $80,000 from them. I think the County

by that time had probably put in $300,000, It was really

"Fort More and More .

"

Still we were short of money. We found that the plain

cement surface of the monument wall wasn't satisfactory

—

it had to be covered with ornamental brick, and that

entailed additional expense. So we searched around. I

talked to Mrs, Davis and she said, "You know, I think this

monument is In part a memorial to the Mormon Battalion,''

because the Mormon Battalion was the principal element

in this famous trek overland from Kansas City, or some-

place in the Middle West, to Los Angeles. It was the longest

military trek, up to that time, in American history at

any rate. So she said, "I think because of this we can

get the Mormon Church to help us." In the end, they
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gave us $75*000.

She said, "We don't want any excessive emphasis

upon it, but we would like recognition as to the proper

part that the Mormon Battalion played in our pioneer

history."

We relied very much on Dr. Glenn Dumke, of Occidental

College, now Chancellor of the State Colleges, to work

out a series of episodes that could be memorialized by a

bas-relief, and one of them had to do with the Mormon

Battalion.

So we then had a second competition for a sculptor

who would prepare these bas-reliefs to occupy one-third

of the memorial wall. Out of several competitors who

submitted photographs and sketches of their work, we selected

Henry Krels, of Connecticut, who came west and spent sev-

eral weeks preparing the molds for these bas-reliefs which

wei?e then converted into ceramic tile—all the bas-reliefs

are in ceramic tile.

We also used the services of Albert Stewart, who

taught sculpture at Scripps College. He supplemented

Mr. Kreis* work, and, among other things, designed the

dramatic figure of the eagle which is a part of the pylon

in front of the memorial wall. A detail about this pylon,

some seventy feet high, which the public will never know:

to secure an earthquake-proof foundation, the engineers

bored downward forty feet until they struck solid bedrock
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on which they poured cement for the pylon's foundations.

Another sculptured contribution by Mr. Stewart was a series

of small Intaglio historic panels ornamenting the back

of the long stone bench at the base of the pylon.

That's the story of that monument. I was saying that

that ten years' experience is what gives me courage to

not quite give up on the "Monument for Democracy Upholding

the World," I know how long these things take. I even

proposed once that it be put in San Francisco Bay, but

they backed and filled, and there were several interfer-

ing complications there. I thought perhaps Alcatraz Is-

land would be proper, now that they're taking the prison

away, but they've got a commission in Washington which

is now studying something for that island. At least I've

given them an opportunity, and how sorry they'll be when

we get it built down in Long Beach', [laughter] Well,

then, Mr. Truman was interested, and I think as I said

a moment ago, he said that he would be willing to serve

as one of our honorary chairmen. I'm sorry that it

hasn't progressed farther.





CHAPTER VTII

POLITICS AND PERSONALITIES

So far I've talked a good deal about politics. I

met Omar Bradley one time; he eat at my table at a dinner

party. I didn't see anything very dramatic or unusual

about him, except he had a very strong lower jawl I

think maybe it's that lovrer jaw that helped make him the

Chief of Staff. He's one of the great military leaders

of our time.

Dixon: Yes, he is.

Ford: While we're talking about political figures, one

of ray favorites, I say it with a lot of sincerity, is Pat

Brown. Grovemor Brown. I came to know him Intimately

over the eight years that I served on the Pair Emplosrment

Commission. There is a characteristic of Pat that it's

a little difficult to d(fescrjbe. I would call it "trans-

parency." He doesn't simulate. He is exceedingly open,

and being open, you discover that he is not strong for

intrigue or subtleties. Sometimes that's gotten him into

a good deal of trouble. He'll say things, you know, off

the cuff. Just as he felt about it, and then it gets him

into hot water. But I have seen many public men in high

places and I must say that these qualities about Pat have

caused me to admire him greatly.

No, I don't think he's the greatest statesman in
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the world. He's not a "high-brow" intellectual; he doesn't

pretend to be. Nor does he aesurae a poee. He Just is

himself, very earnest, very dedicated. He has a deep

affection for California, and I think he'll go down in

history as one of our best governors. He has a deep

human sympathy and he has made it really effective in

much of his legislative program.

Dixon: Would you care to comment at all on his suc-

cessor?

Ford: Well, I never have met Ronald Reagan, but I don't

mind saying (and I suppose some of these opinions still

reflect campaign intensities) that I don't see how Reagan

can administei? the Governor's office with confidence.

What the American public has not yet learned is that pol-

itics is as much a profession as medicine or dentistry

or architecture. It's a complex profession. Every once

in awhile the public elects somebody to high office who

hasn't had any experience, and he stumbles around and

picks up enough information so that he makes a respect-

able showing, but often it's a very costly showing.

I think of my own case, for instance. I knew very

little about the inside of County government when I was

elected Supervisor in 193^* but as I look back now, I'm

convinced that because I was a novice, because I didn't

know what it was all about, the majority on the Board

put over things that they couldn't possibly put over as
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I became experienced and more sophisticated. I knew

more about the profession of politics.

And Reagan Is In that fix now. He comes In with

his good Intentions, and his Ideas as to conservatism

and economy and business efficiency and so on, but he's

not equipped for this profession. He's not equipped for

it. The state undoubtedly will pay a heavy price—they

may not know It then, but false economies may well become

a very dramatic Issue In some future campaign. When you

have ignorance or lack of experience in any large business

you're going to have to pay a price for It. Much will

depend on the people who are around Reagan. He Seeds

a lot of political savvy to really know who he's putting

around him. Partly due to his experience as an actor he

has a pleasing address, but it seems to me his basic

conservatism is contrary to the spirit of the times.

We've talked about politics. Now let me make some

reference to people outside the field of politics, maybe

in the Hollywood area.

Dixon: Yes, please.

Ford: One day in the early '^O's I read in the Los An-

geles Times that William S. Hart, "silent" movie hero,

had donated to the city his residence on Sunset Boulevard,

He thought it perhaps would be a nice little park. I was

so impressed with the generosity of that act (although

I had met Hart once) that I sat down and wrote a letter
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congratulating him on the generous donation.

He wrote back and said, "Thank you for the letter,

but," he added, "you will be interested to know that in

my will I'm going to leave my ranch out at Newhall for a

public park to the county, but if they don't want it,

I'll give it to the state." That was, of course, mighty

pleasing.

The years passed, and finally William S. Hart died.

I watched the papers very anxiously to see if he had ac-

tually fulfilled his promise. Sure enough, his will

provided that, after giving $100,000 to his wife, from

whom he had been estranged for many years; and to his son,

who likewise had lived with his mother in the east and

had largely ignored Hart during his last illness and so

on, he had given $100,000; and he also made gifts to

several other people; and then, after these bequests had

been taken care of, the balance of his liquid estate as-

sets were to be given to the County, together with his

200-acre ranch at Newhall as a County park. Well, I was

thrilled he had fulfilled his dream, and a great asset

would come to the County. His letter to me had said he

felt obligated to the public because the public had made

him a success.

We were greatly disappointed when, a few weeks after

the announcement of the will, the son started a suit to

break the will. The story of that suit is really a sad
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commentary. In my Judgment, on Judicial procedure in

probate matters, because it took ten years of costly

wrangling in the court before the County finally got a

favorable settlement.

The three executors were prominent Los Angeles men

(l don't recall their names, but I did know some of them

personally). It appears that they somewhat neglected

the property in those ten years of litigation, because

many of the reels of silent films which were a part of

his bequest, were destroyed by water and injured. And

the lovely ranch house high on the hill, which is now a

real tourist attraction, was neglected. At the outset,

his assets, aside from his bequests and the ranch, were

estimated at between $900,000 and a million dollars.

But when the County finally won the suit and all fees and

bills were paid the assets had diminished to a little

less than $^98,000. That's the story of the William

S. Hart Park. In the ranch house, you'll see a copy of

my letter to Mr, Hart and a copy of his letter to me.

They framed them and put them in the hallway somewhere.

Here is another celebrity I met. Before I was

Supervisor, I did some free-lance writing. I got the assign-

ment from a magazine called The Independent to write a

story about Douglas Fairbanks. The Independent was run

by Henry Ford—no relation of mine—and it used quite a

number of my articles. So I made the appointment with
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Doug Fairbanks. This was on the set of his very fabulous

silent picture, Robin Hood . I took along my small son,

got some pictures of him on the castle steps, in the cause-

way near the portcullis, and finally shots of Doug him-

self. Frankly, while I have a copy of the article some-

where, I don't remember what he said except one thing.

We were finally settled down in a studio and he said,

"Well, what do you want me to say?" [laughter] I was

quite taken back and had to do some mental gymnastics to

think of a question to ask him, of course. But, anyhow,

he was very gracious, and we had a very nice time together.

Dixon: He wasn't a very tall man, was he?

Ford: No, but he had a fine physique, though he wasn't

a particularly muscular man. But he was thoughtful and

we had a good interview and I got a good story.

Years later, after I became Supervisor, I had occa-

sion to meet Mary Pickford. I went up to her home, "Plc-

fair," which she and Doug had bought and where they lived

before they were separated, and Mary was very cordial. I

was talking to her about a Hollywood Museum for Motion

Pictures, for the motion picture industry, and she was

very much interested. I hope she still is, because I

feel that this great mass media of the world centeis in

Hollywood. Year after year important historical mementos

and other objects are being lost or dissipated and per-

haps never can be recovered. The community is making a
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very great mistake in not following through on the begin-

ning which the Supervisors made for a movie museum.

Many things have complicated the situation since I was on

the Board of Supervisors, but if I were there I should

still be pushing for that museum, Mary was sjrmpathetic

with this, and perhaps somewhere in her will she's got

provision for it. I hope so.

Dixon: Do you think the museum will ever get off the

ground?

Ford: Well, the nub of the difficulty that the Super-

visors and other civic-minded people have run into is

that the studios can't resist the temptation to use the

proposed museum as a sounding board for special new pic-

tures that are coming out. And now, in recent years,

the immediate need for one aspect of the museum is taken

care of by Universal City, who conducts tours so that

people can go through and see the studios at work. But

that's not the main function of a museum. A museum very

properly should have a studio that could show the tour-

ists and visitors how pictures are made—perhaps see

pictures actually being made, but in addition to that it

should be the repository of all sorts of valuable articles

connected with the history of the development of the

motion picture business.

Now, in that connection, to show you how long I've

been interested in the idea, years before Cecil De Mille
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died I went out and talked with him about this. He had

already conceived the Idea himself, and took me Into his

private office and said, "Here Is the original camera

with which I made The Squaw Man." And he said If we

were to estimate what this has contributed to the motion

picture Industry, we could hardly compute It. And then

he said, "I have all my working scripts. I've kept them

all, with all my personal notations on the margin as to

how the actors should do this or that, or what should

take place. This Is all available for the museum." And

yet nothing has been done. I think It's really a re-

flection on the intelligence and the lack of civic enter-

prise on the part of the picture Industry itself, and the

public in general.

Speaking of Cecil De Mllle, he lived right over the

hill here. Just behind these houses across the street

from where we're sitting, in Laughlln Park. I never saw

him over there, but his residence is still there.

Mrs, Ford and I were traveling around the world in

195^, and when we came down from Beirut to Cairo, we went

out also to Luxor. Then, of course, we wanted to go out

to the pyramids. They said that near the pyramids there

was a motion picture company shooting some pictures, and

wouldn't I like to go out and see that? We did. There

was Cecil De Mllle with 3*000 extras, shooting The Ten

Commandments, with magnificent sets. I introduced myself
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and Mrs. Pord, He was very friendly and we had pictures

taken together. He introduced aa to Charlton Heston and

we two had our picture taken with hLm, and It was quite

an interesting experience. As we watched the rehearsals,

I think I saw the "flight from Egypt" about seven times!

[laughter] All these Israelites would come swarming out

of a huge Egyptian gateway, and they'd get out about so

far with the donkeys and the ducks and the dogs and all

the rest. Then De Mllle would fire a pistol, and the

exodus would stop, and they'd all go back in and do it

over again.

Well, I'm very proud of the fact that, subsequent to

meeting him on the deserts of Egypt, I got my Board of

Supervisors to pass a citation; he came down and we pre-

sented it to him. It was little enough that we, the

community, could do, outside of the motion picture area

itself, to give him this citation, I think he was really

very appreciative of it.

That is one example of the "citation" custom that I

think I initiated, or revived, for I am cure other agencies

had the same idea. But it does seem to me I initiated the

idea of citations at the Board of Supervisors.

Dixon: For public service. . ,

Pord: For public service, yes. Now I think they've

kind of run It into the ground now—too many x>olitically

inspired. As an example, that one that I showed you that
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I got last night', [laughter]

Another celebrity*. Steve Allen and I served a few

years ago on a state committee conunemorating Library Week.

We met in Fresno, and had a special program there. Steve

is quite literary and has had an unusual education. He

made a very good library talk. I was pleased to see that

side of Steve Allen, because we sometimes think of those

people as being Just comedians, or something of that sort.

One of my friendships of which I'm particularly

proud is my friendship with Will Durant, historian. I

first became acquainted with him in the ea^'ly days of my

supervisorship, possibly before. I was Invited with others

to share with him in an organization which he called

The Declaration of InteI^iependence . We had quite a

dream, a great idea. Unfortunately, some participants

became very contentious in our executive group and the

thing finally faded away. Will Durant got a little dis-

couraged. But the idea was a good one. We were emphas-

izing through publicity releases and committees in dif-

ferent communities the human brotherhood cooperation,

mutual tolerance and understanding.

So Will Durant and I have a friendship that's con-

tinued on through the years, although I can't say that it's

intimate or have we met frequently. I have been in his

home. He had described to me in detail the successive

steps by which he writes his manuscripts, which is an
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exceedingly arduous, painstaking thing. I can't give all

the details of It, but I remember that. In his reading

in any broad field that he's concerned with, he prepares

little slips of paper on which he makes notations and quot-

ations and references. Then, after he's accumulated a few

hundred of these, he sorts them, according to subject

matter and correlates them. When he starts to write and

gets down to a particular subject, he goes over to this

pile of slips which ai^ very helpful to him in enrich-

ing his references with specific items and details.

Years later, when Huntington Library asked me to

write something about county government, and I finally,

after about a year's effort, produced a m.anuscrlpt called

Thirty Explosive Years in Los Angeles County , I had the

temerity to ask Will Durant if he would read the manu-

script. That was asking a good deal. It shows how gen-

erous he is, because he doesn't do anything but read all

day. Anyhow, he consented, and he wrote back that he

was surprised how good it was.

"Quite frankly," he said, "I didn't know that you

could write like that."

Well, then I asked, "Would you write a foreword

for it?" which he did. And I've been very proud of that

foreword. And if Huntington Library had Just mentioned

that fact on the Jacket of the cover, I think I'd have

increased the sales of my book, although the sales have

been quite gratifying.
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Now, my contact with Will Durant is renewed each

summer at Hollywood Bowl. His box is almoet across the

aisle from the box that the Hollywood Bowl has given to

Mrs. Ford and me for life. So we greet each other at

the Bowl concerts. And I'm pleased to say that after a

slight illness a year or two ago. Will seems to be in

good health. He and I are almost the same age, and he's

still pressing on, writing.

I've seen Edward G. Robinson a few times, and I've

been interested in the fact that he's an art connoisseur.

I was in his home before he and Mrs . Robimon were separ-

ated. He had a fabulous collection of paintings, very

valuable paintings. I don't know what disposition was

made of those when the two of them separated. The matter

was in the papers a good deal.

Dixon: There was quite a bit of contention. Some of them

luckily have gone to the new Los Angeles Art Museum,

haven't they?

Ford: Perhaps they have. I hope they are being saved

for the public.

Speaking of famous paintings, there is a prominent

man in Hollywood who is something of an art connoisseur,

at least he has become so in recent years. His name is

A. E. England.

Dixon: Oh, the automobile man.

Ford: Yes, the automobile man. Parenthetically, England
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was chairman of the committee that put on my retirement

dinner, and he was one of the men that helped make It such

a success. As near as I can tell. It was the biggest

retirement dinner ever held around here. I shouldn't go

Into the details of that now, because I'm leading up to

a story that England told me, but I'll add that we had

l^JOO people at this dinner, and they presented Mrs. Fo2?d

and me with quite fabulous gifts. Art Llnkletter was the

master of ceremonies. This was In December 1958, and

finally they pulled aside the curtain on the platform and

here was a lovely blue Bulck. And then, Ed Pauley said

they wanted to get rid of me and send me to Russia,

so they gave Mrs. Ford and me two round-trip air tickets

to Europe, to Copenhagen. And then somebody else said,

"Well, when you get over there, you'll need some money,"

so they gave me checks for $22001 That was about the nicest

retirement dinner that I've ever heard of. Other people

have been given automobiles, but I don't think anybody

else got tickets to get them out of the country', [laugh-

ter] Yes, that was pretty nice.

Ab England, Incidentally, Is prominent In civic af-

fairs; he's now a member of Mayor Yorty's commission for

parks and playgrounds. Now for the art connoisseur story.

He Invited me and Mrs. Ford to dinner In his new, beau-

tiful apartment at the Ardmore Wllshlre. He had In his

apartment, which is twice the size of ordinary apartments,
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many art objects.

He said, "You see this painting on the wall?" I

looked at it; it was about as big as one of these l8" x

20" paintings here by John Hilton. "Well," he said, "this

is the story behind that. I had W. & J. Sloane come and

lay out this apartment, tell me the kind of furniture I

ought to have, where I should put this and that, where I

should hang my pictures. After about two day^ work, the

man called me up at the office, and he said, 'By the way,

Mr. England, how about your insurance? Have you got your

paintings insured?' You know, I hadn't thought much about

it, but I said, 'Sure, they're all insured.' Well, the

Sloane man went on, 'You've got one there that you ought

to have insured for about $80,000. That's a Monet.'"

And he explained, "This is how I got it. I never

realized how valuable it was. Years ago I was in Paris,

and as I was leaving that city, I had $500 that I wanted

to spend before coming back home, I went to some art

adviser, and I said, 'I've got $500, and I want to buy

a painting; what do you suggest?' The result was I bought

this picture for $500. But I never realized its value

until the Sloane man told me."

I have known Chief Justice Earl Warren for many

years, well enough to call him "Earl." He made two

memorable addresses for the County, one when we broke

ground for the new courthouse (that was March 26, 195^),

and then when the courthouse was completed, we wanted
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somebody to dedicate it, and we celled the Chief Justice

again. On one of those sccasions, I've forgotten which

one, I was Chairman of the Board and I presided. On my

retirement, one of the nicest letters sent in, from people

who couldn't come to this retirement dinner, was a very

generous letter from Earl Warren. He signed himself "Earl"

and called me "John," so we have that pleasant acquaintance.

The most memorable occasion on which I met Earl

Warren was on March 20, 1953, when the government had

selected leading public officials to see the first explo-

sion of an atomic bomb on American soil— a public demon-

stration. So I went over to Yucca Flats (it's right near

Las Vegas), and Earl Warren was there; he was then gov-

ernor. We were together at this demonstration. We had

to get up at two o'clock In the morning, leave the hotel,

and drive several miles to Yucca Plats. We were permitted

to come within seven miles of the site of the explosion.

We were assigned to a hillside having some high project-

ing rocks. They advised us to back up against the rocks

and lean against them, so that the concussion from the

explosion wouldn't knock us over. I will always remem-

ber that. It was, of course, a terribly overpowering exper-

ience, even though subsequent explosions abroad were vastly

bigger than that one. The eight was fabulous beyond words.

Fabulous beyond words, with all the giant mushroom in

the sky and all that went with it

.
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When Khrushchev was here, I was one of those who went

to hear him speak, and was not pleased with the way the

Police Department handled him as a foreign visitor.

Giving him the runaround about going to Disneyland, I

thought was pretty shabby. And I didn't care for the way

Mayor Poulson tried to Irritate him and needle him about

"burying" us. "We're going to bury you and you're not

going to bury us," which was a bit of distortion in trans-

lating some kind of a Russian phrase, I think Khrush-

chev meant that their system would eventually prove to

be superior to our system.

Dixon: Pass us by.

Pord: Yes, pass us by. Well, anyhow, I went up and

shook hands with the man afterward. This same Mr. A,

E. England and I, so far as I observed, were the only peo-

ple that went up and shook hands with him.

Dixon: I'll be darned. The others didn't want. . . .

Pord: Very few people. No, they gave a respectable hand-

clap vrtien he finished; but, anyhow, Ab England happened

to be near me, and he said to me, "I want to go up and

shake hands with that man." And so we did, perhaps at

the risk of being listed as Communists for the rest of our

lives! And I'm always glad I did.

When Mrs. Pord and I were planning our trip to Eur-

ope after retirement. Dr. Raymond Allen, of UCLA, said,

"Pord, I hear you're going to Russia. Wouldn't you like
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an introduction to Mikoyan?" Of course I wae delighted.

He wrote a letter to Mikoyan, and so when I got to Moscow,

I had a date with him, and went over to the Kremlin. He

gave me about twenty minutes. With a translator, there

wasn't anything very earthshaking about our conversation.

Let me show you the souvenir that he gave me. See, this

is a hemisphere with a Sputnik arising from the surface

of the earth, as you see, and the initials of the Soviet

Union on the side. I assume it's gold-plated. On the

occasion of Khrushchev's visit to Los Angeles I got him

to write his initials on the base of the Sputnik gift

from Mikoyan.

Would you be interested in a few words about the time

I interviewed Luther Burbank?

Dixon: Oh, my, yes.

Pord: That was in the '20' s. I went up to Santa Maria

on a magazine assignment—remained about half a day with

Luther Burbank. He was a delightful man, and he seemed

to enjoy the time with us. He had been very reluctant to

have us come in the first place, but my two or three

letters persuaded him. In his early letter he said,

"I'm so annoyed by reporters; I don't think I want to

see you." But after I came he was very courteous and

kindly.

I remember two or three things about the interview.

One was when he took us out to show his walnut tree that
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he had developed, a rapid-growing species. Oh, I'd say-

It was almost twelve Inches in diameter. He told us what

a short life it had had, but because of his cross-breed-

ing, it got that large. Then he took us into his green-

house where he had some other plants. There the thing

that impressed me was, as he spread his hands over them,

he almost seemed to talk to them. There seemed to be

communication between him and the plants. In fact, he

indicated that he really felt there was an exchange between

those living things and himself. He had that kind of an

affection, really. It was quite moving to see his sim-

plicity of spirit and feel his dedication. That gave him

charm, of course. We were immediately drawn to hLm. Then

I recall a bit of humor. We went into the study and he

began to search for some papers that he wanted to show

me. He opened up a desk drawer, and here was his set of

upper false teeth, [laughter] Right in the drawer there.

I wish I had a copy of the letter he wrote me after

I wrote my story. He wrote me such a generous letter.

He said, "I like your story very much. You'll a crack

writer." [laughter] My friends, of course, said I was

a cracked writer.

Another international figure is Ben Gurion, whom I

met on two occasions. One was in •51> when Mrs. Ford

and I made a trip to Israel . We were part of a party

that did a very thorough two-weeks* tour of Israel.
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Israel Is small, you know. The then prime minister gave

us an interview which reflected the spirit of dedication

that we were to find throughout Israel . We did an inten-

sive Job, very carefully planned by the Israeli govern-

ment, together with the local Los Angeles cooperating

committee. In our conversation with Ben Gurion, we were

impressed with his dedication. The picturesqueness of his

appearance, with his halo of bushy white hair, and his

kindly round face, was striking. He told us about the

dreams of the government of Israel.

Israel was then only three years old, as a govern-

ment, and of course they had lots of problems, but you

caught something of the amazing audacity of the Jewish

people, who were fuirthering and prompting that great

undertaking. It was very stimulating, and we felt deeply

the boldness of their program, to think how much they

had accomplished. Subsequent years have borne out and

Justified that boldness and that vision.

The other time that I met him was when he came to

Lob Angeles and addressed an outdoor mass meeting on the

grounds of the city hall. I don't know how it happened

about that I was asked to introduce him, but I think I

made one of my best short speeches on that occasion,

[laughter] That's not saying too much, [laughter]

Well, so much for a great variety of things. If

I were to go through this index, Mrs. Dixon, it would
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prove to be endless, I'm sure.

Dixon: These are some of the highlights, though. I was

interested in the notation you had under the "C's," about

the Catholic vote and Nixon, Was there some observation

you had?

Pord: I'd have to look in the diary to be sure, but I

think my point is that Kennedy would have overwhelmed

Nixon if it hadn't been for the opposition to a Catholic

being president. I think that was my point.

Dixon: Let me ask this. Did you ever get painted with

Jack Tenney's paint brush?

Pord: Yes, I think I was on his list of questionable

personalities.





CHAPTER IX

SUPERVISORY STAFF MEMBERS

There are a few people on my staff to whom a great

deal of credit goes for whatever I was able to accomplish

as supervisor, and the same can be said for whatever I've

been able to accomplish on the Pair Employment Practices

Commission. I owe a great deal to the young people who

were associated with me. When I was elected to the Board

of Supervisors in 193^, I found that each supervisor was

entitled to one deputy, and looking about for a deputy

I could have confidence in and one who had some news-

paper experience (which I thought would be a good asset),

I went to Harlan Palmer, the publisher of the Hollywood

Citizen .

I said, "You have a reporter by the name of Ed Stick-

ney. Would you be willing to give him to me to be my

deputy?"

He thought it over and said, "Well, John, I think

maybe I could let him go for a year."

So that's how my relationship with Stickney began,

and he was my only deputy for many years. Later I had

three deputies and eventually four. Stickney was with

me 23^ years, [laughter] An invaluable man.

He had qualities which perhaps weren't apparent to

the outside public when he came to me. He was unmarried.
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he had never made a speech (and deputies ought to be able

to make speeches), he was unaccustomed to social life.

But before he got through, he married one of my secretar-

ies [laughter], and he learned to dance, and he learned

to drive a car, and he learned to be a very good speech-

maker. He had good Judgment and worked hard.

He was always a good newspaper writer, but the thing

that I prized particularly about Ed Stlckney, In addi-

tion to a warm personal friendship, was a very sensitive

sense of Integrity, and a capacity to be completely ac-

curate. Those qualities were very priceless In serving

as my alternate many occasions. He often had to go out

and make speeches for me as time went on. Shortly be-

fore I retired, knowing that he'd have to change his

position with the county, he was made chief of a bureau

In the county whose function It Is to make cash awards

to county employees who develop profitable, money-saving

Ideas for the county. And he»s been doing that for nearly

eight years.

My second deputy who was with me many years, was

Arthur Mlley. Arthur was an entirely different type.

Stlckney was a devout Christian Scientist. Arthur Mlley

was a devout Catholic. Stlckney being a Christian Scien-

tist, I think didn't have particular Inherent sympathy

with the "underdog." But Arthur Mlley was very sensitive

and very sympathetic to the needy. Par more than I shall
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ever know, he helped endless people who were in trouble.

People going to the hospital, people trying to get old-

age pensions, people who were being oppressed by their

taxes, and blind people, and all the rest—Arthur was

continuously serving them until he reached retirement age.

He was a vei?y valuable man.

Finally, a third deputy was Ray Nortvedt from the

town of Bell Gardens. Ray knew a good deal about real

estate, and the transactions involved in acquiring prop-

erty.

One day he came to me and he said, "John, each super-

visor has some money in the budget to acquire some new

parks. The Boy Scouts are leaving their site near Bell

Gardens; why don't you go down and buy that for a park?"

I said, "Well, that sounds like a very good suggest-

ion; get the Park Department to give you their view of

it."

And they did; they said it was a fine site. Ray

found it was soon to be subdivided, so he went down and

pi»e-empted the property. The county purchased fifty-

four acres altogether and made it a lovely park. Then

one day, shortly before I retired, the Board asked me to

step out of the room, and they received petitions from

the people in the neighborhood to name the park after me.

And BO when I came back in the room, "Well," Chairman

Chace said, "Ford, you've got a park named after you."
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[laughter] So that's John Anson Park, but it was Ray

Nortvedt who made It possible. It lies between Bell

Gardens and Downey and is magnificently furnished with

a swimming pool, gymnasium, ball fields, dining room,

kiddie slides, picnic fireplaces, etc.

There's a third man as important as any of these men,

Sam Games, who had been the City Clerk for several years

in Montebello. Sam had suffered some injuries in the war,

but was a very ardent liberal and a very competent man,

particularly in the field of local government. He had a

host of friends. A fourth deputy was Dirk Wood, who

later became city manager for the city of Cudahy.





CHAPTER X

THE HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION

Perhaps we ought to say something, at the possible

risk of a little repetition, about the County Human Re-

lations Committee, with respect to Negroes, Japanese,

and Mexican-Americans.

Dixon: Now, you were in on the founding of the Human

Relations Council.

Ford: Yes.

Dixon: Well, why don't you Just go into that, and then

work into the PEPC.

Ford: I»m sure you're interested in knowing how the com-

munity's attitude has been greatly modified and sometimes

actually reversed with respect to Negroes, Mexican-Amer-

icans, and Japanese. And in each of these changed rela-

tionships, I'm very pleased to have had a small part.

At the beginning it might be stated in this way. During

the close of the Second World War, the City of Los Angeles

was pretty well filled with soldiers who wei^e on the way

to the front. As you may recall, they felt that the close

of the war was near, and yet they were under obligation to

go to the front. They looked upon the stay in Los An-

geles as sort of a last fling. They went up and down the

streets of the downtown area, that is, some of them did,

and painted the town red. Just how the disturbance with
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the Mexican-Americans started, I'm not altogether sure.

I don't know that anyone is, but at any rate, some of the

boys in unifoiro were very much taken with some of the

Mexican girls, because of their pretty ways and faces.

This resulted in conflicts between some of the Mexican-

American boys and some of the boys in uniform. The re-

sult was that some fierce fist fights occurred. Then the

thing snowballed into really what eventually became known

as the "Zoot Suit" riots. The Mexican boys, many of them

unemployed, already feeling alienated from the Anglo-

American society, coalesced together into gangs and pitched

upon the boys in uniform, and the boys fought back. We

had a very serious time, particularly in downtown Los

Angeles on Main Street and in some sections of the East

Side. There were a number of violent conflicts. Fortun-

ately, no one was killed, but I do recall It was reported

that in one fight one boy had an eye gouged out.

Finally, both the commercial authorities and the

military realized that they should step in. The mili-

tary stepped in, and put Los Angeles off-limits as far

as trade was concerned. That immediately touched a sen-

sitive commercial nerve, and things began to happen in

several directions to remedy an obvious inequity and try

and pacify these people who had been so much disturbed.

At that time one of the county employees. Dr. George

Oleason, who had been a YMCA secretary, suggested to me
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that the county ought to form some kind of a committee

of clvlc-mlnded leaders who would make a particular study

of the relationship of the Mexican-Americans first of all,

and all minorities to the whole community. So, on my

motion, the Supervisors set up the Human Relations Com-

mittee. This was composed of several civic-minded people

of prominence . From the very beginning they did a very

constructive Job in helping to interpret the injustices

from which Mexican-Americans and other minorities were

suffering. The outstanding and obvious injustice was

lack of recreation facilities on the East Side. The

Community Chest became concerned; it revised its budget

and provided, as I recall, a three -year program of stepping

up the recreation facilities for the East Side area.

Something like a million dollars was to be spent for bet-

ter playgrounds, better recreation facilities, and better

recreation supervision. That arrangement had a very

beneficial effect. The Human Relations Committee itself

did a great deal through public utterances and by call-

ing conferences to help the average layman to understand

the injustices the Mexican-Americans were suffering.

Of course, it was very obvious that the Mexican-

Americans were not the only ones. The Negroes had a dif-

ferent type of a problem; they also were a minority group

seriously disadvantaged. So began a series of conferences

and the development of this commission. At the outset.
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it was a committee. But after some years of effort, under

the leadership of Mrs. [Ida] Lazard, our Human Relations

Committee chairman, and under my urgency, the Supervisors

finally changed the Human Relations Committee to a commis-

sion. This gave It more status and more power. The change

was accomplished late In 1958, shortly before I retired.

This also gave them a better, a more stable budget, and

enabled them to retain employees on a regular Civil Ser-

vice status. Then they proceeded to procure the services

of a very able Negro by the name of John Buggs, who has

been with the Human Relations Commission until early In

1967, and who has guided many a successful effort at amel-

iorating friction and disturbances In many a community.

Well, that's rather preliminary to indicating that

the county and I have been Interested in not only the Mex-

ican-Americans, but also the Negroes, whose problems were

becoming well known to the Human Relations Commission

and some of the Supervisors. It also brings to mind the

disturbing events that took place when the Japanese were

evacuated, at the beginning of the war with Japan.

Dixon: I wanted to ask about that, too.

Ford; Yes. This, of course, was earlier than the forma-

tion of the Human Relations Commission itself, or the Human

Relations Committee, but some of us in the county govern-

ment tried to do something helpful for the Japanese -Amer-

ican families that were being evacuated in those dark war
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days. While we couldn't stop evacuation, and we couldn't

prevent their being herded ehamelessly into these concen-

tration camps—which Is what they really were—we did try

to show to those families that some of the Anglo-Americans

had a deep appreciation of their problem. In various ways

we indicated to these families who were being deported

to the concentration camps, that they had our sympathy

and our support . One evidence of that hangs on my wall

in my PEP office, namely, a very handsome hand-lettered

re sol ut inn that the Nisei gave me expressing deep appre-

ciation for what I had tried to do as one of many friends

of the Japanese-Americans.

Dixon: I think that was one of the most unfair things,

unjust things, really.

Ford: The Injustice that resulted from the war hysteria

was really a great tragedy, and the nobility and the cour-

age and the forbearance which the Japanese displayed is

almost without parallel in American history. It's dif-

ficult to think of a hundred thousand people of one

nationality or group eustaining so many insults, so much

injustice, so much oppression and yet retaining a real

loyalty to their adopted country, and with a few excep-

tions always showing very great forbearance.





CHAPTER XI

THE PEPC

In the early fifties there was a public demand for

a fair emplosnnent practices act, which I sponsored on

the Board of Supervisors, but the passage of which I was

never able to secure because the majority of the Board

was opposed to it. Probably this had a good effect in

the long run: eventually a state-wide statute with more

authority and broader application was passed in Sacra-

mento in 1958. Perhaps some of these things that I have

related were influential with Governor Pat Brown, when

he was called upon to select the personnel for the newly

created Fair Employment Practices Commission. It author-

ized the appointment of five commissioners serving on a

per diem basis, with a paid civil service selected staff.

It had a modest appropriation for the maintenance of an

office and staff. In 1959, the Governor finally appointed

the different members for the Pair Employment Practices

Commission, five of them at the outset; a few years later

It was changed to seven. He asked me to be the chairman

of this commission for the first year, which I was glad

to accept. I felt that perhaps some of my close contacts

with these different minority groups would help me to

interpret the law of nondiscrimination, particularly in

the field of employment. Actually, when the year was up.
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I was retained for another two and a half years, so for

nearly four years I was the chairman of PEPC and I am

still a member.

This legislation and the administration of the Fair

Employment Practices Commission represents a new chapter

in California history, a chapter which is paralleled by

the history of New York particularly, and eventually a

number of other states. New York preceded us in trying

to solve the problem of discrimination in employment.

We were charged by the Governor, when we received our

appointments, that he didn't want a commission which was

trying to exact reprisals; he didn't want a commission

that was trying to be spectacular or to deliver anything

but equity and with even balance to administer a law so

that all men, regardless of race, color, religion, national

background, would have an equal chance with employers.

In these nearly eight years the commission has been in

existence, it has, in my judgment, made a great contribu-

tion toward public acceptance of nondiscrimination in

employment. I would not imply that discrimination doesn't

exist because we are still receiving complaints at the

offices of the Fair Employment Commission to the extent

of perhaps a hundred or more every month. These are care-

fully investigated by our excellent Civil Service staff,

about ten In southern California and ten or twelve in

northern California. These investigators are called "con-
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Bultants." When a complaint is received from any person

who feels he has been discriminated against in the matter

of employment, because of his race or religion or ances-

tral background, the case is immediately assigned to one

commissioner, and that commissioner in turn works with a

consultant who might be called a "field investigator."

The consultant doesn't have authority to determine the

equity or inequity of a complaint, but he does undertake

to get all the facts and bring them to the commissioner,

BO that working very closely, each commissioner and the

assigned consultant handle hundreds of cases.

This, I think, should be put in the record—that the

number of cases of discrimination which we have been able

to prove, is much less than the number of complaints that

we have received. At first I was quite disturbed that

we didn't have a larger percentage of convictions, or at

least more determinations of discrimination. But the

more I became acquainted with the field and the more I

became acquainted with the character of the complaints, the

more I realized that, for one thing, we often got the

chronic cases of people who, in many instances, were not

as competent as they thought they were. An impartial

appraisal of their abilities and of their treatment by

their employer would often reveal that they weren't dis-

criminated against but that they were not competent

.

So our total for this seven years and nine months shows
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5,8^8 complaints, of which 5^6 are pending. Of the re-

maining total, 1370 have resulted in corrective action.

In 3321 cases, evidence was insufficient to sustain the

complaints. In 137 cases, we had no Jurisdiction and

il57 cases were withdrawn. First of all, we must admit

that sometimes there is discrimination and we can't prove

it. Second, and perhaps more important, is the fact that

when a complaint is filed, news of this spre&ds through

any shop or factory or store or wherever it may be, and

everybody is alerted to the fact that discrimination for

race, religion, or ancestral background is against the

law. We have found that it's had a very wholesome effect,

even though a complainant would come before us with in-

complete evidence, or might prove to be an incompetent

employee. But the fact that the complaint was made and

investigated impartially results in a better chance for

all workers not to be discriminated against. By the same

token, of course, the employers are more careful in the

manner in which they handle their employees and in the

manner in which they handle recruits for employment.

The Improved attitude on the part of the general public

has really amazed me—most encouraging.

A great many employers said, "Why, we don't discrim-

inate, but we don't ever have any applications from

Negroes or Mexican-Americans."

And one of the first questions we ask is, "Well,
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where do you get your recruits? Your applicante?"

The usual answer is, "The Los Angeles Times . " And

of course we then remind them that there are thousands

of minority workers who never read the Loe Bngeles Times ,

or Examiner , as far as that's concerned. So a 3ifferent

approach has been introduced among a great many employers.

They now realize that they have to go out into the commun-

ities where these minority people are and show them the

kind of working opportunities that are available.

A notable example of that is Donald Douglas, Jr.,

who on several occasions has appeared at special gatherings

in the high schools and in minority neighborhoods, where

these Mexican-Americans and Negroes have been invited to

come in and hear from Donald Douglas himself what kind

of Jobs there are in the airplane industry, what prepar-

ation one must have, how much pre-employment training is

offered. And usually in the lobbies or in the foyer of

the high school auditorium, there will be exhibiti show-

ing the different machines that they share in building.

That has helped to open up to the minorities many channels

of employment that hadn't been open to them before.

I should add, since you're related to the UCLA, that

one other very heartening thing is UCLA's interest in

these minority people. Your tremendous tutorial program,

on the one hand, and going into the high schools to en-

list prospective high school graduates, enlist their inter-
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est in continuing their high school course and going on

to college, I think is wonderful. If I recall, at one of

the meetings with Chancellor Murphy or later with several

members of the faculty and student representatives, a

young man got up and said there were four or five hun-

dred students enrolled in the tutorial program. They

were doing this on their own expense, paying their own

carfare, on their own time, and frequently going into the

homes of the minority people. That has a tremendous im-

pact, not only on the prospective student, but on the fathers

and mothers and brothers and sisters, to think that an

educated person from the college would come into their

home and try and interest them in furthering their edu-

cation!

Dixon: We think it's a shame that the newspapers don't

give front-page publicity to this kind of thing instead

of to the vocal minority that has been getting the head-

lines.

Ford: Yes, I talked to the Times people about it, and

I was a little bit surprised. They sent me facsimile

copies of their stories, and there was far more coverage

then I had realized, but of course, it still doesn't get

the sensational headlines that the law-breakers and the

defiers do.

Dixon: May I ask you, what course does a case take?

Now you have a complaint fi»om an individual who says
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"I've been discriminated against," for one reason or

another, and if you find that this is true, then what

happens?

Ford: The next step is to call in the employer, and have

an informal, you might say an off-the -re cord, conference

with him, with the understanding that whatever he may say

will not be held against him; it's a privileged confer-

ence. We present our facts as we have found them, and

state our belief that it is our conclusion that he hasn't

treated this employee fairly. He then has a chance, then

and there, to make a settlement, or to say, "I'll take

this person back and give him another trial," or "I see

that he hasn't been given an opportunity for promotion

as he should," and so on.

Now, if the employer still refuses to comply with

our suggestions, then we have to go to what's called a

"public hearing." That is a more formal procedure, in

which the whole commission, with the exception of the com-

missioner who handled the case, sits and hears de novo,

from the beginning, and tries to decide independent of

what the other commissioner may have thought. The em-

ployer or his lawyer can make his statement, and the

complainant can testify. This hearing is conducted very

carefully in accord with Judicial rules of evidence, under

the direction of a trained "hearing officer." So that

it's quite formal; it's really practically a trial. The
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transcript of the whole proceeding is kept.

Then, if the employer still disagrees with our find-

ings (a recent case of this sort took three days; we

haven't had too many but we've had a few), and says,

"Well, I didn't discriminate—this so-and-so wasn't any

good anyhow," or, "We never said this and that," then he

can go to court. The procedure, however, in court, to

my mind, isn't altogether satisfactory. A complete tran-

script of everything that's said in the hearing is given

to the Judge, and he makes his decision by reading the

transcript.

Dixon: Then there is not a regular courtroom trial in-

volved at this point?

Ford: That's the way we proceed. We've only had four or

five cases go to court, and we haven't had much success

either. Because defense lawyers are very skillful in

reading the "right things" into the record, making a

typewritten record; they know how to make it look very

favorable. I think you get quite a different impression

by reading a transcript than you do by looking into the

face of witnesses.

On the other hand, if a complainant feels that the

commissioner hasn't given him a fair decision, his next

step is to appeal to the commission for a hearing before

all the other commissioners, and that is conducted more

informally, and yet he has that added opportunity for
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appealing for Justice. If he still feels that he hasn't

gotten Justice from the whole commission, minus the one

participating commissioner, then he can go to court.

This all has to do with the field of employment.

Now, when the law was amended, under the Ramford Act, to

include housing, we haven't had near as many housing cases,

but each one has had a lot more weight to it. We've been

Involved accumulating much more evidence and it has been

much more difficult to arrive at an equitable decision.

We have had a few cases where landlords have yielded

before taking the thing to court, and out of the small

number that have gone to court, I am sorry I cannot give

you the wins and losses in our court cases. Just a hand-

ful of cases have gone to court

.

Dixon: Now you said the consultants were Civil Service

people. Do they take a regular Civil Service examination?

Ford: Oh, yes. The specifications were very carefully

drawn, and examinations are conducted by the State Per-

sonnel Board. I think a college degree is required plus

one or two years, perhaps more than that, in social service

or in industrial relations, labor relations, or in busi-

ness management.

Dixon: Are they both men and women?

Ford: Both men and women, and all nationalities. We

have ten working out of the Los Angeles office, ten or

twelve out of San Francisco, one in San Diego, and one in
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Fresno. I would say about half of them are Negroes, three

or four are Mexican-Americans; two or three of them are

Jewish, maybe more than that, and they're all very able

men. I said to Mrs. Ford on more than one occasion that

I was always very proud of the type of employees that

I had under me with the county, particularly my own staff

of deputies and stenographers. But none of them had quite

the kind of dedication that these consultants have. As

I said, these people were selected with great care by

the State Personnel Board through their examinations,

and then by personal interviews with Mr. Edward Howden.

Mr. Howden was appointed by the Governor as our chief of

staff. One of his very valuable contributions to the

cause of race relations and nondiscrimination was the

kind of a staff he's given to us commissioners. Really,

he did a very careful Job.





CHAPTER XII

THE UCLA MEDICAL SCHOOL

Dixon: We have read an article by [Mrs. Stafford] Viola

Warren saying that. In the discussion of the establish-

ment of the [UCLA] Medical School, you were asked to use

any kind of Influence or words to help. I wonder If you

would comment on her statement.

Ford: She Indicated that what I said was helpful?

Dixon: Yes,

Ford: Well, that really reminds me of something that oc-

curred a long time ago. Long before the Medical School

was a reality, I knew that they were working hard to get

Itj the thing did appeal to me as a very much needed public

Institution. Stafford Warren did contact me, and what I

did was to get a favorable resolution through the Board

of Supervisors, It was timed Just right and had a decis-

ive Influence on the legislature. I do recall Stafford

Warren telling me, "Well, Ford, yoi^'re their grandfather

of this Medical School. We wouldn't have had It If, at

that critical time, the Supervisors, under your Impetus,

hadn't taken that action."

Dixon: It seems to me that Mrs. Warren said that some

county funds were going to the USC Medical School at

that time, and that it was your opinion that these funds

would be better off at UCLA In a public school rather

than In a private school, and this had something to do
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with it.

Ford: That's possible. That suggests an ancillary line

of thought, which perhaps would be proper to put in here.

The county had been "used" by USC, should I say, in many

ways, or you might say there's been a large degree of

cooperation between the two. But a few years back, while

I was on the Board of Supervisors, I had a strong dis-

agreement with the management of the USC Medical School,

a disagreement in which I lost out. It arose in this

way. The Medical School representatives came to us,

particularly Influential members on the Board of Trustees

of USC, came to us and said that the Medical School was

in a bad way financially. At least, the heavy running

expense was greater than the income, and they proposed

that there should be a new arrangement between the county

government and the maintenance of service in the County

Hospital. It seems that, since the beginning of the

County Hospital, fifty or sixty years ago, the arrange-

ment had always been the county would provide the hos-

pital buildings and its equipment and the nurses and

the medicines; and the medical schools would send their

students and faculty over there to practice on the patients

This had been established so long that many people had

never thought to question it, but when SC got short of

funds, they thought that it was about time that the county

should begin paying the faculty members for coming over
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and taking care of their patlentB. In view of the county's

contribution—housing, hospital equipment, medicines,

operating facilities and instruments and nurses, it seemed

to me it was an unfair arrangement. Our paet traditional

arrangement was much fairer. I have always felt that the

county was being taken advantage of because of the pol-

itical Influence of some of the USC trustees. I had quite

a sharp difference publicly and privately with different

members of the Board of Trustees at SC, but they succeeded

In getting the requisite number of votes on the Board of

Supervisors. Since that time we have entered into a

yearly contract with USC to pay their faculty members

for coming over and conducting classes and taking care

of our patients in the General Hospital, while much of

these doctors' service really consists In teaching.

The result is that, having made the arrangement with SC,

then the Seventh-Day Adventlsts claimed that they had

to have the same privilege, and the Osteopathic College

claimed the same privilege. From then on, we undertook an

annual obligation to the extent of a million dollars a

year. I presume that it's considerably more than a

million dollars a year by now. Whether the county has

a similar relation since then, with the UCLA Medical School

or not, I don't know, but probably they do.

Involved In this somewhere was this other fund that

you speak of, but my recollection isn't clear as to what
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the funds were. You'd have to ask Staff Warren about It.

In fact. Staff once said, "I'm going to write you a letter

for the record on this, since you're the grandfather of

the [laughter] Medical School." But I don't think we

ever got the letter.





CHAPTER XIII

THE PEPC AND THE RUWPORD ACT

Getting back to the Fair Employment Prectlcee Com-

mission, with the passage of the Rumford Act, we had the

added responsibility given us to Investigate and under-

take to correct Inequities with the matter of housing

rentals In discrimination, because the law provided that

It was unlawful for any landlord having more than four

apartments or any real estate agent having private houses

under his Jurisdiction for sale, to discriminate against

a buyer solely on the basis of race or religion. We have

only had a few hundred cases, and we have corrected a

number of housing discriminatory practices. Of course,

we've had many cases where we couldn't prove discrimination.

Each month these detailed figures are carefully complied

and reported to us. The renting of an apartment or the

selling of a house Involves a great many factors besides

the race, and It's not Impossible for a landlord or a

prospective seller to Interject a lot of things that don't

have anything to do with race, but happen to be very

helpful In restricting applicants because they are of a

minority race. But we have made real progress.

One or two conclusions emerged out of all this

.

First, I'm convinced that, given a well-enforced Fair

Housing Law, that very rapidly the great fear, the great
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imaginary apprehension that exists among landlords partic-

ularly would dissipate. Perhaps not immediately, but we

have found that Negroes and other minorities who are

in a position economically to go out and rent in middle

class "white" neighborhoods, are almost invariably ac-

ceptable people. When you know them individually, they

are acceptable. As soon as the landlords and the pro-

spective tenants learn this, learn to know the individual

involved, then a lot of their fear dissipates. But if

you talk in general terms, they panic: "This is going

to be transformed into a black neighborhood, and we've

got to get out'. And property values are going to drop."

Actually, we have never been able to establish that prop-

erty values have dropped, except where there has been

"block busting" and superinduced panic.

Dixon: I've heard surveys that said that property values

have risen.

Ford: Yes. They've made some surveys in the north on

that field, and there's no evidence to Indicate that

with normal integration property value goes down. I think

it's partly a question of education. And, of course,

the people, the Negro families particularly, that are

able to move into the white neighborhoods, are doing a

great deal to help dispel this apprehension, yet it's

surprising how deep-seated this racial antipathy is.

There's still a lot of educational work to be done, I'm
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very hopeful that the open-housing law will remain on the

books. Thanks to the State Supreme Court decision, and

the United States Supreme Courtfs favorable decision, open

housing l£ constitutional. No state can afford to legal-

ize discriminatory housing.

Speaking of housing of the poor, not necessarily of

the minorities, but that means many other minorities also,

I take a little pride in being the author of the motion

that set up the first public housing project in California

Dixon: Oh, really? Now, which was this?

Ford: Now that tEKes us way back—I hadn't thought of it

until this moment, and, early in my supervisorial days,

we began, because of the Depression, to be aware of out-

rageous housing conditions. I remember Dr. Pomeroy, the

County Health Officer at that time, said, "You think we

don't have any slums—you come with me and I'll show you."

Well, we didn't have high apartments all crowded in onto

narrow streets like they do in New York, but he took me

over on the East Side, and here were hundreds of miser-

able shacks, with perhaps one bedroom in which five or

six or seven people would be sleeping, and the sanitary

conditions were appalling—there was sometimes no indoor

toilet facilities at all, only perhaps one faucet for

running water and that might be in the yard. The picture

that remains in my mind particularly was when Dr. Pomeroy

reached up and pulled down a loose piece of wallpaper.
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I think there was five hundred cockroaches behind that

wallpaper. All of that was part of the Incentive that

many people had, to try and get some kind of improved

housing. There was no state law which provided for a

public housing authority; it was only a dream, even in

Washington. But we had a citizens' council that met at

the Clark Hotel dining room at periodic intervals, and they

kept hammering away on the need of some sort of public

housing. They put the finger on the county, because we

had all these relief cases. My colleagues were very

indifferent about it, but I did finally get an item of

a hundred thousand dollars in the budget for county public

housing, I don't know what a hundi*ed thousand dollars

could have done for housing, but they put it in there,

and then eventually the other supervisors took it out again.

But we did instruct our County Engineer to draw up some

plans—this shows how far we were from i»ealization of what

we have today—but we did instruct the engineer to draw

up some plans for a group of houses with estimates as to

how much it would cost to build.

We went one step farther, trying to meet the objec-

tion that this was involving a lot of money. The county

engineer actually did another thing, at my instigation

largely, and that was to build two houses of rammed earth

as samples. Do you know what rammed earth is?

Dixon: No, I don't.
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Ford: Well, they put up temporary walls, and pound earth

into It and make It hard, sort of a modified adobe sort

of a house. And we built two of those houses down on the

south side. I don't know what's become of them, but they

were occupied for a while

.

But, concurrently, legislation was being agitated,

and finally materialized in Sacramento. The Sacramento

law was a follow-up of the federal law. And the state

law provided that a county could set up a public housing

authority, and qualify for federal funds. And the day

that that law became effective, I made the motion to create

a housing authority, and it was passed. We did set up

a housing authority. We were way ahead of the city in

those days as far as public housing was concerned, and

this housing authority built the first publicly owned

housing group out on the East Side, the Maravilla Project

adjacent to East Los Angeles Park on Brooklyn Avenue.

I was still quite a novice in legislation, but I

recall how the real estate people brought in certain

Mexican-Americans whom they had coached to tell how much

they prized their houses, and to condemn any of this prop-

erty was taking away their castles and their private

rights— it is hard to realize how bitterly that idea was

opposed. Public housing hasn't met the whole problem,

but it has certainly met a very important need.

The second housing project that we finally got con-
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structed was the Carmelltas, down toward North Long Beach,

Then, rather tardily, the city established a public

housing commission, also. Neither of these commissions

were wholly satisfactoi'y to me. The personnel appointed

by the Board of Supervisors in my case, and then the

city, appointed by the Mayor of the City Council, was

often composed of people who really didn't have sjmipathy

with the idea. We, the county, suffered from that studied

skepticism very seriously. They built honest buildings,

and then they hired a staff which wasn't really deeply

sympathetic with the principle involved. They felt that

this was socialism, and "we are against it anyhow, but so

long as it's our duty we'll have to do it." There's been

too much of that in the county housing authority history

and in the city housing authority history as well. It

takes a sincere sympathetic interest in the problems of

the people, and a recognition that private enterprise isn't

meeting the situation. Well, that's a little digression,

but I thought you would be interested in that. Fortunately,

some capitalists have come to recognize that private enter-

prise has failed miserably when it comes to providing

housing for very poor families.





CHAPTER XIV

POLITICS AS A PROFESSION

One thing about American life and American politics:

there are a great many people that haven't yet learned that

public office and politics Is really a profession. Too

many people are under the misapprehension that^ by some

magic, you can elect whom you like and whom you respect,

and that he can go into whatever office you elect him

for, and do the Job. Period.

Dixon: And Just automatically do it.

Ford: Automatically. And politics is as complicated a

profession as medicine, or architectore, or engineering,

but people don't always realize it. They don't know it's

complicated in quite a different way. It Involves, I would

say offhand, two major areas: one is an intimate knowledge

of the indefinite ramification of public services that

have to be rendered, and the conditions that have to be

met. The technicalities in the rendering of these public

services are as involved as big business.

The other aspect of the profession of politics lies

in the necessity of having an intimate personal knowledge

of the personalities involved. Without knowing the people

whom you have to appoint or with whom you have to work,

how to appraise their promises, how to appraise their

capacities, how to appraise their staying quality, you
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are terribly handicapped. Of course, from my standpoint,

that's where Mr. Reagan has had a tremendous Job on his

hands. He Just Jumped right in deep into a vast, com-

plicated situation, and with all the best advisers in the

world, he»s still going to have a very, very difficult

time. So that is one of the things that American voters

themselves. . . . Some of them take cognizance of it,

but too often they somehow think that if he's elected,

he can do the Job regardless. More and more, we must

recognize that politics is a profession. Now, it can be

a prostituted profession. There are very skillful pol-

iticians who know all this and use the information for

their own advantage. That's another thing.

Dixon: And they give, then, the "bad apple" reputation.

Ford: Yes. There is another aspect of California which

I found quite different from Chicago where I did my news-

paper work, much of it. We don't have the equivalent of

"bosses" out here.

Dixon: No. The ward healers.

Ford: No, we don't. Too much of the government is under

Civil Service. Consequently, there aren't too many re-

wards to be handed out. Now, the governor's Job, one

might say, is an exception, because the governor does

have a tremendous volume of appointments to make. And I

don't know whether there's any way that that could be cir-

cumvented. He has Judges, he has supervisors (in case
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incumbents die), comralssloners by the dozens—almost by

the hundreds—and perhaps the specifications for these

Jobs could be drawn more tightly than they are. But out-

side of the governor's Job, there isn't much patronage,

relatively speaking. The result is that we have a lot

of people who are interested in politics for the legit-

imate reason that they want to be of service—they want

to be active, effective citizens, they enjoy politics. I

am amazed at the year-by-year, campalgn-by-campaign devo-

tion of so many people who have worked Infinitely hard,

with no prospect of reward.

Dixon: Yes. None whatever.

Ford: Now, that's different from what it is in Chicago.

If you're working in Chicago, why people are sure you're

going to get something out of it, at least if you win.





CHAPTER XV

THE IMPACT OF TELEVISION

Dixon: Now, If you have a few minutes, and you'd care

to speak of the impact of television.

Ford: While I have no research data with which to clinch

my statement, I have about concluded that television,

particularly augmented by radio, is making a greater im-

pact on the life, the thought, the background, the emo-

tional response of America than newspapers and schools

and churches put together. We don't se«m to comp]?ehend

the colossal magnitude of its impact. In the first

place, it's going eighteen hours a dayj everybody isn't

listening eighteen hours—I don't mean that—but it's

eighteen hours a day broadcasting, and it's multiplied by,

in this community, seven or eight or twelve television

stations. The television has motion and sound and foiro,

all combined—and a lot of color, too. Now, you don't

get that in school; you don't get that when you're reading

a newspaper; you don't get it when you go to church.

Furthermore, this motion and sound and thought Is usually

prepared by people who are experts in transmitting ideas

and emotions to others. I feel that our presidential

campaigns, our governor's campaigns (we've just had a

demonstration) and even our regional campaigns, are going

to be more and more television determined. And we're Just
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beginning to wake up to It.

But beyond that, what the rising generation is think-

ing arises very largely, I think, from the Indirect or

direct Influence of television. We sit down at lunch,

and what Is the first subject, somebody says, "Well, I

saw this on television." You begin to realize that they're

not conscious of It, and we're not conscious of It, but

television Is transmitting an endless stream of Ideas.

Well, the classic example of It, of course. Is the way

In which commercials have helped to keep cigarette use

built up.

Dixon: Yes. That's true.

Ford: In spite of any amount of unfavorable scientific

Information that might be broadcast once or twice. Yes.

If I turned on this television here In this room and left

It on for eighteen hours, how many cigarette ads would

you get In the course of those eighteen hours? You'd get

a hundred or. . . All the stations. That has an over-

whelming Influence. And of course. It shows how many

things Influence our decisions and our actions besides

logic and cold information. It's a thousand Involuntary

emotional reactions that come from all the Joy and smiles

and all the activities that take place at these ideal-

istic occasions where they alleged enjoying these cigar-

ettes. But that applies, of course, to many many other

products that are being sold on television.
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DJbcon: I have heard it stated that television has cer-

tainly changed the whole aspect of political campaigning.

Ford: Definitely.

Dixon: First of all, in the national conventions, the

smoke -filled room has a TV camera in the comer now.

There's not as much possibility for the kinds of deals

that once were supposed to have gone on.

Ford: Everything that's done in a convention is now very

carefully scheduled and carefully shaped because they bear

in mind these TV cameras.

Dixon: Let the camera do your profile now. And that, too,

is one of the things that I think helped Kennedy win his

election—his appearance as opposed to Nixon.

Ford: Definitely. Yes, he had a better television

presence.

Dixon: And Nixon didn't come off at all well in the com-

parison.

Ford : Right

.

Dixon: With Reagan also, presence counted.

Ford: Same thing.

Dixon: Here was a man who was used to a camera.

Ford: His pauses, and his smiles and everything, all came

as a result of long experience. I don't know what this

Is going to lead to. It's a tremendous educational medium,

and it's a tremendous arm for commerce. I recall listen-

ing to the College Bowl, sponsored by General Electric.
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What is their motto? "Progress is our most important

business." But the time when I first began listening to

that program they had Just been convicted of an atrocious

offense in Washington in the way of influencing legis-

lation. So that I had to keep that in mind. But they

have a good program, and I do like to listen to it. What

an example of TV power'.

How we are going to achieve an adequate balance be-

tween the public's rights in the matter of program con-

tent and the promotion of commercial advantage is a very

difficult problem. I agree with Newton Minow. What was

his phrase that he used?

Dixon: The wasteland, the great wasteland. TV is the. .

Ford: Oh yes. The desert wasteland. Well, that's one

of the problems that remains for a lot of discussion in

the future because television is an enormous Influence,

and it has done a great deal of good.

But I think the uprising of the students in dif-

ferent parts of the world, not exclusively in Berkeley,

I think they were all stimulated by television. Yet,

surely the benefits of TV far outweigh its enormous evils.





CHAPTER XVI

THE CONDOMINIUM CHURCH

Should I tell about the condominium church?

Dixon: Yes, please do.

Ford: Well, for forty-some years, Mrs. Ford and I belonged

to a little Congregational church in this neighborhood

—

Mt, Hollywood Congregational Church—which has had a mem-

bership of maybe two hundred, three hundred, all these

years. Very dedicated pastors. And as I go to church,

I pass a little Methodist church, the Los Feliz Methodist

Church, which is about the same size, or maybe a little

smaller and south of Sunset Boulevard, there's a little

Japanese church, mostly Japanese. East of us there is

a Bethany Presbyterian Church, and on Fountain there is

a Fountain Avenue Baptist Church, all within a radius

of three or four miles. All these churches ai*e struggling;

they're not sinking, they're not going out of sight, they're

Just holding their own—all raising a budget and all own

a little property.

I got to thinking if there would be some way in which

we could achieve greater efficiency without destroying

any of the inherent aspects of the respective denomin-

ations, it might be met by devising what I call a "con-

dominium church." The first step, for each church to sell

its property, and the five or six churches could, in that
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way, raise over a million dollars. Then they could

incorporate ?.nd build a plant that would be modem in its

facilities and more adequate in every way, and undoubtedly

more attractive architecturally, and so on.

In addition to a central church plant they would

retain each of the five ministers on the ministerial staff.

But if there were five ministers, each minister would

only preach once in five Sundays. The rest of the time

he could devote himself to other ministerial services,

wh ch certainly are vei^ much needed in a population as

distraught as our population 1b.

And this church might be devised so that it had a

central sanctuary. Among its educational facilities

would be classrooms for religious study. There should be

at least one substantial classroom, or chapel, for each

denomination. So that every denomination would have at

least one meeting place in this new structure which would

be exclusively theirs.

This condominium church would have a dual membership.

You would join the condominium church, but you would also

retain your membership in your respective denomination,

and your pastoral relationship wouldn't be disturbed be-

cause you'd still have your pastor, although he preached

but once in five Sundays instead of every Sunday. The

study classes, on ordinary Sundays, would be in accord

with the desires of the five ministers and their congreg-
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ations. In some cases, they might decide that there could

be mergers of the youth of the different denominations

under one leadership. On other days, they might want

to retain the denominational separation so that the young-

sters could be innoculated with their particular doctrines.

Two or three times a year, the pastor of the Methodists,

for example, would have a service in which his congreg-

ation would not merge with the larger congregation; he'd

call them separately and tell them the Methodist doctrines.

Well, that gives you roughly a little idea of how the

condominium would be organized. I think there would be

two or three definite benefits from such a condominium

church. One would be great economy. The amount of money

that five congregations could pour into a common treasury

would be as much as the five separate contributions. But

here they would be able to save money and use it to better

advantage. For instance, they could have a better choir

instead of five choirs. They could have a higher-priced

choir director. They might be able to employ youth leaders

that no one church could employ, and so on. And the main-

tenance of the property—the central church probably wouldn't

be five times the maintenance of those five separate churches.

So they'd save some money there.

An even more important benefit from the condominium

church, as I see it, would be two-fold—first on the min-

ister himself, and second on the congregation. If a
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minister was preaching to a congregation that included

his own flock plus four other flocks, he would have to

give a great deal of thought to how he could helpfully

preach to these people who represented a broader spectrum

than what he had been accustomed to. And as a result

of that, I think many members of these five flocks would

themselves get a broader concept of what religion is,

and they'd have a chance to compare the points of view

of the five pastors through the five successive weeks

and so on. That would be exceedingly valuable.

And, finally, I think that there is a very great

need, a critical need, of reorienting church life. The

purpose of a church should not be so much to try and bring

people into the organization, and to generate and produce

certain ideals which will go out from the congregation

to people, whether they belong to the church or not.

I'm sure that the church is facing some very serious

questions. This is especially true for young priests and

young ministers. That's shown by the way they responded

to the needs of the South in the Civil Rights Movement.

The other day I went to hear Harvey Cox. (He wrote

The Secular Church .) I was quite amazed. I went way out

to Brentwood. They filled that school auditorium with

people, I imagine, many of whom had never been inside of

churches, but they were very much concerned with Harvey

Cox's ideas. Some of the things he said I would certainly
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agree with. He said that we are In the midst of a revol-

ution greater than the Protestant revolution, and he said

many other things that were very stimulating. The audience

frequently broke Into applause—he had his audience with

him, yet he wasn't a spellbinder In any sense. He read

his address, but he had quite a vivid presentation. He

didn't get Into the field of theology, either, but he did

emphasize this Idea that the churches should not be concerned

with building themselves up; they should be concerned

with going out and sharing their concepts of service with

others. Much of his message emphasizes the original Bib-

lical concept, rather than the concept that's grown up in

re cent centurle s

,

And now, Mrs, Dixon, at the end of this rambling

account, I should include a Jingle which is an adapta-

tion from Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes' well-known

verse

:

I will sit near the seats of the mighty

If I can, until I'm ninety.

And what I'll do then.

In the following ten,

I leave to the Lord God Almighty.
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